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Kuhn Ends Quarter Cent~ry with UMAB -
Returns to UM Central Administration 

On Sept. 30, Dr. Albin 0. Kuhn left the 
Baltimore City campus of the University of 
Maryland and assumed the full-time position of 
senior assistant to the president - a role President 
John Toll dubbed him for last year. At that time, 
Dr . Toll had said , "Dr . Kuhn's proven ad
ministrative abilities and his extensive knowledge of 
the university will be enormously valuable to central 
administration ." He commented further that Dr. 
Kuhn's accomplishments as chancellor of UMAB 
and UMBC are an important part of the university's 
great growth period. 

The quarter of a century that Dr . Kuhn has been 
associated with the University of Maryland at 
Baltimore has been one of unprecedented change. 
Where once existed blight and abject poverty there 
stand modern buildings , and programs and people 
who reach out to alleviate those critical concerns. 
Where once stood a random collection of schools 
there exists a campus , unified in its mission , and 
unusual among academic programs in the United 
States for its unique professional orientation to the 
education and training of human services practi
tioners . Where once a hospital struggled with stigma 
of a "charity" institution there rises the state's sole 
public tertiary care health center , double its 
previous size, and internationally acclaimed both 
for its delivery of emergency care and for is clinical 
applications of medical research . And , in a state 
where once geography dictated the expectations 
for marginal health care, there are un iversity pro
grams to provide services considered earlier to be 
the birthright of the few. 

These changes have been realized largely 
through the vision of Dr. Kuhn , in itially as he visited 
Baltimore from Coliege Park , later as he directed 
the schools from the emerging campus in Baltimore 
County; and since 1971 , as he led the graduate 
and professional programs as chancellor of ·the 
University of Maryland at Baltimore . Today, new 
buildings for each of the six professional schools are 
complete or under way. A modern hospital rises on 
land reclaimed from urban decay . Buildings to 
·house students and libraries , plus garages, parks 
and restorations and renovations of historic build
ings crowd th is thriving community . The renais
sance of the western section of a revitalized City of 
Baltimore has been greatly enhanced by the 
presence of the University of Maryland , which dur
ing Dr. Kuhn's tenure has refurbished its orginal 
eight-acre site and has extended its domain almost 
five fold . 

Under Dr. Kuhn's guidance a new school has 
been founded . Through his encouragement, hun
dreds of programs have been instituted . A full-time 
faculty replaced one that had been predominantly 
part time . Student enrollment has tripled . And 
university research grants and contracts - often a 
good indicator of academic quality - have increas
ed from $135,000 in 1955 to over $26,000,000 
today . 

An agronomist turned administrator , Dr . Kuhn 
has been associated with the university since he 

enrolled as a freshman in 1934 . Rising quickly to 
professor and head of the agronomy der,artment , 
he then served as assistant to President Wilson 
Elkins. As the university grew and reorganized , Dr. 
Kuhn held posts of executive vice president , for the 
Baltimore campuses , chancellor of the Baltimore 
campuses , and chancellor of the University of 
Maryland at Baltimore. 

At a farewell reception , Dr. Kuhn stated that he 
left "with no regrets whatsoever ,' ' and also spent a 
moment to reminisce on some of his early recollec
tions of the campus - including his unanticipated 
stay in a 12-bed University of Maryland Hospital 
ward , and , as a bridegroom his purchase of a rock
ing chair from a warehouse that is presently the 
refurbished Howard Hall. 

Change has removed the 12-bed wards , and the 
$2 installment plan for the rocker is a thing of the 
past. 

Change has meant for UMAB that we are a 
university that can meet our mandate of providing 
enough expertly trained human services resear
chers , educators and practitioners to serve the state 
of Maryland during the end of the present century 
and well into the beginning of the next. 

In the words of this man who has inititated and 
effected so many of these advancements , 
"Change , when you experience it, never seems 
very important , but later , it is a most important 
thing." 

So it is for the Uniyersity of Maryland at 
Baltimore . 

Dr. Albin 0. Kuhn 

School to Dedicate Marshall Library 
Justice Brennan Set to Deliver Principal Address 
In 1930, Thurgood Marshall , a native Baltimorean 
and a graduate of Pennsylvania's Lincoln Universi
ty , was unable to attend the University of Maryland 
School of Law because he was black. 

Now , 50 years later, the same law school is pay
ing tribute to the first black Supreme Court justice 
by naming its new law library in his honor. The 
Thurgood Marshall Law Library will be formally 
dedicated in ceremonies set to begin at 5 :30 p .m. 
on Thursday , Oct. 9 . 

"At occasions such as this , it is fitting to reflect on 
the full dimensions of the University's past ," says 
Michael J . Kelly , dean of the School of Law . Nam
ing the new library in honor of Justice Marshall 
should help us to recall part of our history , as well 
as the commitments to equal justice we have made 
today . The symbolism is appropriate ." 

The dedication ceremonies are scheduled to take 
place in the courtyard of the new law library, 
located at the corner of Fayette and Paca streets. 
The Honorable William J . Brennan , Jr ., associate 
justice of the Supreme Court and a personal friend 
of Justice Marshall's , will deliver the principal ad
dress . 

J ustice Marshall , in the words of Maryland Con
gressman Parren J . Mitchell , "is indeed a contem
porary American hero .. . who has long served this 
city , lhis state and this nation with enduring 
strength and wisdom." 

Undeterred by his inability to attend the Universi
ty of Maryland , Marshall entered Howard Universi
ty's School of Law and graduated with honors in 
1933 . For three years , he practiced law in 
Baltimore , winning perhaps one of his most per
sonal victories in the celebrated Murry us . Pearson 
case , which secured for blacks the right to attend 
the University of Maryland School of Law. 

In 1936, Marshall began work with the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored Peo
ple, where he served for over 20 years as the 
director-counsel of the Legal Defense and Educa
tional Fund. During that time , Marshall and his 
team of lawyers won 29 of 32 Supreme Court 
cases, including the land mark 1954 ruling , Brown 
us . the Topeka Board of Education , which confirm
ed that segregated school facilit ies violated the 
United States Constitution . 

Continued on Page 2 
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The new Law School library , shown in the foreground of a three-dimensional model of the school's com
plex which includes , clockwise , Lane Hall , the current library and Westminster Church, will be dedicated at 
ceremonies on Thursday , Oct. 9. 

LIBRARY DEDICATION 
From Page 1 

The late President John F. Kennedy appointed 
Marshall to the U.S. Second Circuit Court of Ap
peals in 1961. He served there until 1965, when 
the late President Lyndon B. Johnson named him 
U.S . solicitor general. Finally, in June, 1967, 
Thurgood Marshall became the first black justice to 
serve on the United States Supreme Court. 

The Thurgood Marshall Law Library stands not 
only as a tribute to one of this nation's most promi
nent soldiers in the crusade for human rights, but 
also as a valuable addition to the Law School com
munity and the UMAB campus as a whole. 

The building itself is the first major addition to the 
Law School's facilities since 1963, when the pre
sent classroom building was constructed. Con
nected to Law School's main building by a four
story , gtass-enclosed atrium , the library provides a 
striking new entranceway to the UMAB campus. 

The library has been designed to provide space 
to house twice the Law School's present book col
lection , while increasing study space by more than 

60 percent. Single and group study carrels, new 
tables and lounge chairs , a typing room and an 
audio-visual room have all been added to enhance 
the library's accessibility and comfort. 

In addition , the library features a special collec
tions room to house rare books and other 
documents which have been donated to the school. 
This room, named for the late Judge Frederick 
Brune, opens onto a large outdoor terrace , which 
will provide an attractive setting for a variety of Law 
School functions . 

Following the formal dedication of the Thurgood. 
Marshall Law Library , the School of Law's Alumni 
Association will present its 1980-1981 "Distinguish
ed Alumnus Award" to the Honorable Bernard S . 
Meyer , associate judge of the New York State 
Court of Appeals . A reception: to be held in the 
Law School's student lounge, will follow at 6:30 
p.m. and at 7 p .m., the Young Victorian Theater 
Company will present Gilbert and Sullivan's "Trial 
by Jury" in the Law School's moot courtroom. 

For further information about the dedication of 
the Thurgood Marshall Law Library, contact the 
School of Law at X7214. 

Dental Residents 
Sharpen Skills 
Spending a year in residency is voluntary for 
graduates with D.D.S. degrees. At the University of 
Maryland Hospital , the concept is also highly 
popular. 

The General Practice Residency Program in the 
Department of Dentistry, University of Maryland 
Hospital , reviews approximately 60 applications a 
year for four positions . "They come from every
where - Washington State , Florida , even the 
Virgin Islands, " says Dr. George H. Williams III , 
Coordinator of the Program. An extremely com
petitive program , a dental residency at UMH is also 
demanding. 

Those participating in the General Practice 
Residency Program are given a vigorous year of 
sharpening their dental skills within a hospital en
vironment. Hours of seminars and lectures are con
ducted by a team of physicians and dentists. f 0 
practice advanced techniques in dentistry, the 
residents handle a large case load of special patients 
as well. 

Patients who have injuries or illnesses in addition 
to their oral problems , patients referred from the 
dental school clinics with serious oral complica
tions; emergency room patients, and a large 
number of out-patients use the General Practice 
Residency Dental Program . Therefore , the dental 
residents at UMH have their share of overnight 
rotations and 24-bour days. In addition , the 
hospital's dental residents rotate duty with the 
graduate students in the Dental and Medical 
Schools in such departments as anestesiology, 
pediatrics. and family medicine. 

Though a year in dental residency is voluntary , 
the experience is invaluable to the dentist who 
wants to minimize his reliance on specialists. "I am 
learning how to handle patients with problems I 
have never seen before ," says Dr. Walter Zoller , a 
UMH dental resident from the University of Florida 
Dental School. "I hope to be able to handle any 
given situation when I do begin my own practice. " 

"Many of our former residents do practice in rural 
areas, " Dr. Williams adds. "They are able to per
form 90 percent of whatever their patients need. 
because of what they have seen here.'' 

A year's delay at this juncture of their career is 
preferable for many dentists when weighed against 
the lasting benefits of their experiences as a resi
dent. 

Scientist Unwinds as a Belly Dancer 

Weekday mornings, Alyanya sheds her sequins 
and diaphanous gown and, donning a white lab 
coat, becomes Jacqueline Kujawa , laboratory 
scientist. 

Jacqueline Marie Kujawa is a laboratory scientist. 
She wears a lab coat with little jewelry save her 
watch and wedding band . She has a fresh, healthy 
appearance . Working in the Clinical Phar
macokinetics Lab in the Pharmacy School , she 
determines the amounts of prescribed drugs in the 
blood of University Hospital patients . There is a 
narrow range between therapeutic and toxic levels 
for drugs which determin€s the dose a physician 
uses to treat his patient. 

"Since the patient's condition can depend on my 
precision and attention to detail, and results are re
quired the same day samples are sent to the lab, it 
can be a stressful and demanding responsibility ." 
Mrs . Kujawa explains . "I must unwind when I go 
home each day ." When Mrs. Kujawa hangs up her 
lab coat, she dresses in sequins , silks and dramatic 
eye make-up and becomes Alyanya, a belly 
dancer. 

"Belly dancing provides a nice balance to my 
life," says Alyanya. The lab coated scientist, who is 
the mother of a young son, started belly danc
ing almost five years ago. "I always like to dance 
and began learning belly dance from a book." She 
has been studying belly dance for four years with 
various teachers and has now made several profes-

sional performances. Last year, Alyanya won the 
first prize in the Lexington Market International 
Bazaar Belly Dancing Contest. Her most recent 
performances have been at the fourth annual · 
Renaissance Festival held each year in Columbia. 

"Most people do not think of belly dancing as an 
art form ," she states. Though belly dancing is deriv
ed from various cultures, especially Turkish , Ara
bian and Egyptian , it is a definite style of dance. 
The steps are corr·eographed with distinct 
movements and the ·tempo varies with each dance 
phrase . "It takes stamina to belly dance," she adds. 
"You have to be in good physical condition and 
your body must be flexible. " 

Alyanya does daily stretching exercises to main
tain her endurance for back-bends and shimmies. 
In belly dance, she has also learned how to move 
the lower part of her body while keeping the upper 
portion still. She can even balance a sword on her 
head and shimmy with her hips. 

It is difficult to envision Jacqueline, im~aculately 
dressed in her white lab coat, as Alyanya the belly 
dancer. However, when she breaks into impromp
tu dance steps , it is evident from her enjoyment that 
her alternate personality exists. 
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Applications for the Hillenbrand Fellowship in 
Dental Administration for the 1981-82 
academic year will be accepted by the American 
Fund for Dental Health until Dec . 1. 

The Fellowship carries a stipend of $1250 per 
month plus adequate budget for subsistence, travel , 
and any related course work. It involves working in 
the American Dental - Association's Chicago and 
Washington offices as well as constituent societies 
and participating in related conferences, and ADA , 
AFGH board meetings. 

Prospective applicants, who are graduates of an 
accredited dental school, should contact the Direc
tor of Programs , AFDH , 211 East Chicago Ave. , 
Suite 1630, Chicago , Ill , 60611. 

"Burnout and Stress" will be the subject of a 
workshop to be held by the School of Nursing's 
continuing education program on Thursday , Oct. 
16 from 9 a.m. to 4 :30 p .m. at the Sht:raton Motor 
Inn , Hagerstown . 

The workshop, which will focus on the 
theoretical aspects of burnout prevention and stress 
management , is designed specifically for nurses 
working in acute or chronic health care en
vironments. 

Leading the workshop will be Sallyan Julian 
Sohr, who has developed and presented numerous 
workshops and seminars on burnout as the nurse 
coordinator of crisis intervention and management 
at the Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical 
Services. 

The workshop is limited to registered nurses . 
Pre-registration is required and there is a $35 fee. 

The School of Nursing will award 0 .6 continuing 
education units (six contact hours) to nurses who 
successfully complete the all-day program. 

To register, or fpr additional information, contact 
the School of Nursing's continuing education pro
gram at X3767 . 

The University of Maryland chapter of the Na
tional Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi cordially 
invites UMAB campus members of Phi Kappa Phi 
to the executive committee and general meetings to 
be held at the UMUC , Center of Adult Education at 
College Park, Room 2110, on Oct. 14, at 4 p.m . 
Wine and cheese will be served . For further infor
mation , please call Paul A. Davalli , vice president, 
at X7830. 

The Young Victorian Theater Company will pre
sent Gilbert and Sullivan's "Trial by Jury" in the 
School of Law's moot courtroom on Friday, Oc
tober 10 at 6 p .m. The operetta , which will be per
formed by a 45-member cast and a 15-piece or
chestra , is open to all interested UMAB faculty , 
students and staff. 

The magnificent English elm tree in front of 
Davidg~ Hall will be honored with a historical 
marker by the Soldiers Delight chapter of the 
Daughters of the American Revolution on Sunday, 
Oct. 12 at 2:00 p.m. 

The tree has been determined to be approx
imately 250 years old considerably older than the 
university itself . The American Forestry Association 
has listed the tree as part of its records of famous 
historic and noteworthy trees. 

The bronze plaque will be mounted on a granite 
base at the foot of the tree and will add to the 
historical significance of Davidge Hall . 
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The UMAB booth at the City Fair drew crowds to its red canopied deck which featured a rotating schedule 
of alcohol testing , blood pressure testing. counseling for the .hearing impaired and information on the sudden 
infant death syndrome. Eight sophisticated, wood-grained view boxes posed questions about one of the six 
professional schools , the graduate school or the hospital. Participants pushed a button to view a backlit color 
transparency and the answer to the question - such as "Who's Really into Drugs these Days?" with a photo 
of a Pharmacy School student using a mass spectrometer and the answer, "The School of Pharmacy at the 
University of Maryland at Baltimore. " · 

Jewish students: Come to a wine and cheese 
party on October 15, 1980, at 5:00 p.m., in the 
School of Nursing , Rm 101. There is a $1.00 ad
mission charge ; 25% discount for those who make 
reservations by October 13. For more information . 
call Roberta or Joyce at 542-4900. 

1980-81 VALIDATION STICKERS, FOR 
THOSE STUDENTS WHO DID NOT RECEIVE 
ONE, ARE AVAILABLE IN THE OFFICE OF AD
MISSIONS AND REGISTRATIONS , ROOM 135, 
HOWARD HALL. ALL STUDENTS MUST HA VE 
A NEW ID CARD AND/ OR VALIDATION 
STICKER BY OCTOBER 17, 1980. 

<BRIEFS 

SAUNDRA L. WARNER , J .D. , R.T .-R., assistant 
professor of radiology and director of the division of 
radiologic technology (SM) , has been appointed 
chairman of the editorial board of "Radiologic 
Technology," the official journal of the American 
Society of Radiologic Technology , for 1980-81. 
The editorial board has been newly formed to 
replace the publication committee of the ASRT. 
Miss Warner served on the publication committee 
the past seven years . 

ANNETTE IGLARSH , assistant professor and 
director of clinical education in the department of 
physical therapy (SM), was elected chairman of the 
obstetrics/ gynecology section of the American 
Physical Therapy Association in June at the 
organization's national conference in Phoenix . 

ELEANOR REIFF-ROSS, Ph .D., assistant pro
fessor in the School of Nursing , presented a paper , 
"Differential Effects of Reduced Environmental 
Stimulation" at the annual convention of the 
American Psychological Association , in Montreal , 
Canada , Sept. 2. 

Mayor at 

BC-AHEC Meeting 
"Health care has always been one of my highest 
priorities and keeping health services in the city is 
extremely important to me. The efforts of the peo
ple involved in the Baltimore City AHEC are help
ing to do just that ," said Mayor William Donald 
Schaefer in his address to a group of city , state and 
University of Maryland officials attending the an
nual meeting of the advisory council of the 
Baltimore City Area Health Education Center at the 
Belvedere . 

The meeting gave the officials the opportunity to 
discuss UMAB's new AHEC program designed to 
improve the health care system of south and 
southwest Baltimore through a variety of strategies 
and programs . 

Directed by Gordon Miller , the BC-AHEC is a 
non-profit corporation with an advisory board com
po~ed mostly of community providers and con
sumers of health care . The program's focus is inter
professional and directed mainly at decentralizing 
and transferring some of the primary care activities 
of the UMAB campus to other urban hospitals and 
clinics where additional health manpower is needed 
and wanted. Students from UMAB's professional 
schools are sent to these facilities as part of their 
training . 

With heightened interest on the part of UMAB 
students and professionals in community health 
care , it is anticipated that an inc~ease in knowledge 
of and an affinity for Baltimore City's health care 
system will develop. In turn, the residents of 
Baltimore City will receive higher quality health 
care services. 

At the Belvedere reception and dinner Ronald 
Harros, BC-AHEC advisory council president , 
received a plaque for his services during the past 
year. Among the other persons present were Ors . 
Albin Kuhn, and John DeHoff, Del Larry Young , 
Del. Rosalie Abrams, Del. Torrey Brown , Ors . 
John Dennis , Errol Reese , Malinda Orlin , Nan 
Hechenberger and Fred Ramsay . 
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CALENDAR OF 
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All calendar entries must be received no later than the close of 
business on the Thursday two weeks prior to publication . 

MONDAY, OCTOBER 6 
12 - 1 p.m. - Social Work Grand Rounds 
(UMH) : "Myths and Realities of Social Work 
Practice in Private Industry," by Ms . Elizabeth 
Ferrugia , Commercial Credit . IPHB, Rm . 1-621. 
3:30 p.m. - Endocrine Conference (UMH) : 
"Lymphoma with Metastatic Calcification ," by Dr . 
Luis Rivera, and "Pathological Findings" 
discussed by Dr. Charles Orbegoso , Union 
Memorial Hospital. UMH , Rm . 3-304. 
4 p.m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 
(SM) : "Synthesis and Metabolism of AChE in 
Cultured Muscle Cells," by Richard L. Rotundo, 
Carnegie Instit. of Wash . HH , Rm . 4-426. 
4 - 5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH): "Pulmonary Function Tests: What do 
they tell us? ," by Dr. James McDaniel. UMH , 
Rm. 8-210. 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7 
8 a.m. - Continuing Medical Education (SM) : 
"Current Concepts in Corneal and Retinal 
Disease - 2nd. Annual Symposium UMAB, 
preregistration required . Call X3956 . 
9 - 10:30 a.m. - Child & Adolescent 
Psychiatry Conference (SM) : "A Review of 
Margaret Mahlers Developmental Theory and Its 
Implications," by Dr . Robert Schreter, JHU, 
IPHB, Rm . 1-704 . 
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Medical Grand Rounds 
(UMH) : "Rational Therapy of Congestive Heart 
Failure ," by Dr. Melvin Cheitlin , University of 
California . HH, Sophomore Lecture Hall . 
Noon - Movies presented by the United 
Episcopal Ministry at the Baltimore Student Union 
on campus . 
Noon - Medical Grand Rounds (SM). HH , 
Freshman Lecture Hall. 

CU\$1Fl£CD 

Campus classified is a free service to all membus of the 
university community on a space a,101/able basis . All ads must 
be submitted to Happenings Editor. Un ive•sity Relations . 
Lombard Building . There is a two- time publication limit . If 
rt•sponding to an ad from ojf campus. precede extension by 
528. 

FOR RENT 
~PT, 1205 St. Agnes Lane, 1 BR, furn ., avail. 
Oct. 18, $274 mo . plus util. Call 744-3200 . 
APT, Mt. Royal area , furn . , 3 BR & 3 baths . Call 
523-5570. 
HOUSE, 2 BR, Curtis Bay area $210. mo., 
$100. security deposit required , references 
preferred . Avail. immediately . Call 355-5189 
eves. 
TOWNHOUSE, Ridgely's Delight, 3 stories plus 
basement , 3 BR, 2 baths, kit ., unfurn. , partially 
carpeted , $160 mo . plus util each for 3 people. 
Call Jim Holt 823-2412 or Mike Holt 
1-568-4900. 
TOWNH9USE, Columbia Area , 3 BR, 2½ 
baths, finished basement, charming patio-deck, 
avail. Nov . 1. $435. mo, has energy .effic:ent 
heat -pump. Call 730-5459 eves. or X7870. 
TOWNHOUSE, Catonsville area, 3 BR, 2 baths, 
washer/ dryer , new refrigerator and dishwasher , 
A/ C , gas heat, curtains, rugs, $395. mo . Call 
X3685. 

Noon - Psychophysiological Clinics and 
Laboratory (SM) : Descartes' Medical Philosophy: 
"The Place of Mind in Compc,und Bodies," by 
Dr. Richard Carter. HH, Rm . 12-035. 
4 p.m. - Pediatric Research Conference (SM) : 
"Behavioral Effects of Methyl Mercury in 
Neonatal and Adult Offspring of Rats Treated in 
Middle or Late Gestation ," by Dr. Cris Eccles . 
HHT, Rm . 10-043. 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8 
7:30 a.m. - Neuroradiology Conference 
(UMH) . UMH , 2nd floor , Rad. Conf. Rm . 
9 a.m. - Clinico-neurophathological Conference 
(SM) . UMH, Rm. B-1125. 
10 a.m. - Clinical Neurology Conference . 
UMH, Rm. 12-1240. 
10:30 a.m. - MIEMSS Morbidity and Mortality 
Conference combined with Morning Rounds . 
UMH , Pediatric Conference Rm , 5th floor. 
11 a.m. - Neurosurgery Grand Rounds (SM) . 
UMH, Rm . 12-1240. 
Noon - Pediatric Grand Rounds (UMH). UMH , 
Rm. 1-704. 
Noon - Medical Grand Rounds (UHM). DIC , 
by Dr . Charles Schiffer. UMH , Rm. 3-1151. 
Noon - 1 p.m. - Weekly Therapy Group for 
Family Members where there is alcoholism or 
chemical dependency led by Ms. Delpha Wright 
and Dr. Charles Whitfield. Redwood Hall , Rm . 
208. 
Noon - 1 p.m. - Housestaff Conference 
(UMH): DIC, by Dr. Charles Schiffer . UMH , Rm . 
3-1151. 
12:30 p.m. - Pediatric Grand Rounds (SM) : 
"The Fate of Patients Surviving Urgent or 
Emergency Cardiac Surgery in Early Infancy ," by 
Dr. Fergus J . Macartney, University of London . 
IPHB, 1-704 . 
4 p.m. - Physiology Seminar (SM) : "Laboratory 

· of Kidney and Electrolyte Metabolism," by Dr. 
Kenneth R. Spring, NIHLB. HHT, Rm . 6-011 . 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9 
Noon - 1 p.m. - Housestaff Conferences 
(UMH) : "Nutritional Status in Hospitalized 
Patient ," by Debra V. Naccarto . UMH , Rm . 
3-1151. 
Noon - Medical Grand Rounds (UMH): 
"Nutritional Status in Hospitalized Patient , by 
Debra V . Naccarto . UMH, Rm. 3-1151. 

FOR SALE 
RUG , Sculptured shag, 10' x 12' rug , gold 
w/ pad, $100. Call Arlene X7849 . 
T.V. , 19" black & white Admiral Television in 
good cond ., $70 or best offer. Call Susan X5931 
or 823-9236 eves. 
AIR CONDITIONER , Fedders 12,000 b.t .u., 
excel cond, $75. Call Josephine X6425 or 
633-6162 eves. 
'73 SUZUKI motorcycle , T250, needs work, 
$200 or best offer. Call Dr . Bohannon X5936 or 
484-2757 eves . 

MISCELLANEOUS 
TYPING , manuscripts, term papers, theses , 11 
yrs. exp (2 legal). Call 664-4474. 
TYPING , first 3 pages free , spelling and punctua
tion corrections provided . Call 467-9110 . 
PIANO LESSONS, local community college in
structor offers piano lessons in Roland Park . Call 
Mrs. Young 467-9110 . 
CARPOOL, drivers needed for existing carpool 
from Beechfield/ Yale Heights Area to UMAB , 8 
a .m. to 4 p .m. Call KathyX6410 . 
PART TIME WORK wanted. 1980 Univ. of Va. 
Law School grad with 4 yrs . prof. editorial exp. 
editing, writing or proof reading. Call 828-7583. 
RIDE , needed from Baltimore to New York on 
Weekends , leaving Friday , returning late Sunday 
or early Monday morning. Call X6700. 
FREE, long-haired , part African Persian Kittens , 
adorable , must see , need a good home . Call 
Wendy X6632 . 

1:30 p.m. - Alcoholism Group Therapy , UMH , 
Rm . G-1258. 
4· p.m. - Anesthesiology Grand Rounds 
(UMH) . UMH , Rm. 8210. 
5:15 - 7:45,. p.i:n. - Continuing Medical 
Education (SM): "Selected Topics in Family 
Practice : Pediatrics," UMAB , preregistration 
required. Call X3956 . 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10 
11 a.m. - Noon - Microbiology Seminar 
Sooedule (OS) : "Gas Liquid Chromatography in 
Microbiology: Techniques and Applications," by 
Ms. Virginia Shull . HHH , Rm . 2-A-10 . 
11 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Weekly Friday Conference 
(SM) : "The Management of Suicidal Patients, " by 
Dr . Robert L. Stubblefield , Houston , Texas . 
IPHB, Rm . 1--704 . 
11:30 a.m. - Medical Chief of Service Rounds 
(UMH) . UMH, Rm . 3-1151. 
11:30 a.m. - Medical Grand Rounds . Medical 
Chief of Service Rounds . UMH , Rm . 3-1151 . 
1:15 - 2:15 p.m. - Epidemiology and 
Preventive Medicine Seminar (SM) : "Opening 
and Controlling Access to Federal Confidenial 
Data Systems for Health Research," by Mr . 
Glenn J . Martin , Health Care Fin . Admin . HHT, 
Rm. 13-042 . 
2 p.m. - Pulmonary Conference (SM) : Case 
oriented . UMH , Rm . 3-C. 
2 - 3:30 p.m. - Neurology Grand Rounds . 
Psych Institute , Rm. 1-704 . 
3:30 p.m. - Pulmonary Dlseases and Thoracic 
Surgery Conference (SM): Case oriented . IPHB, 
Rm . 1-704. 
SATURDAY,OCTOBERll 
8:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Science Course 
(UMH): "Response to Sepsis and Hormones, " by 
Ors. John Kenzora and Charles Edwards. UMH , 
Rm . G-1258. 
9:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Grand Rounds . Topic 
will be announced monthly. UMH, Rm . G-1258. 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 12 
10 a.m. - Protestant Worship Service , UMH , 
13-West, Visitor's Lounge. 
11 a.m. - Catholic Mass, UMH , Newman 
Center . 
11 a.m. - Roman Catholic Mass , UMH , 
13-West, Visitor's Lounge . 
5 p.m. - Episcopal service , UMH , Newman 
Center . 

RMMT, female to share townhouse & expenses , 
1 block from UMH. Call Paula 8 :30 - 3:20 at 
284-5200 or 547-6852 eves . 
FURNITURE, Hand Caning & Refinishing , prof. 
work, pickup & delivery. Call 624-1050 . 
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Patient's 
Gratitude Nets 
Unique Lab 

A grateful patient's gift to the department of surgery 
has resulted in the establishment of a vascular 
laboratory specializing in techniques which do not 
invade the body to diagnose circulatory problems. 

Joseph J. Hock, a patient of Dr. Fuad J. Dagher, 
was frequently treated at the University of Maryland 
Hospital. As a gesture of goodwill and appreciation 
and at the suggestion of Dr. Dagher, Mr. Hock 
donated the funds to establish the lab which is nam
ed after his late wife. The Virginia Lee Hock 
Peripheral Vascular Lab on the fourth floor of the 
hospital is under the direction of Dr. Luis Queral , 
assistant professor of surgery . 

The blood flow laboratory's advanced electronic 
equipment can determine without entering the 
body the exact circulatory status of a patient. 
Arterial and venous circulatory problems can now 
be diagnosed without arteriography or venography, 
invasive procedures which are not only expensive 
but place the patient at a higher risk by injecting 
radiopaque material into the blood stream. 

"We can now perform a number of diagnostic 
tests non-invasively and on an out-patient basis , 
rather than hospitalizing the patients ," explained 
Dr. Queral. "The techniques are still fairly new and 
provide a simple , safe method of evaluating pa
tients with circulatory problems . We're beginning to 
see people from all over the state and anticipate 
that the blood flow lab will° become a major referral 
center ." 

Several sophisticated machines are used in the 
laboratory to perform the non-invasive procedures. 
Technician Meg Gulley has been extensively train
ed in their use and is responsible for administering 
the tests. 

Problems such as deep venous phlebitis or 
thrombosis can be diagnosed with a device called a 
doppler , which uses sound waves to monitor the 
flow of blood in the vein. Another method uses im
pedance plethysmography or !PG to record the 

· volume of blood in the leg and detect any abnormal 
changes in it. 

Arterial problems can also be detected .by the 
doppler, which is used to screen many patients 
suspected of having an obstruction in their arteries. 
Ocular plethysmography or OPG is used to 
measure the pressure of the retinal arteries to deter
mine any obstruction to the carotids, the major 
arteries leading to the brairi . This technique is ex
tremely valuable in the prevention of stroke. 

The vascular laboratory's new equipment and 
techniques are not only important as diagnostic 
tools but as investigative ones as well. Research 
projects include studies on a new drug to aid cir
culation, new techniques for saving legs using by
pass surgery and the use of artificial arteries. Sexual 
impotence is being examined by measuring penile 
pressure. 

OCTOBER 13, 1980 

Meg Gulley, technician. and Dr. Luis Quero/. assistant professor of surgery. offer Marylanders a unique ser
vice - non -invasive procedures to test blood flow - through new vascular lab . 

Million Dollar Stroke Study 
A $1.4 million , three-year grant from the National 
Institute of Neurological Communicative Diseases 
and Stroke has financed a clinical stroke research 
center at the University of Maryland . 

One of 12 in the country, the center will develop 
methods for prevention and treatment of stroke . It 
is expected that interchange among basic and 
clinical scientists will lead to better research ideas, 
techniques and results. 

An important by-product will be the education o( 
students, house officers and new investigators 
about stroke resulting in better patient care, says 
Thomas R. Price , M.D. , professor of neurology 
and director of the center. Another objective will be 
development of programs, techniques, equipment, 
people and cooperation in the investigation of 
stroke and stroke-related problems. 

As the result of a separate 1979 contract with 
NINCDS, the University of Maryland is col
laborating on a Stroke Data Bank project with four 
other institutions around the country (Boston 
University , Duke University , University of South 
Alabama and U.C.L.A.) . Stroke data bank in
vestjgators systematically collect various informa
tion about stroke patients to be used in providing 
better patient care and treatment in the future . By 
carefully collecting data when stroke patients are 
first seen and by diligently following up with them 
after discharge, long-term benefits can be reaped. 
Progress and survival studies which track patients 
and the type of treatment they receive can then be -

matched with that of similar patients in the future to 
determine their treatment and long-term prognosis . 

Dr. Price explained , "Many questions asked by 
stroke patients and their families about prognosis 
which are currently answeted on the basis of the 
physician's experience can soon be answered on 
the basis of formal data from the stroke data bank ." 

Dr. Price , who is principal investigator of the 
University of Maryland Stroke Data Bank , was 
recently elected chairman of the steering committee 

Continued on Page 2 
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Scott Joins 
Nursing Faculty 
The former assistant surgeon general of the U.S. 
Public Health Service, Dr. Jessie M. Sc;:,tt, has join
ed the faculty of the School of Nursing as an 
associate professor and coordinator for govern
ment relations. 

Internationally known as a leader in nursing 
education and general health care , Dr. Scott served 
in the Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare's Division of Nursing from 1955 until her 
retirement in 1979. As the director of that division , 
she was the national spokeswoman for the entire 
nursing profession . 

Dr. Scott received her bachelor's degree in nurs
ing education from the University of Pennsylvania 
and her master's degree in personnel administra
tion from Teacher's College, Columbia University . 
She also holds 13 honorary doctoral degrees , in
cluding a doctor of science degree from the Univer
sity of Maryland , awarded in 1978. 

Dr. Scott is the author of numerous articles on 
nursing, public health and education . She currently 
serves as chairwoman of the International Council 
on Nurses' Professional Services Committee , presi
dent of the Commission on Graduates of Foreign 
Nursing Schools , and vice chairwoman of the 
American Nurses' Association's Task Force on 
Credentialing in Nursing. 

In the newly-created position of coordinator for 
government relations, Dr. Scott will be responsible 
for establishing and maintaining positive relation
ships with local , state and federal officials and in·
fluencing legislation which will· impact on nursing. 
In addition, she will be in charge of carrying out the 
health policy concentration in the School of Nurs
ing's graduate program . 

"Life" Features Shocktrauma 

Extraordinary. That's how "Life" describes the 
university's Shocktrauma Center in the 
magazine's October edition . "The most ad
vanced trauma care in the world," is the kind of 
treatment patients receive there , according to 
writer Hillary Johnson . In seven pages filled with 
gripping color photography, she tells the 1. 2 
million readers of "Life" the moving story of one 
young patient. 

Students Learn 
As They Teach 
He is 87 years old and amazingly lively. Each ques
tion by the young lady brings another jolt of 
memories . 

Has he ever had any diseases? 
He can't remember. 
Mumps? 
Oh yeah , he's had mumps. He's had something 

else they told him, too . Rheumatic fever , he thinks. 
He's not sure . 

Dental hygiene student Eileen Young is careful to 
take as complete a medical history as possible . If 
her patient has had rheumatic fever , penicillin must 
be used prior to any medical procedures. He has 
come to the Harbor Health Care Center , an Area 
Health Care Center with the University of 
Maryla)Jd , to have his five remaining teeth check
ed. Eileen notices that he never brushes his teeth 
and they wiggle when she probes them gently . 

The next patient, who is between 70 and 80 
·years old, is taking seven different medications at 
once . Before Eileen can clean her teeth , her chart 
has to be sent to the AHEC's medical clinic to be 
checked. Complications can occur , even while 
brushing one's teeth , when one is taking so many 
drugs . 

Another patient is blind , yet she listens attentively 
to Eileen's instructions and allows her hands to be 
guided by the dental hygienist through the motions 
of brushing and flossing . 

The primary concern of these dental hygiene ses
sions is preventive dentistry for the elderly . Deanna 
Beelat, the preceptor of the dental hygiene pro
gram at the Harbor Health Care Center, knows that 
the re-education of these patients is essential. "The 
people we see at the Harbor Health Care Center 
usually feel that they will loose their teeth because 
they are growing old ." She stresses, "This does not 
necessarily have to be the case. " 

Ms . Bee lat co-ordinates dental -oriented 
workshops for the patients . Sessions on nutrition , 
oral cancer, and home dental care are given by the 
dental hygiene students along with preventive treat
ment and care . "In addition , the students learn 
when to ref er their patients to other areas of health 
care at the center," she adds. • 

The dental hygiene program, a part of the com
prehensive care approach for the geriatric patients 

One had to be quick with the teeth Tuesday, Sept . 30 to grab a bite in the Dental School's student lounge. 
The festivities. which were sponsored jointly by the Student Dental Association and the Dental School's 
Alumni Assocwtion , were so successful that all but the extra supply of potato chips were consumed before 
the first half hour had passed. But the beer continued to flow , accommodating the ever increasing crowd. 
Man y thank!: were extended to the party's harried host, Mike Borrenson , SDA president. 

--~·>:"' . . 

Eileen Young, dental hygiene student, instructs a 
patient at the Harbor Health Care Center under the 
scrutiny of preceptor Deanna Beelat. 

of the Harbor Health Care Center, has been under 
Ms . Beelat's supervision since last summer. Dental 
hygiene students as well as dental , medical and 
other students of the health care team all do rota
tions at the center . "The students receive a basic 
approach to general health care, not just exposure 
in their own disciplines ," Ms. Beelat observes. "In 
return , we are most of the patients' dentists and 
doctors , some of whom haven't been to a health 
care professional in several years ." 

For the 87-year-old man with his five remaining 
teeth, the Harbor Health Care Center may be the 
source of an entire set of new teeth - dentures . 
But with the careful attention Eileen Young pays to 
her blind and heavily medicated patients, their 
newly learned preventive measures may eliminate 
their need of dentures forever. 

.Stroke Data Bank 
From page 1 

of the National Pilot Data Bank in Stroke at a 
Baltimore gathering of stroke data bank personnel 
from eight universities and NINCDS. 

At. the same meeting reports of ongoing in
vestigations using the stroke data bank were 
presented . Dr. Robert Robinson and Lyn Book 
Starr presented reports on depression and 
psychosocial functions in the first 40 patients seen 
in the University of Maryland Stroke Data Bank. 
Dr. James Reggia , who with Drs. Thomas .Ducker 
and Artistide Apostolides is co-investigator of the 
Stroke Data Bank, discussed his research project, 
"Computer Assisted Medical Decision Making _ in 
Stroke ." 

The University of Maryland Clinical Stroke 
Research Center and the Stroke Data Bank project 
involve personnel from five hospitals and two 
medical schools in the Baltimore area and over 15 
departments in the institutions. Forty people are in
volved in the research, including 26 M.D.s and 
Ph .D.s. The center fosters nine individual research 
projects; two involve clinical research and the 
others are concerned with basic research. 

"The stroke center and data bank project offer 
many exciting opportunities for research and treat
ment of a disease that affects almost one million 
people a year," said Dr. Price . "We hope our work 
can help reduce that number." 



The Maryland Cancer Program of the University of 
Maryland announces their third year of presenta
tions in a multidisciplinary course . .,,athoblology 
and Management of Neoplastic Diseases." This 
course is designed for health professionals of all 
disciplines throughout the state of Maryland, in ad
dition to being offered as an elective to UMAB 
medical and graduate students. The format focuses 
on the current aspects of cancer and has been 
designed in response to the scientific community's 
interest in an exchange of information on cancer 
prevention , treatment, and research . Noted speak
ers have been invited from Baltimore and 
throughout the nation . 

The first lecture on "Mechanisms of Car
cinogenesis in Human Tissue" by Michael M. Lip
sky , Ph .D. , assistant professor of pathology and 
director of the environmental pathology laboratory 
at the university, is scheduled for Oct. 16 from 5 
p.m. to 6:45 p .m. in Room P .I. , 1-704 of the 
University of Maryland Hospital. Moderators of the 
course are Benjamin F. Trump, M.D., director of 
the Maryland Cancer Program, Peter H. Wiernik, 
M.D., associate director, John C . Sutherland, 
M.D., and Michael M. Lipsky, Ph.D. 

This course is supported in part by the American 
Cancer Society/ Maryland Division. For further in
formation contact Sharon Fiorilli at 528-7075 or 
528-7072. 

Alison Shumate will speak on "Managerial 
Perspectives of Sexual Harassment" at an 
Oct. 16 dinner to be held at the Adult Education 
Center in College Park. Ms. Shumate is the 
associate director of the Supervisory and· Com
munications Training Center, U.S . Office of Per
sonnel Management. She has been working on the 
-issues of sexual harassment in the Federal 
workforce since Nov . 1979. 

The cash bar will begin at 6:30 p .m., with dinner 
at 7:15 p .m. The cost of the dinner is $7 .60 . For 
further information and reservations call Mary Lou 
Mogenhan at 301-523-1096 (Baltimore) or Brian 
Gardner at 301-454-2507 (Washington) . 

It's "Bargain Bazaar" time! The Hospital Aux
iliary's popular fall event - known as THE time to 
find good buys at great prices - happens Oct. 16, 
9 a.m . - 3 p .m. and Oct. 17, 9 a .m. - 2 p.m . The 
Psychiatry Gymnasium will take on new dimen
sions as men's, women's and children's clothing are 
offered along with accessories and a wide variety of 
household items. Don't miss this chance to save 
and help the auxiliary help the hospital. All pro
ceeds are used to fund special projects at UMH. 

Any School of Social Work and Community Plan
nihg students interested in efforts to revitalize the 
SSW&CP student association should contact 
David Kandel at 243-5815. 

The student with an alcoholic parent, the employee 
with an alcoholic spouse, the staff person whose 
son or daughter may be in trouble with 
drugs-these are the kinds of problems that are 
discussed in the Wednesday lunchtime group at 
Redwood Hall . 

People bring their lunch and share their ex
periences and struggles. Many find the courage to 
confront the situation at home . Others find the 
strength to go on even if the alcohol or drug abusers 
continue their destructive behavior. 

If you can relate to any of these problems or 
wonder if someone close to you might have a 
problem, join the group every Wednesday, noon-
1 p .m., Redwood Hall, Room 208. 

Reminder: All -Calmd• of E,,...• eaa._ for 
"Happenings" must be received by University Rela, 
tlons, 2nd Aoor, 511 W. Lombard St., no later 
than the close of business on the Thursday two 
weeks prior to publication. The Information must be 
typewritten, preferably double-spaced. Please in
clude a name and phone extension to call for 
clarification. 

Winter 1981 textbook orders are due to the 
Campus Bookstore by Oct. 31 ; spring 1981 term 
textbook orders are due by Nov . 1. Please be 
prompt for your st4dents' benefit . Book buy-back 
begins Dec . 1. 

1980-81 VALIDATION STICKERS, FOR 
THOSE STUDENTS WHO DID NOT RECEIVE 
ONE, ARE AVAILABLE IN THE OFFICE OF AD
MISSIONS AND REGISTRATIONS , ROOM 135, 
HOWARD HALL. ALL STUDENTS MUST HA VE 
A NEW ID CARD AND/ OR VALIDATION 
STICKER BY OCTOBER 17 , 1980. 

Give a Buck 
Get a Chance 

UMAB's United Way campaign is being held 
from Oct. 6 through Nov . 24. This drive aims to 
raise enough funds to support the health and 
human care services throughout the state . You can 
specify where your contribution is to be given . 
Choose an agency serving the city , a nonprofit 
organization, or our own University of Maryland 
Hospital , any of the six professional schools, or the 
Graduate School. 

The United Way campaign is a once-a-year 
pledge to improve life in our community . This year , 
to reach the goal of 100 percent participation , three 
gifts have been donated to stimulate our generosity . 
Each employee who contributes at least one dollar 
will be eligible to participate in the drawing which 
will take place at the end of the campaign . Win one 
of two television sets or a food processor . 

Departmental representatives will be distributing 
pledge cards to all employees during the course of 
the campaign and will be available to answer any 
questions . 

The United Way needs our support . Let's pledge 
our share . 
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Alumni to the Resct1e 
- . ,~':" 

Suspected burglary provided the opportunity for 
support of the Pharmacy School's Student Com
mittee on Drug Abuse Education (SCODAE) by the 
alumni association. When the students discovered 
their loss, the Pharmacy School's Alumni Associa
tion quickly stepped in to replace the costly slide,. 
projector that was missing. 

"The school's Alumni Association has wanted to 
support our activities for some time," Mr. Tony 
Tommasello, faculty advisor for SCODAE, stated . 
SCODAE is a student volunteer organization which 
provides unbiased drug information to the com
munity. The organization's worthwhile activities 
have long been recognized by the School of Phar
macy's Alumni Association . 

Mr. Angelo Voxakis presented the Kodak 
Carousel slide projector on behalf of the Alumni 
Association to Mr. Tommasello. Complete with 
leather carrying case, the new projector is equipped 
with a lock - something SCODAE will be able to 
put to good use. 

Old Libraries Don't Die, 
They Just Lose 
Their Volumes 
Now that the new Thurgood Marshall Law Library 
has been formally dedicated , the question arises: 
what is going to happen to the old law library? 

For 15 years , that venerable site served as the 
fountain of legal knowledge for a generation of 
aspiring young attorneys . Now that the more · 
spacious and functional Marshall Library is open for 
business, is the old Ubrary simply to be abandoned? 

The .answer , of course , is a resounding "no." Ar
chitects, in fact , have already been appointed by 
the Law School to remodel the vacated library into 
office space . 

Eventually , the school hopes the site will house 
its student publications , legal clinics and faculty of
fices , all of which are currently spread throughout 
the school's main building , the Poe School and the 
Westminster Parish House . 

In addition , the library will become the home of 
several of the Law School's related enterprises, in
cluding the Developmental Disabilities Law Project, 
the Maryland Institute for the Continuing Profes
sional Education of Lawyers and the support pro
gram for Maryland states attorneys headed by 
David Hugel. 

"Our goal is to complete drawings by the end of 
the year , obtain funding from the governor and the 
legislature by July 1981 and begin new construc
tion so that we might occupy the new offices by 
December 1982," explains Michael J . Kelly , in
terim chancellor of UMAB . 

Graduate Council Selected 
Elections have been held for the UMAB Graduate 
School, Graduate Council. Responsible for the for
mulation and administration of the policies of the 
Graduate School , the criteria and selection of the 
graduate faculty as well as courses and programs , 
the 1980-81 Council membership consists of: 

From the Dental School , Dr. William Falkler; 
fron. the School of Pharmacy , Dr. Larry 
Augsburger and Dr. Edward Krikorian; from the 
S~hool of Social Work and Community Planning, 
Dr. Joseph Crymes; and from the School of 
Medicine, Ors. Edward Donati, Frederick Kauff- . 
man, Elizabeth McDowell , David Silverman, Ms. 
Cathy Stein, and Dr . Jordon Warnick. 

Members of the Committee on Graduate Faculty 
are : Dr. Elizabeth McDowell, School of Medicine , 
Chairperson ; Dr . Larry Augsberger , School of 
Pharmacy; Dr. Paul Ephross, School of Social 
Work and Community Planning; Dr . D. Vincent 
Provenza , Dental School; and Mr. Charles Ballow, 
Graduate Student Association . 

Members of the Committee on New Programs 

and Courses are : Dr. Frederick Kauffman , School 
of Medicine , Chairperson ; Dr . Joseph Crymes, 
School of Social Work and Community Planning; 
Dr. Elizabeth Lenz, School of Nursing ; Dr. Donald 
Shay, Dental School ; Dr . Jeremy Wright, School 
of Pharmacy ; and Ms . Cathy Stein , Graduate Stu
dent Association . 

In addition, the Interprofessional Studies Com
mittee oversees the development of the inter
professional program among the six profesional 
schools at UMAB . The committee reviews inter
professional courses and advises the acting dean on 
policies concerning interprofessional study. The 

· 1980-81 committee is made up of the following 
members: 

Dr. Frank Calia , School of Medicine ; Dr. Yale 
Caplan , Graduate School ; Dr. Paul Ephross, 
School of Social Work and Community Planning; 
Dr. Everett Goldberg, Law School ; Ms . Stephanie 
Hull , Dean's Office ; Dr. David Knapp, School of 
Pharmacy; Dr. Ernest Moreland , Dental School ; 
and Dr. Joseph Proulx , School of Nursing. 



A ll calendar entries must be received no later than the close of 
business o n the Thu rsda y two weeks prior to publication . 

MONDAY, OCTOBER 13 
12-1 p.m. - Family Practice Grand Rounds 
(UMH): "Normal and Abnormal Heart Murmurs 
in Children ," by Dr. Michael Berman . UMH , Rm . 
1-1157 . 
3:30 p.m. - Endocrine Conference (UMH) : 
"Treatment of Cushing's Disease by 
Transphenoidal Removal of Pituitary 
Microadel)oma ," by Ors . K. Rao , F. 0. Bastian , 
M. Salcman and T . B. Connor . UMH , Rm . 
3-304 . 
4-5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH) : "Infant Respiratory Distress Syndrome ," 
by Dr . Ronald Gutberlet. UMH , Rm . 8-210. 
4 p .m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 
(SM): "Muscarinic Activation of Bullfrog 
Sympathetic Ganglion Cells ," by Amy McDermitt , 
NIAAA. HH , Rm . 4-426 . 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER14 
8-10 a.m. - Ophthalmology Grand Rounds 
(UMH). UMH , Departmental Offices . 
10:30 a.m. - Ophthalmology Lecture Schedule 
(UMH) : "Pathophysiology of the Visual Cells ," by 
Dr. Werner Noell , University of Buffalo . UMH , 
Rm . 5-1134. 
Noon - Movies presented by the United 
Episcopal Ministry at the Baltimore Student Union 
on campus . 
Noon - Medical Grand Rounds (SM) . HH , 
Freshman Lecture Hall . 

Cu mpus classified is a free service to oil ,11 en;il, , rs of the 
university co111111unity o n a space <1u01lable basis . All ads must 
be submitted to Happe nings Edito r. Lln il'ersi ty Relations. 
Lombard Building . There is a two -tim e p.,bl,catio n limit . If 
rt>sponding to an ad fro m ojf campus . precede extensio n by 
528. 

FOR RENT 
HOUSE, Cedarcroft Area , spacious tudor style , 4 
BR, LR w/ frpl. , DR, Kit ., gas . furn , garage , 
2-year lease , Dec . 1 occupancy , Call 433-1595 
eves. 
HOUSE, furn . avail Jan . 1 - July 1, 4 BR, 
many extras, $650 mo. Call 825-2554. 

APT, 1205 St. Agnes Lane , 1 BR, furn ., avail. 
Oct . 18 , $274 mo . plus util. Call 744-3200. 
APT, Mt. Royal area , furn . , 3 BR & 3 baths. Call 
523-5570. . 
HOUSE, 2 BR , Curtis Bay area $210. mo ., 
$100. security deposit required , references 
preferred. Avail. immediately . Call 355-5189 
eves. 

FOR SALE 
CAMERA, Scuba Fujica 8 mm low-light movie 
camera w U/ W housing and additional film and 
case , $165 or best offer. Call Cheryl X6800 or 
833-7349 eves. 
LAWN EDGER, Black & Decker, an·d Wards best 
lavm mower, 1 summer old , $125 for both. Call 
242-8146. 

WEDNESDAY.OCTO&allS 
7:38 a.m. - Neuroradiology Conference 
(UMH) . UMH , 2nd floor , Rad . Conf. Rm. 
9 a.m. Clinico-neuropathological Conference 
(SM) . UMH , Rm B-1125. 
10 a.m. - Clinical Neurology Conference . 
UMH , Rm . 12-1240. 
10:30 a.m. - MIEMSS Morbidity and Mortality 
Conference combined with Morning Rounds. 
UMH , Pediatric Conference Room , 5th floor. 
11 a.m. - Neurosurgery Grand Rounds (SM) . 
UMH , Rm . 12-1240. 
Noon Pediatric Grand Rounds (UMH) . UMH , 
Rm . 1-704 . 
12-1 p.m. - Weekly Therapy Group for Family 
Members where there is alcoholism or chemical 
dependency led by Ms . Delpha Wright and Dr. 
Charles Whitfield . Redwood Hall , Rm . 208 . 
12-1 p .m. - Housestaff Conferences (UMH) : 
"Thyroid Storm/ Myxedema Coma ," by Dr. 
Wiiliam A. Valente . UMH , Rm. 3-115 1. 
5 p .m . - Wine and cheese party sponsored by 
the Jewish Community Center and the Jewish 
Students Group . Nursing School, Rm. 101. Call 
542-4900 , 132 or 131 for more information . 
THURSDAY,OCTOBER16 
12-1 p.m. - Housestaff Confere nces (UMH): 
"Acute Liver Failure and Hepatic Coma," by Dr. 
Frank L. lber. UMH , Rm . 3-1151. 
1:30 p.m. - Alcoholism Group Therapy, UMH , 
Rm. G-1258 . 
4 p.m. Anesthesiology Grand Rounds (UMH). 
UMH , Rm. 8210. 
5 p.m. - Department of Pathology (SM): 
MCP / Pathobiology and Management of 
Neoplastic Diseases : "Mechanisms of 
Carcinogenesis in Human Tissue ," by Dr. Michael 
M. Lipsky. UMH , Rm . 1-704. 
5:15-7:45 p.m; - Continuing Medical 
Education (SM): Selected Topics in Family 
Practice : Cardiology UMAB preregistration 
required. Call X3956 . 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17 
11 a.m .-Noon - Microbiology Seminar 
Schedule (DS) : "Molecular Biology of 
Tularemai," by Dr. Peter Canonico . HHH , Rm. 
2-A-10 . 

COCKTAIL TABLE, smoke glass , hexagon 
w/ wood base , $60 . Call 247-8260. 
FUR JACKET, rabbit , size 8-10, excel. cond ., 
$50. Call Lisa 234-3927 days, or 466-6060 eves. 
RUG , Sculptured shag , 10' x 12' rug , gold 
w/ pad, $100 . Call Arlene X7849. · 
T . V. , 19" black & white Admiral Television in 
good cond . , $70 or best offer. Call Susan X5931 
or 823-9236 eves . 
AIR CONDITIONER , Fedders 12,000 b.t.u ., 
excel cond , $75 . Call Josephine X6425 or 
633-6162 eves . 
'73 SUZUKI motorcycle , T250, needs work , 
$200 or best offer . Call Dr. Bohannon X5936 or 
484-2757 eves. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
PIANO LESSONS, local community college 
instructor will teach piano in Roland Park home . 
Call Mrs. Young 467-9110 . 
FURNITURE, hand caning & refinishing, prof. 
work, pick up & del. Call 624-1050. 

TYPING, manuscripts , term papers, theses , 11 
yrs . exp (2 legal) . Call 664-4474. 
TYPING , first 3 pages free , spelling and punctua
tion corrections provided . Call 467-9110. 

CARPOOL, drivers needed for existing carpool 
from Beechfield/ Yale Heights Area to UMAB, 8 
a.m . to 4 p.m. Call Kathy X6410. 

PART TIME WORK wanted . 1980 Univ. of Va. 
Law School grad with 4 yrs . prof. editorial exp. 
editing, writing or proof r~ading. Call 828-7583. 
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RIDE, needed from Baltimore to New York on 
Weekends , leaving Friday , returning late Sunday 
or early Monday morning. Call X6700. 

11:30 a.m. - Medical Chief of Service Rounds 
(UMH) . UMH, Rm. 3-1151. 
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. - Friday Conference (SM) : 
"The Psychology of the Black Underclass ," by Dr. 
Douglas W . Glasgow, Howard University . IPHB, 
Rm . 1-704 . 
1-2 p.m. - Epidemiology and Preventive 
Medicine Seminars (SM) : "Healthy People and 
Costar - Using Costar in the Practice of 
Preventive Medicine ," by Dr. Michael Hattwick , 
Med . Inform . Mgt. , Inc . HHT, Rm . 13-042 . 
2 p.m. - Pulmonary Conference (SM) : Case 
oriented . UMH , Rm . 3-C . 
2-3:30 - Neurology Grand Rounds. Psych 
Institute , Rm . 1-704. 
3:30 p.m. - Pulmonary Diseases and Thoracic 
Surgery Conference (SM) : Case oriented . IPHB, 
Rm . 1-704 . 
3:30 p.m. - Epidemiology and Preventive 
Medicine Statistics/ Computing J ournal Club 
(SM): "Comparison of Stepwise Regression 
Programs ," by Dr. Bruce Barton. Div . of Clinical 
Investigation , 600 Wyndhurst Ave . 

SATURDAY, OCTOBER18 
8:30 a .m. - Orthopaedic Surgery Basic Science 
Seminar (UMH): "Forequarter Functional 
Anatomy ," by Dr. Bruce D. Browner. UMH , Rm. 
G-1258 . 
9 a.m. - Surgical Grand Rounds (UMH) : 
"Thymic Pathology , Thymomas and Myasthenia 
Gravis ," by Dr. Richard Mayer . IPHB, Rm . 
1-704. 
9:30 a .m . - Orthopaedic Surgery Grand 
Rounds (UMH) : Clinical Presentation : "Spinal 
Stenosis," by Dr. Richard Little and "Bone as a 
Substance ," by Dr. John E. Kenzora . UMH , Rm. 
G-1258. 

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 19 10 a.m . -
Protestant Worship Service UMH , 13-West, 
Visitor's Lounge . 
11 a.m . - Catholic Mass , UMH , Newman 
Center. 
11 a.m. - Roman Catholic Mass , UMH. 
13-West, Visitor's Lounge . 
5 p.m. - Episcopal Service UMH. Newman 
Center. 

FRE_E , long-haired , part African Persian Kittens , 
adorable, must see , need a good home . Call 
Wendy X6632 . 

RMMT, female to share townhouse & expenses , 
1 block from UMH . Call Paula 8 :30 - 3:20 at 
284-5200 or 547-6852 eves . 
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Dr. Larny's '?rescribing 
For Elderly' in 2nd Printing 
The first printing is hot off the press with 1200 
copies sold. And the second printing of Prescribing 
for the Elderly is about to get under way. The 
author, Dr. Peter P. Lamy , is professor and chair
man of the department of pharmacy practice and 
administrative sciences at the Pharmacy School. 

His book is about drugs and how they affect the 
elderly . It constitutes 720 pages and several years 
of work . Published by the Publishing Science 
Group Company , Inc ., of Littleton , Massachusetts , 
the book is intended for the professional: the physi
cian as well as pharmacist , nurse or social worker 
who may be working with elderly persons in the 
community or institution . 

William Bechill , a professor at the School of 
Social Work and Community Planning and former 
commissioner of The Administration Of Aging , feels 
that the book will be "extremely useful" to person
nel in area agencies of aging and state offices of ag
ing. 

"Most books on the geriatric population , and 
there are not many , address the topic of aging with 
regard to diseases ," Dr. Lamy states , "Not _much 

· space is devoted to drugs . My entire book explores 
the area of drugs and what they do to older persons 
and _how older persons respond to them ." 

Elderly people consume 25 percent of all 
prescription drugs in this country , according to Dr. 
Lamy. From 50 to 60 percent of all elderly persons 

use one or two over-the-counter drugs daily wjth 
40 percent regularly using prescription medication . 
The elderly , who suffer from more chronic diseases 
than any other age group, also take more drugs 
than anyone else . 

"We need to understand the elderly and what 
drugs may do to th~m ," Dr . Lamy explains. "Then 
we can approach their problems from the correct 
angle ." 

As chairman of the Task Force on Aging for the 
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy, Dr. 
Lamy has an extensive background in geriatric"" 
health care. He is special advisor to the 1981 White 
House Conference on Aging, specializing in long 
term care , and chairman of the geriatrics committee 
of the Pharmacy School. 

Dr. Lamy feels that Prescribing for the Elderly will 
fulfill the definite need that exists for a readily ac
cessible , single source of information on the 
monitoring and use of drugs for the elderly . 

Dr. Murray Kappelman, chairman of the sub
committee on the Task Force on Aging and pro
fessor and associate dean in the Medical School, 
wrote the introduction to Dr. Lamy's work. He 
states that Prescribing for the Elderly is "extremely 
valuable for all professions not just pharmacy." 

Perhaps the book's second printing will lead to a 
third, fourth , and fifth . 

OCTOBER 29, 1980 

Dr. Peter P . Lamy , School of Pharmacy , is pleased 
that his book, "Prascribing for the Elderly ," is go
ing into its second printing. 

The Care and Feeding of Nurses to Be Studied 
Where have all the nurses gone? Despite the fact 
that the national nurse supply is. according to all 
available statist ics. at record number , hospitals 
across the country are finding it increasingly_ difficult 
to fill vacancies on their nursing staffs. 

Just last winter. the Maryland Board of Ex-
aminers of Nurses reported that the nursing shor
tage had reached a "crisis level" in the state . Yet , 
over 30 percent of Maryland's licensed nurses are 
not active in the work force . And nearly 40 percent 
of those who are active are working only part time . 

Why. in the midst of seeming plenty. is Maryland 
and . for that matter. the entire nation experiencing 
such an acute shortage of working nurses? 

Blame has be.en leveled on a number ot factors . 
from excessive on-the-job stress to rigid working 
conditions to the confused status of the profession 
itself. 

Complicating this situation are proposed federal · 
cutbacks in per capita support funds for nursing 
schools. increased educational requirements for 
entry-level nursing positions and the closing of a 
number of hospital programs. 

But one fact remains clear: hospitals throughout 
the country are unable to fill many nursing posi 
tions. and. in some cases . this problem critically af-

fects the quality of care and treatment received by 
hospitalized patients. 

To investigate this growing problem , 1he School 
of Nursing. with the assistance of two. major 
research grants totaling over $650,000. is about to 
embark on two three-year studies of hospital nurs
ing practice in the United States . 

The first of these studies . funded by the Robert 
Wood Johnson Foundation and totaling $325.351. 
will examine the complex · relationship between 
nurse dissatisfaction and nursing shortages. 

Through a series of in-depth site visits to a na
tional sample of 40 hospitals. Nursing School 
researchers hope to identify the major sources of 
nurse dissatisfaction with hospital employment 
from the perspective of staff nurses. nursing and 
hospital adminstrators. physicians and nurses who 
have recently resigned from ho~~;tal employment. 

The second study will focus on temporary per
sonnel agencies. which are being used with increas
ing frequency to fill hospital nursing vacancies. 
Although experts report that this trend is not entire
ly welcome by hospital-employed nurses. who 
charge that it causes disturbances in continuity of 
care. staff morale problems and concerns over the 
quality of care. no research has been conducted in 
this area to date . 

Funded by the Department of Health. Education .. 

and Welfare's Division of Nursing, this study will ex
amine selected characteristics of temporary-service 
nurses and hospital staff nurses : selected character
istics of hospitals which use temporary-service 
nurses on a regular basis : the impact of temporary
service nurses on the quality and continuity of care 
provided for in hospitals: and the factors which in
fluence the costs of staffing with temporary-service 
nurses. 

Directing both studies will be Dr. Patricia A. 
Prescott. an associate professor at the School of 
Nursing . Dr. Prescott. who recently came to 
Maryland from the University of Colorado School 
of Nursing. believes that the results of her two 
studies could have a far-reaching impact on the 
practice of professional nursing in horitals . 

"There will be implications for the staffing of 
hospitals and the cost of health care and. hopefully. 
some suggestions regarding what needs to be done 
to keep nurses on the job." she says. 

Through her research. Dr . Prescott hopes to ob
tain sufficient data to answer many of the questions 
which have been raised on the nature . extent and 
resolution of the nursing shortage in hospitals . 

Joining Dr . Prescott in conducting her studies are 
Dr. Janice Janken and Ms. Marise Ponder. both of 
whom have ,recently joined the faculty . '. 
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Weekend Retreat 
For Residents 
The problems , including stress, faced by medical 
residents will be discussed during the weekend of 
Oct. 24 , 25 and 26 at the home of Dr. Anne Red
mond . Sponsored by Human Dimensions in 
Medical Education (HOME), the gathering is the 
first attempt to address the concerns and problems 
of the medical housestaff . 

The HOME program provides opportunities for 
informal activities involving ·medical students, 
housestaff and faculty outside the university setting . 
These range from social gatherings to serious small 
group discussions of concerns and feelings related 
to the personal and professional aspects of medical 
education and practice . 

Residents and faculty , as well as their spouses 
and friends , are invited to attend the upcoming 
gathering . The cost is $5 .00. For more information 
call Dr. Sheldon Amsel at X5717 or Dr. Redmond 
at X6511. 

PT Seniors Chosen 
Co-st~p Trainees 

Two physical therapy seniors in the School of 
Medicine were among 10 allied health professions 
students in the nation chosen to spend the summer 
as U.S . Public Health Service co-step trainees at 
facilities throughout the country. 

Arlynne Pack and Francine Venter_s were chosen 
from a large number of applicants vying to spend 
nine to 12 weeks gaining clinical experience in 
supervised settings. The federally funded program 
of th·e U.S . Public Health Service selected the 10 
trainees nationwide on the basis of academics, in
terest, work experience and extracurricular ac
tivities . The department of physical therapy at the 
School of Medicine had the highest number of ap
plicants for the program . 

Francine Venters worked at a U.S . Public Health 
facility in San Francisco and Arlynne Pack worked 
at Baltimore's Wyman Park facility . 

Cheap Date 
In a new series of exhibitions entitled "Artists in 
Residence ," the Mt. Vernon Place United 
Methodist Church at the Washington Monument . 
presents the sculptures and drawings of William F. 
Duffy . a candidate for the Master's degree in Fir,e 
Arts at the University of Maryland . They can be 
seen free of charge during all n6rmal church activity 
hours through Oct . 31. 

UMAB's Interim Chancellor, Michael J. Kelly , greeted an overflow crowd, which included Supreme Court 
Justice William J . Brennan , Jr ., U. S . Attorney General Benjamin R . Civiletti and Baltimore Mayor William 
Donald Schaefer, at dedication ceremonies for the Law School's Thurgood Marshall Law Library, held Oct. 
9 (top). Earlier in the day , Columbia artist George B. Barrick (left) received congratulations from Michael 
Lee, a member of the Law School's Alumni Executive Committee, for his portrait of Justice Marshall . And 
Baltimore sculptor Reuben Kramer (right) put the finishing touches on his work , a bust of the first black 
Supreme Court justice, which stands at the entrance of the new library . 

Interprofessional Course Studies Dickens 
Charles Dickens' 19th century fiction is concerned 
with the ways in which lawyers and other profes
sionals deliver their services. In fact, regard for the 
patient's and the client's needs is constantly stressed 
and vividly illustrated throughout Dickens' work . 

The significance of Dickens' crusade is still vital 
today. This January , "Charles Dickens: Novelist 
Reformer" will again be offered as an interprofes
sional course sponsored by the UMAB lnterprofes
sional Studies Committee . 

In conjunction with this course , which is open to 
all UMAB students (maximum enrollment: 20) , is a 
series of films based on Dickens' novels. Films will 
be shown for the entire UMAB community at 11 
a .m. each Wednesday in January . This year's films 
include Nicholas Nickleby on Jan. 17, David 
Copperfield on Jan. 14 , Great Expectations on 
Jan . 21 and Dombey and Sons on Jan. 28. 

This is the third January an interprofessional 
minimester is being offered at UMAB . Courses 
ranging from "Sports Medicine" to "Intimate 
Human Behavior" are intended to explore the 
overlapping fields of interest within the various pro
fessions . 

Dr. T ristram Engelhardt. visiting professor from 
Georgetown University, will again lecture in the 
"Ethics and the Professions" course. He will be 
assisted by faculty from the various schools who will 
work in teams. The course will apply ethical theory 
to case studies involving multi-professional interac
tions. Specific topics to be examined include infor
mal consent. truth telling, patient/ client rights 
allocation of resources in health care , professional 
rights and privileges and conflicts among profes
sions. 

Several courses of the January minimester will 

span aspects of drug and alcohol abuse. The Dental 
School will offer one course. "Dentistry and the Ad
dictions ," designed to treat substance abuse from 
the dental chair . "Medical Aspects of Drug Abuse" 
and "Drug Abuse Education" will again be offered 
by the Schools of Medicine and Pharmacy . And a 
new course , "Family Violence and Substance 
Abuse, " sponsored by the Interprofessional Studies 
Committee , will be taught. 

In all , 43 courses from the various schools and 
the InterprofessionaI Studies Committee are plann
ed for January. Dr. Ross Kessel , acting dean of 
graduate and interprofessional studies. and Ms. 
Stephanie Hull. assistant to the acting dean . are op
timistic about the continued success of the 
minimester program . Pre-registration is set for 
November 3-14 and a complete list of course offer
ings is available in the Graduate School office. 
Whitehurst Hall. 
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An invitation is extended to the entire UMAB com
munity to attend the Student Dental Associa
tion's fifth annual bµII roast, Saturday , Nov . 1 
from 8 p.m. - 1 a.m . at the Eastwind , 9000 Pulaski 
Highway . 

A variety of food will be offered as well as beer 
and set-ups. "Brandy" will supply the musical 
entertainment and a mere $8. 75 will see you 
through the door. 

Call SDA President Mike Borrenson at X7115 or 
Vice President Don Gabo at X7109 for ticket infor
mation. 

The School of Nursing's continuing education pro
gram will hold a two-day workshop entitled 
"Holistic Health: Application for the Nurse 
and the Nurse's Client" on Thursday and Fri
day. Oct. 30 and 31 at College Park's Center of 
Adult Ed,ucation . 

Workshop participants will learn both theoretical 
and practical applications for such holistic methods 
as biofeedback , self-hypnosis and acupuncture . In 
addition, they will be expected to develop specific 
strategies for incorporating holistic principles into 
their personal and professional lives . 

Leading the workshop will be Wanona S . Fritz , 
an assistant professor at the School of Nursing. Ms . 
Fritz. who has utilized holistic health principles as a 
practitioner in - the Far East. has presented 
numerous workshops on nolistic health ooth na
tionally and internationally. 

Registration for the workshop is limited to 
registered nurses and pre-registration is required . 
There is a $90 registration fee. The School of 
Nursing will award 1.1 continuing education units 
(11 contact hours) to nurses who participate in the 
program . 

To register. or for additional information, contact 
the School of Nursing's continuing education pro
gram at X3767 . 

A workshop designed to help nursing faculty gain a 
better understanding of culturally diverse in
dividuals will be held by the School of Nursing's 
continuing education program on Monday , Oct. 27 
from 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p .m. at the Holiday Inn , 
Baltimore-Washington International Airport . 

Entitled "Cultural Diversity: The Challenge 
of Today," the workshop will give participants an 
opportunity to identify both positive and negative 
cultural behaviors which are likely too impact on 
learning. In addition , participants will examine 
tnose teaching and learning techniques which may 
inhibit or enhance learning capacity. 

The workshop will be led by Ann P . Morgan and 
Norma L. Rawlings . assistant professors at the 
School of Nursing. Ms. Morgan ar.d Ms . Rawlings 
are both active members on the Nursing School's 
Task Force for the SREB Faculty Development in 
Working with Culturally Diverse Students . 

Registration for the worKshop is limited to 
registered nurse faculty. Pre-registration is required 
and there is a $40 registration fee. which in
cludes coffee breaks. a luncheon and all workshop 
materials . 

The School of Nursing will award 0.6 continuing 
education units (six contact hours) to nurses who 
attend the day-long program . 

To register . or for additional information. contact 
the School of Nursing's continuing education pro
gram at X3767 . 

The Medical Alumni Association will entertain the 
junior class of the School of Medicine at an 
oyster /bull roast at the Hunt Valley Inn on Fri
day, Oct. 24 from 7-11 p .m. 

There will be a wide selection of food and an am
ple supply of beer on tap . A cash bar will be 
available for ' non-beer drinkers. 

Faculty and junior medical students are urged to 
attend this annual event which offers a good time 
and an opportunity for students and faculty to 
mingle informally . 

Junior medical students can pick up t}ieir com
plementary tickets at the Alumni Office, 21,1 
Bressler Building. Please bring your 1.0 . Deadline is 
Oct. 21 Alumni, faculty and housestaff can call 
X7454 to make reservations . Cost is $15 per per
son. 
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Monday , Nov . 10 has been declared "Bleeding 
Hearts Day" by the School of Social Work and 
Community Planning's Office of Student Affairs 
and the Baltimore Red Cross. On this day the 
school will hold its second annual blood drive .. 
Volunteers are needed now to serve on the plan
ning committee for this event. Interested persons 
should contact Ms . Cathy Born at X6100 . 

A meeting for new aging certificate students at 
the School of Social Work and Community Plan
ning will be held on Tuesday, Oct. 21 from 
12:15-1:30 p.m . in Room 160, Tempo South . The 
purpose of this meeting is to discuss program ex
pectations and enrollment. For additio11al informa
tion , contact Dr. Eric Kingson at X3509 . 

University of Maryland President John Toll looks on as members of the Soldiers Delight chapter of the DAR 
unveil a plaque dedicating the 250-year old English elm tree in front of Davidge Hall . The American 
Forestry Association has recently listed the tree in its records of famous , historic and noteworthy trees . The 
ceremony was hosted by the Medical Alumni Association . 

Medical Students Get Seminars 
"Seminars in Pathophysiology and Therapeutics .'' 
for third and fourth year medical students, will 
begin Oct . 25 . All sessions will be held on Saturday 
mornings from 10 a.m.-noon in the Sophomore 
Lecture Room , John Eager Howard Hall. Course 
directors are Stephen R. Max , Ph .D., department 
of neurology , and Theodore E. Woodward. M.D .. 
department of medicine. 

The series is designed to provide a correlation of 
basic and clinical sciences in order to give students a 
broad , _in-depth clinical background and to enhance 
their understanding of the mechanisms and treat
ment of well-defined clinical situations. 

Junior and senior medical students are expected 
to attend all sessions unless on specific assignment 
outside Baltimore. Faculty. house staff and all 
members of the Baltimore biomedical community 
are invited to attend. CME credits will be given. 

This year's program will comprise eight sessions. 
as a prelude to an expanded series for the coming 
years. The schedule is: 

• Oct. 25: "Breast Cancer: Hormonal Control. 
Medical Management. Surgical Aspects ." 

• Nov . 1: "Calcium Metabolisqi : Basic Cellular 
Interactions, Clinical Syndromes." 

• Nov .. 8: "Shock: Septic: Hypovolemic -
Physiological Aspects , the Cell in Shock , Shock in 
the Trauma Patient ." 

• Nov. 15: "Connective Tissue Disorders -
Collagen: Chemistry . Structure and Function: 
Clinical Syndromes ., . 

• Jan . 31: "Pain: Biochemical Mechanisms: 
Neurosurgical and Psychological Aspects ." 

• Feb . 7: "Carbohydrate Metabolism and 
Diabetes : Insulin Receptors . Classification of 
Diabetes . Should the Blood Sugar Be Controlled? 
Why? Why Not?" 

• Feh. 14: "Allergic States and Asthma -
Clinical Syndromes: Mechanisms and Manage
ment. " 

• Feb. 21: "Acute Respiratory Distress Syn
-clromes: Mechanisms and Detection . Pediatric 
Features. Surgical Concepts ." 

University of Maryland faculty as well as guest 
faculty from other medical institutions and the Na
tional Institutes of Health will conduct the seminars. 
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CALENDAR OF 
iVEN15 

A ll calendar entries must be received no later than the close of 
b11siness o n th e T hursd ay two weeks prior to publication . 

MONDAY, OCTOBER 20 
3:30 p.m. - Endocrine Conference {UMH) : 
"Addison's Disease in a 45-year-old Male 
Presenting in Acute Crisis ," by Dr . George 
Lawrence , St. Agnes Hospital. UMH , Rm . 
3-304. 
4 p.m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 
(SM) : "Electrical Excitability in an Anterior 
Pituitary Cell Line ," by Michael Adler , NIH
NHLBI. HH , Rm . 4-426 . 
4 · 5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
{UMH) : "Interaction of Anesthesia with the 
Respiratory System," by Dr. Edwin Goldman. 
UMH, Rm . 8-210. 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21 
8 · 10 a. m . - Opthalmology Grand Rounds 
{UMH) . Grand Rounds. UMH , Departmental 
Offices . 
10:30 a.m. - Ophthalmology Lecture Schedule 
{UMH) : "Physical and Biological Effects of 
Ionizing Radiation," by Dr. Eugene Robinson. 
UMH , Rm . 5-1134. 
Noon - Movies presented by the United 
Episcopal Ministry at the Baltimore Student Union 
on campus. 
Noon Medical Grand Rounds {SM) . HH, 
Freshman Lecture Hall . 
1 · 2 p.m. - Psychophysiological Clinics and 
Laboratory {SM) : "Descartes' Medical Philosophy: 
The Place of Mind in Compound Bodies," by Dr. 
Richard Carter. HH , Rm . 12-035. 
4 p.m. - Pediatric Research Conference {SM): 
"Viruses in Semen," by Dr. David J . Lang . 
UMH , Rm . 5-1134. 

CU\$1FIE9) · 

Campus classified ,s a free .seruire to all 1>1en,I,, rs uf the 
unwers,q; co1nmun1ty on a space u .. ailoblc basis Ali ads must 

be submitted to Happenings Fd,tm . Un:t•ers, t, Relot,om . 
Lombard Bwld,ng There 1s a tu;o- t;rne, publ,cot,on limit If 
respondi ng to on ad from off campus . prect>dl' extem,011 b,· 
528. 

FOR RENT 
APT. , unfurnished , 1427 W. Lombard St ., clean 
& quiet , avail. immediately . Call 383-9013. 

HOUSE , Cedarcroft Area , spacious tudor style , 4 
BR, LR w/ frpl. , DR, Kit ., gas . furn , garage , 
2-year lease , Dec. 1 occupancy , Call 433-1595 
eves. 
HOUSE , furn . avail Jan . 1 - July 1, 4 BR , 
many extras , $650 mo . Call 825-2554 . 

FOR SALE 
'79 MOPED, Imperial , red , 332 mi ., 2 side 
baskets , lock & chain , $350 . Call 366-2588 or 
889-9269. 
GAS RANGE , Magic Chef, continuo1,1s cleaning, 
excel. cond ., $200. or best offer . Call 433-1087 
eves. 
22" SAILBOAT, Catalina , '78 , 7½ electric start 
Mercury w/ alternator , all sail controls from 
cockpit , knot meter and more than 30 extras 
added to boat, $7800. Cc?ll 486-1434. 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22 
7:30 a.m. - Neuroradiology Conference 
{UMH) . UMH , 2nd floor , Rad . Conf. Rm . 
9 a.m. - Clinico-neuropathological Conference 
{SM). UMH , Rm . B-1125. 
10 a.m. - Clinical Neurology Conference . 
UMH , Rm . 12-1240 . 
10:30 a.m. - MIEMSS Morbidity and Mortality 
Conference Combined with Morning Rounds. · 
UMH , Pediatric Conference Rm , 5th floor. · 
11 a.m. - Neurosurgery Grand Rounds {SM) . 
UMH , Rm . 12-1240. 
Noon - Pediatric Grand Rounds {UMH) . UMH , 
Rm . 1-704. 
Noon - 1 p.m . Weekly Therapy Group for 
Family Members where there is alcoholism or 
chemical dependency led by Ms . Delpha Wright 
and Dr . Charles Whitfield . Redwood Hall , Rm . 
208 . 
Noon · 1 p.m. - Housestaff Conferences 
{UMH) : "Chronic Renal Failure - Dialysis ," by Dr . 
John H _- Sadler . UMH , Rm . 3-1151. 
12:30 p.m . - Pediatric Grand Rounds {SM) : 
"The Psychological Effects of Trauma During 
Adolescence ," by Dr . Richard Sarles. IPHB , Rm . 
1-704 . 
4 p.m . - Physiology Seminar {SM): "Light 
Fluctuations in Cardiac Muscle : Relation to 
Resting and Twitch Force ," by Dr. Edward 
Lakatta , NIH . HHT , Rm . 6-011 . 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23, 
Noon · 1 p.m. - Housestaff Conference 
{UMH) : "Status Asthmaticus," by Dr. David G . 
Simpson . UMH, Rm. 3-1151. 
1:30 p.m . - Alcoholism Group Therapy, UMH , 
Rm . G-1258. 
3:30 p.m . - Biochemistry Seminar {OS) : 
"Changes in Hormone Action During Aging," by 
Dr.,George S . Roth , Baltimore City Hospitals . 
HHH , Rm . 2-F-05 . 
4 p.m . - Anesthesiology Grand Rounds 
{UMH) . UMH , Rm . 8210. 
5 · 6:45 p.m. - Maryland Cancer Program 
(UMH) : "Interferon Treatment of Multiple 
Myeloma ," by Dr. Richard L. Humphrey , JH 
Sch . Med . IPHB Rm . 1-704. 
5:1 5 · 7:45 p.m. - Continuing Medical 
Education (SM) : "Peripheral Vascular Disease ." 
UMAB preregistration required . Call X3956 . 

CLOTHING , boys & girls , very good cond ., 
reasonable . Call 235-5219 eves . 

CAMERA, Scuba Fujica 8 mm low-light movie 
camera w U/ W housing and additional film and 
case , $165 or best offer . Call Cheryl X6800 or 
833-7349 ev~s . 

. LAWN EDGER , Black & Decker , and Wards best 
lawn mower , 1 summer old ,' $115 for both. Call 
242-8146 . 
COCKTAIL TABLE, smoke glass , hexagon 
w/ wood base, $60 . Call 247-8260. 
FUR JACKET , rabbit , size 8-10, excel. cond ., 
$50 . Call Lisa 234-3927 days , or 466-6060 eves . 

MISCELLANEOUS 
TYPING , professional typing for manuscripts , 
term papers , theses . 11 yrs . exp ., 2 legal. Call 
664-4474 . 
HOUSEKEEPBER/ BABY SITTER for 6-yr .-old 
girl & single father . Light housekeeping , prepare 
dinner . 5 :30 - 7 :30 p .m ., Mon . -Thurs ., Guilford 
area . Rd erences required . Call Dr. L. Goldman 
X7242 or 243-6872 eves . 
CARPOOL. from Craigmont & .Crosby Rds . 
(Westview Area) to UMAB , Mon . thru Fri. 8 :30 
a .m . - 4 :30 p .m . Call Beth X6218 . 
RIDE , from Baltimore to V.P .l. or Roanoke , Va ., 
leaving Oct . 29 or 30 , returning Nov. 2 . Call 
Laurie 796-2722 . 
RMMT., share 2 BR apt ., Hollins St. area , 
$117 .50 incl. all util. Call Tom 727-3126 . 
TYPING , A.P .A. format ; spelling corrections: 
term papers finished quickly . Call 467-9110. 
CARPOOL. Lake Ave . between Charles St. and 
The Alameda . 7 :45 a .m. - 3 :45 p .m . Share 
expenses. Call 323-6741 eves . 

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24 
11 a.m. - Noon - Microbiology Seminar 
Schedule (OS) : " Degradation of Atrazine by 
Estuarine Fungi" by Dr. Marilyn Speedie. HHH , 
Rm . 2-A-10 . 
11:30 a.m. - Medical Chief of Service Rounds 
(UMH). UMH , Rm . 3-1151. 
11:30 a.m . - 1 p.m. - Friday Conference 
(SM). Case Conference , by Dr. · Gary W. Nyman 
IPHB , Rm. 1-704 . 
1 - 2 p.m. - Epidemiology and Preventive 
Medicine Seminars (SM): "What Are the Real 
Medical Information Needs for Health Care 
Managers?" by Dr . Edward J . Hinman. Group 
Health Assoc . ." Inc . HHT , Rm . 13-042 . 
2 p_ m . - Pulmonary Conference (SM): Case 
oriented . UMH , Rm . 3-C. 
2 · 3:30 p.m. - Neurology Grand Rounds . 
Psyc!l'Mnstitute , Rm . 1-704 . 
3:30 p.m . - Pulmonary Diseases and Thoracic 
Surgery Conference {SM) : Case oriented . IPHB. 
Rm . 1-704 . 

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25 
8:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Surgery Basic Science 
Seminar (UMH): "Responses to Sepsis & 
Hormones ," by Dr. John E. Kenzora . UMH. Rm . 
G-1258. 
9:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Surgery Grand 
Rounds (UMH) : Clinical Case Presentation by Dr. 
Clifton Drury. UMH , Rm . G-1258. 
10 a.m . - Orthopaedic Surgery Grand Rounds 
{UMH) : "Tumorus Conditions Affecting Joints ," 
by Dr. Howard Dorfman . UMH , Rm . G-1258 . 
10 a.m . · Noon - Pathology and Therapeutics 
Seminars {SM) : 3rd and 4th year medical 
students . "Breast Cancer: Hormonal Control , 
Medical Management, Surgical Aspects ," by Ors. 
A. Brodie , Joseph Aisner and George Elias . 
HHT. Sophomore Lecture Hall. 

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26 
10 a.m. - Protestant Worship Service. UMH . 
13-West , Visitor's Lounge . 
11 a.m. - Catholic Mass. UMH. Newman 
Center. 
11 a.m. - Roman Catholic Mass , UMH . 
13-West , Visitor's Lounge . 
5 p.m . - Episcopal Service . UMH . Newman 
Center. 

PIANO LESSONS , local community college 
instructor will teach piano in Roland Park home . 
Call Mrs. Young 467-9110 . 
FURNITURE, hand caning & refinishing ,· prof. 
work, pick up & del. Call 624-1050. 

LOST AND FOUND 
FOUND, 2 ladies rings, in first floor ladies room 
of J-IH . Must identify. Call X7242 . 
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Profs Pet Project Matures 
A little over a year ago, William Bechill, the first 
commissioner of the U.S. Aging Administration 
and a longtime professor at the School of Social 
Work and Community Planning, saw one of his pet 
projects become a reality when the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare's Administration on 
Aging awarded the school a $565,000, three-year 
grant "to establish a career preparation program in 
aging ." 

That program, set up as part of the school's 
already existing social administration concentra
tion, was designed to help meet the increasing de
mand for qualified administrative personnel in 
serveral key areas· of the "aging network:" that 
complex web of more than 2 ,500 multi-purpose 
centers, 1,100 nutrition projects, 590 area agencies 
and 56 state agencies established by the federal 
government to care for the needs and interests of 
the nation's elderly. 

Now , one year later , the Aging Administration 
Program is in full swing under the leadership of 
Eugene P . Bartell. Mr. Bartell , the former director 
of Baltimore City's Area Agency on Aging , believes 
his program has made giant strides during its first 
full year of operation. 

"In the past year , the program has made substan
tial progress toward achieving its goal of providing 
training in administration , planning and policy 
development to students committed to a career-in 
the aging network, " Mr. Bartell explains. Thus far , 
29 students have been recruited for the program, 
nearly double the number originally projected. 

"We have purposely sought to attract persons 
with a demonstrated interest in the field of aging 
and strong leadership potential ," says Mr . Bartell . 
Indeed , most of the program's students have 
substantial work experience in the field of aging, 
although several "have been motivated by 
volunteer care service or experiences with older 
family members ," according to the program direc
tor. 

In addition to swelling the School of Social Work 
and Community Planning's student population , the 
Aging Administration Program has also expanded 
the school's curriculum through the development of 
two new course offerings , "Administration and 
Management of State and Area Agencies on 
Aging" and "Administration and Mangement of 
Multi-Purpose Senior Centers ." 

"These specialized courses arid the field prac
ticum which is required of all Aging Administration 
students serve to round out the students' regular 
program of study," explains Ann H . Kahan , a 
former senior grants analyst for the Baltimore City 
Area Agency on Aging who now serves as the pro
gram's field instructor . Aging Administration 
sttJ_dents are currently doing field work in the 
Maryland Office on Aging and the National 
Association of Area Agencies on Aging , among 
other agencies . 
The activities of the Aging Administration Program 

are guided by the Advisory Council , a 15-member 
panel composed of faculty from the School of 

Social Work and Community Planning and 
representatives from several national organizations 
and the major sectors of the aging network . 
Through regular meetings, the Advisory Cour cil 
keeps program officials appraised of program and 
policy issues and legislative developments which 
are likely to affect the aging field. 

What lies in the future for the Aging Administra
tion Program? "For our second year of funding , we 
expect the major thrust of the program to be on the 
development of a continuing education compo
nent," says Mr. Bartell. "We hope to establish acer
tificate in aging program, to be co-sponsored by the 
School of Social Work and Community Planning's 
continuing education department, which will be 
geared toward advancing the gerontological 
knowledge and administrative skills of persons cur
rently employed in the field of aging." 

Meeting Attacks 
Elder Abuse 
Elder abuse the repeated physical , 
psychological, economic and social abuse of the ag
ed - will be discussed at a conference for service 
providers and the general public Thursday, Nov . 6 
at UMAB. 

The conference called "Elder Abuse : A Hidden 
Social Problem" is sponsored by the UMAB Task 
Force on Aging and the Maryland State Office on 
Aging . It will cover the legal , medical, social , 
psychological and public policy issues of this alarm
ing social phenomenon . University of Maryland 
faculty and national experts on the subject will serve 
as speakers and panel discussion participants. 

University of Maryland School of Medicine alum
nus Ronald L. Krome , M.D. , professor of surgery 
at Wayne State University and chief of emergency 
medicine at Detroit Receiving Hospital , and U.S . 
Congresswoman Mary Rose Oakar, co-sponsor of 
national elder abuse legislation, will speak on the 
dimension of the problem. 

Other presentations address substance abuse , 
psychological abuse and physical abuse. The legal 
perspective will be examined by John J . Regan , 
dean of Hofstra University Law School , and James 
Bergman , New England regional director of Legal 
Research and Services for the Elderly. They will 
discuss advocacy, adult protective services and in
formed consent. 

Marilyn Block , director of the National Policy 
Center on Women and Aging and author of an ac
claimed study on elder abuse, will talk about the 
battered elder syndrome. 

The conference · will be held in the Medical 
School Teaching Facility beginning at 9 a.m. 
Registration fee is $8 . For registration information 
call Gail Kaplan at X3528 . 

OCTOBER 27, 1980 

Dr. Edward J. Kowalewski contemplates the award 
given to him by his colleagues . 

Family Medical Man 
Receives High Honor 

Dr. Edward J . Kowalewski , professor and chair
man of the department of family medicine (SM) , 
has been awarded one of the highest honors 
bestowed by the American Academy of Family 
Physicians. The John G . Walsh Award is given on
ly when the academy considers it warranted , rather 
than annually , on the basis of "long-term, 
dedicated and effective leadership in furthering the 
development of family medicine. " 

Dr. Kowalewski received the award Oct. 7 in 
New Orleans at the joint conference. of the 
American Academy of Family Physicians and the 
world Organization of National Colleges, 
Academies, and Academic Associations of General 
Practitioners/ Family Physicians , of which he is cur
rently president. 

Dr. Kowalewski joined the faculty of the School 
of Medicine in 1971 as professor and chairman of 
the family medicine program , the second such pro
gram to be organized nationally. He worked during 
the early years of family medicine to establish 
rigorous standards for the new discipline and to 
gain understanding and support for its concept 

'from other organized medical specialty groups . 
Dr. Kowalewsi is a past president of the 

American Academy of Family Physicians and im
mediate past president of the medical board of 
University of Maryland Hospital. 

-
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Concentrate -· .. 
And the Fear Goes Away 
You have seated yourself comfortably in a chair, 
arms resting at your sides and feet propped up off 
the floor . Almost instantly you want to close your 
eyes and you begin breathing deeply and rythmical
ly . A soothing voice may be suggesting that you 
think of relaxing situations: a cool walk along a 
beach at sunset with your feet leaving soft impres
sions in the sand , or a slow descent on a luxuriously 
carpeted stairway. Eventually, minor distractions 
disappear; the phon'e rings , but you do not care, or 
rain starts splashing on the window beside you but 
you are not disturbed. 

The relaxation being described occurs naturally 
during the moments before sleep. It also hap
pens when one undergoes hypnosis . 
. Hypnosis is defined as "a heightened state of 
consciousness" by Paul Starr , dental school phar
macist . Mr . Starr, who lectures and performs hyp
nosis at the dental school, has been a clinical hyp
notechnician for 10 years . He explains the process 
as a concentration of mental energies and the 
elimination of thoughts that are not useful. For ex
ample , consider the matter of one's own clothing . 
We are only aware of the material when we are 
reminded of it. Otherwise we eliminate all thoughts 
of it's sensation . 

In his experience at the Dental School , Mr. Starr 
has observed that most of his cases involve dental 
patients who experience extreme anxiety . H yp
nosis is then used to reduce the level of anxiety and 
increase the patient's tolerance for pain . The pa
tient also becomes more responsive , under hyp
nosis, to the instructions of the dentist. When 
medication is not effective or the patient is allergic 
to certain medication , hypnosis can be substituted 
to help achieve some of the desired effects. In addi 
tion, hypnosis can ease difficulties a patient may 
have adjusting to prosthetic devices such as full or 
partial dentures. 

According to Mr. Starr, "80-90 percent of the 
population can be hypnotized to some level. " Hyp
nosis can be as light as a lethargic state in which the 
patient always remembers what has occurred, or it 
can be as deep as profound somnambulism in 
which partial or total amnesia can occur. 

Although previously subject to much skepticism, 
hypnosis is becoming more prevalant in the medical 
field . The use of hypnotechnicians like Mr. Starr for 
difficult cases frees the dentist to devote his time to 
the patient's needs. One session usually establishes 
enough self-confidence in the patient so that addi
tional hypnosis sessions may not be necessary to 
calm the patient. 

"Rapport is the key to hypnosis ," states Mr. 
Starr. "Once that is established and the persons 
learn to relax, they can usually obtain the same 
results on their own ." 

Designate Gift to UMAB I UMH 
Each year university employees are given the op- agencies serving the county where you live - any 
portunity to show concern for the health and well non-profit organization . Your donation works to 
being of the community by supporting the Unite<:l make our communities better places to live in. 
Way Campaign . The time to contribute is now! Agencies serving the Central Region (Baltimore 

Contributions can be designated to University of City, Anne Arundel , Baltimore , Carroll , Harford , 
Maryland Hospital , one of the schools on campus, Calvert , and Howard counties) are: 

001 American Cancer Society 260 Calvert Association for Retarded 085 Greater Homewood 061 Provident Hospital 
002 American Heart Association Citizens Community Corporativn 01 4 St. Vincent's Child Care Center 
003 Ameican Red Cross-Baltimore 045 Camp Fire Council of the 086 H ARBEL 007 Salvation Army of Anne 

Regional Chapter Chesapeake . Inc. 087 Health and Welfare Council of Arundel County 
205 American Red Cross. Calvert 399 Camp Fire Girls. Potomac Area Central Maryland 062 Salvation Army of Baltimore 

County Council 05 1 Hearing and Speech Agency 235 Salvation Army of Calvert 
069 Aberdeen Proving Ground 077 Carroll County Committee for 006 Helping Hand County 

Dependent Youth Activities the Day Care of Children 088 Howard County Association for 008 Sheltered Workshop of Anne 
070 Alpha House Foundation 013 Catholic Children ·s Services Retarded Children Arundel County 
072 American Social Health 020 Catholic Community Services 069 Howard County Workshop 009 Sick Room Loan Chest -

Association 016 Catholic Family Services 090 HWR United Ministry Anne Arundel County 
005 Anne Arundel County 018 Catholic Services to the Aging 09 1 Information and Referral Service · 097 Sickle Cell Anemia . Inc . . 

Association for Retarded 046 Children ·s Fresh Air Society 052 Keswick Cent ra l Maryland Committee 
C itizens 047 Children's Guild 092 Labor Agency for Community 098 Southeast Community 

004 Anne Arundel Community 078 Citizens Planning and Housing Service Organization 
Chest Association 053 Lafayette Square Community 019 Stella Maris Hospice 

0 12 Associated Catholic Charities 079 Coalition of Peninsula Center 063 Travelers Aid Society 
021 Associated Jewish Charities Organizations 093 League tor the Handicapped 590 United Way of Calvert County 

071 Baltimore American Indian 080 Communities Organized to 054 Legal Aid Bureau IOI United Way of Central 

Center Improve Life 055 Maryland Children's Aid and Maryland 

073 Baltimore Association for 039 Community Chest of the Family Service Society 064 USO of Central Maryland 

Retarded Citizens Baltimore Area . Inc . 056 Maryland Society for the 
099 USO-National 

074 Baltimore Council for Equal 08 1 Council on Social Work Prevention of Blindness 
017 Villa Louise Group Home 

Business Opportunity Education 094 Meals on Wheels of Central 
015 Villa Maria 

075 Baltimore Neighborhoods 022 Department of Rehabilitation Maryland 
065 Visiting Nurse Association 

041 Baltimore Urban League Medicine - Sinai Hospita l 057 Mt. Washington Pediatric 
100 Voluntary Action Center 
066 Woodbourne Center 

140 Baltimore Welfare Rights 048 Echo House Foundatio n Hospital 
010 YMCA of Anne Arundel 

Organization 049 Family and Children's Society 095 Northeast Community 
County 

042 Big Brothers·Big Sisters of 082 Fellhwship of Lighls Organization 435 YMCA in Calvert County 
Central Maryland 083 Fort George G . Meade 058 Northern Maryland Association 067 YMCA of the Greater Baltimore 

043 Boy Scouts of America . Dependent Youth Activiles for Retarded Citizens 
Area 

Baltimore Area Council 
050 Girl Scouts of Central Maryland. 096 Northwest Baltimore OJ I YWCA of the Anne Arundel 

299 Boy Scouts of America. Inc Corporation County 
Natio nal Capital Area Council 323 Girl Scout Council of the 059 Pickersgill 068 YWCA of the Greater Baltimore 

044 Boys Home Society Nation ·s Capital 060 Prisoner· s Aid Association Area 
076 &otherhood of Mon 064 Grassroots 141 Project PLASE IO I United Way (Undesignated) 

Valuables Move 
From Mattress 
To Bank Box 
Insurance policies , birth certificates, the deed to the 
house. If you're like most people , these items and 
others like them are scattered throughout your 
home or stuffed away in a shoe box underneath the 
bed . 

But according to a University of Maryland pro
fessor , more and more people are foresaking their 
haphazard filing systems and turning, instead, to 
safe deposit boxes to store their vital records, as 
well as their coin collections , jewelry and even the 
family heirlooms . 

"People are literally standing ·in line to rent safe 
deposit boxes," says J. Joel Woodey , a professor at 
the School of Law, who attributes the public's new
found interest in safe deposit boxes to the con
tir1Ued high inflation rate and the escalating price of 
gold and silver on the world market . 

"As people have become increasingly know
ledgeable about the real value of their possessions, 
they have so~ght a more sophisticated means for 
keeping them safe and secure ," explains Professor 
Woodey : 

Oddly enough , one of the best ways to protect 
records and other valuables is to put them in a 
plastic bag and place it inside your refrigerator. "A 
burglar normally won 't interrupt his work to see 
what you've got to eat ," Professor Woodey says 
with a smile, "and, in the event of a fire, you would 
need a real holocaust to damage the contents of a 
refrigerator. " 

It's more practical , though , to rent a safe deposit 
box . Boxes are available at most area banks for a 
modest charge for the standard size. If you prefer 
the convenience of keeping your records and 
valuables at home , however , you can purchase a 
home safe for as low as $35. 

While safe deposit boxes and home safes offer in
creased security , they are not necessarily problem
free . "Most home safes are fire resistant, but not fire 
proof," Professor Woodey explains . "This means 
that a fire could conceivably destroy all of your 
records despite the precautions you have taken ." 

Does that make the bank safe deposit box a more 
desirable choice? "Not necessarily ," cautions Pro
fessor Woodey . "Bank safe deposit boxes can be 
very inconvenient , particularly in the event of 
death. 

"Let's say , for example , that a man puts the 
original copy of his will into a safe deposit box , of 
which he is the sole owner. The man suddenly dies . 
If none of the man's next of kin are able to produce 
at least a photo copy of his will, it will take a court 
order for them to get the box opened so that his will 
can be properly executed . 

'That is why anyone with a safe deposit box 
should have a second or third party who , in case of 
emergency , is able to open the box," Professor 
Woodey says. "Moreover, families who have a safe 
deposit box should keep a careful record listing all 
of the items they have placed in that box. " 

Most safe deposit boxes are used to store in
surance policies , stock certificates, bonds, deeds , 
birth certificates and passports . But as their 
popularity has increased , they have become the 
respositories for coin collections , gold and silver 
jewelry. silver flatware and even original paintings. 

"We are now witnessing the phenonmenon of 
the two safe deposit box family ," Professor 
Woodey laughs. "One box for the long term and 
one for everyday use." 
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A workshop designed to help nurses in middle 
management positions identify and resolve conflict 
in work situations will be held by the School of Nur
sing's continuing education program on Wednes
day, Nov. 5 from 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m . at the Universi
ty's Baltimore County campus. 

Entitled "Conflict Resolution in Health Care 
Settings," the workshop will provide participants 
with an opportunity 1) to explore basic concepts of 
conflict and methods of resolution and 2) to identify 
the values of conflict resolution in task accomplish
ment and organizational productivity . 

The workshop will be led by Judith M. Duvall, a 
clinical nurse specialist in the department of 
psychiatric nursing, University of Maryland 
Hospital, and Ann P. Morgan, an assistant pro
fessor at the School of Nursing. Both Ms. Duvall 
and Ms . Morgan have conducted numerous 
workshops on improving nursing service delivery . 

Enrollment for the workshop is limited to 20 
registered nurses . Pre-registration is required and 
there is a $35 fee, which includes a continental 
breakfast, luncheon and all workshop materials. 

The School of Nursing will award 0 .6 continuing 
education units (six contact hours) to all nurses who 
attend the day-long workshop. 

To register , or for additional information , contact 
the School of Nursing's continuing education pro
gram at X3767 . 

The Baha'is of UMAB invite you to attend an in
troductory discussion about Baha'i faith. Thurs
day , November 6, 1980 at 5 :30 pm, Room 201 , 
Student Union . Refreshments will be served. 

UMAB Senate fall meeting will be held on 
Wednesday , Nov . 5 at 3 p .m. in the Rare Book 
Room , Health Sciences Library . 

The School of Social Work and Community Plan
ning's department of continuing education will pre
sent the following courses in November: 

• Nov. 1 and 8 : "Family Crisis Intervention" 
is designed to help participants develop effective in
tervention skills for working with families who are 
motivated by crisis . 

• Nov . 5 : "Innovative and Traditional Techni
ques for Supervision" will examine some of the 
process and dilemmas of clinical supervision. 

• Nov . 7: "Management Strategies in an Era of 
Inflation and Economic Crisis" will explore various 
strategies and techniques designed to enable agen
cy administrators to ameliorate the effects of infla
tion and cutbacks. 

• Nov . 13: "Empathy Training" will evaluate the 
use and importance of empathy in clinical transac
tions. 

• Nov . 14: "The Camera Never Blinks" will, ex
plore the potential for using videotape in the help
ing professions. 

• No~ . 15: "Developing Management Systems 
for Planning , Organizing , Controlling and 
Evaluating Work Products ." This workshop will 
present a systematic approach for managers in 
identifying major activities or functional respon
sibilities. 

• Nov . 21 : "Understanding and Managing Stress 
and Tension. " Through films and exp~riential exer
cises, this workshop will provide an understanding 
of stress and tension-as message-bearing symptoms . 

To register for any continuing education course , 
or to obtain additional information , contact the 
SSW&CP's department of continuing education at 
X6408 . 

Historically , the state has held an open enroll
ment per.iod for health care programs once 
each year. This year's open enrollment will be Nov . 
1-21 ; changes will be effective Dec . 1. 

The purposes of the open enrollment period are : 
• To give employees enrolled in the Blue 
Cross/ Blue Shield program the opportunity to 
make changes in plans or types of coverage . 
• To give employees who are not participating in 
the Blue Cross/ Blue Shield program the oppor
tunity to enroll without having to submit evidence 
of insurability . 

Brochures and promotional material should be 
available for payroll clerks on Friday, Nov . 7 for 
distribution to all employees with pay checks. The 
details and enrollment procedures for all plans will 
be explained in the brochure . Payroll clerks will be 
responsible for the proper completion of application 
cards and submission of the cards to the UMAB 
Payroll/ Records Section , Office of Personnel by 
Monday , Nov . 24. Cards received after this date 
cannot be processed and will be returned to the 
department . 

Practicing psychiatrists will have the opportunity to 
review general medical knowledge and discover 
some of the latest diagnostic and therapeutic 
developments at a continuing education workshop , 
"Medical Update for Practicing Psychia
trists," Nov. 7 and 8. 

The conference , sponsored by the department of 
psychiatry and the program of continuing educa
tion (SM), will be held at International Hotel in 
Baltimore , beginning at 8 a .m., Nov. 7 . 

The wide range of topics include general medical 
update , pediatric update , new diagnostic techni
ques , oncology update , medicine update , surgery 
update and ENT. 

Course directors Jonas R. Rappeport, M. D., and 
Constantine J . Sakles , M.D., will be among a large 
number of School of Medicine faculty discussing 
the various topics . Guest faculty include Elijah 
Saunders , M.D., chief of cardiology at Baltimore's 
Provident Hospital , and Harvey Shapiro , M. D. , 
chief of geriatric medicine at Cabrini Medical Center 
and a faculty member at Albert Einstein College of 
Medicine in New York . 

Continuing education credit will be given for the 
conference. Registration fee is $130 for physicians 
and $100 for residents and other health care pro
fessionals . For further information contact Terry 
Young at X3956. 

<BRIEFS 

DAPHNE ROSENZWEIG , M.S ., R.T. , assistant 
professor of physical therapy (SM) , ends her term 
this month as chairman of the board of directors of 
the Neuro-Developmental Therapy Association , 
Inc ., an international organization of over 14,000 
neurotherapists . She has served on the board of 
directors for the past four years and as its chairman 
for one. Ms . Rosenzweig spent last summer as an 
assistant instructor of a neuro-development course 
at Georgetown University . 

HUNGDAH CHIU , a professor at the School of 
Law, is the recipient of the Chinese Academic 
Association in Mid-America's National Construc
tion Award. The annual award was presented to 
Professor Chiu in recognition of his outstanding 
achievements and contributions to the national 
construction of the Republic of China . 
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Art lovers will want to mark Nov . 15 on their calen
dars , now . The Baltimore Chapter of the Alpha 
Omega Dental Fraternity will sponsor an art auc
tion on that date to benefit the Dental School. A 
preview will be held at 7 :30 p.m . and the auction 
will begin at 8:30 p .m. at the Chestnut Ridge 
Country Club , Falls Road. Timonium . Md. 

The works of nationally known artists Chagall , 
Rockwell , Hinte and West , among them, will be 
featured . Champagne , light refreshments. and . a 
cash bar are all offered for a $3 admission charge . 
Further information can be obtained by calling Dr. 
Jeffrey Cramer at 761-9180 . 

On Thursday and Friday , Nov . 6 and 7 , the School 
of Nursing's continuing education program will pre
sent a workshop for registered nurses entitled 
"Assessment of the Elderly Person." 

The workshop is designed to help nurses in long
term , acute and community health care settings to 
refine and systematize their skills in assessing the 
aged client . It aims specifically at improved patient 
care , increased efficiency in data collection and im
proved communication with other members of the 
health care team. 

Leading the workshop will be Anne Burrows , an 
instructor at the University of Pennsylvania School 
of Nursing ; Thomasine D. Guberski , an assistant 
professor at the School of Nursing , and Daniel J . 
O'Neal , III , a research fellow at the Gerontological 
Society , Washington , D.C . 

The workshop will be held from 8 a.m.-4 p.m . 
each day at the Marriottsville Spiritual Center , Mar
riottsville , Maryland . Enrollment is limited to 40 
participants and pre-registration is required . There 
is an $80 fee , which includes coffee breaks , lun
cheon and all workshop materials for both days . 

The School of Nursing will award 1.2 continuing 
education units (12 contact hours) to nurses who 
attend the two-day workshop . 

To register , or for additional information, contact 
the School of Nursing's continuing education pro
gram at X3767 . 

UM & NBS Sign 
Resea-rch Pact 

University of Maryland President Joh,n S. Toll and 
National Bureau of Standards Director Ernest 
Ambler signed an agreement in mid-September 
providing for increased cooperation between the in
stitutions , particularly in the sharing of facilities and 
personnel for scientific projects . 

The purpose of the agreement is to "enlarge the 
scientific and engineering competence and breadth 
of the two institutions, and to make better use of the 
laboratory facilities and personnel in the develop
ment of strong programs of mutual interest and 
benefit ." 

Agreements detailed in the document involve 
making greater use of personnel and facilities at the 
NBS for graduate educational and research pur
poses , developing joint research efforts to be con
ducted by teams composed of individuals from both 
institutions , and providing increased opportunity 
for quality graduate study and advanced opportuni
ty jointly sponsored by both institutions. 

The educational exchange program between the 
bureau and the university is being considered for 
both students and facult y members. Cooperative 
recruitment of distinguished scientists and 
engineers is of interest to both institutions . 

Specific areas where expanded joint efforts are 
said to be possible include electrical engineering , 
fire research ,. computer science , manufacturing 
engineering , materials research and nuclear 
science . 

Officials from the bureau and the university will 
meet annually to review the policies and programs 
related to the cooperative venture . 
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CALENDAR OF 
~ 

All calendar entries must be received no later than the close of 
business on the Thursda y two wee ks prior to publication . 

MONDAY, OCTOBER 27 
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Continuing Nursing 
Education (SN) : "Cultural Diversity: The 
Challenge of Today ." Holiday Inn - B.W.I. Call 
X3767. 
3:30 p.m. - Endocrine Conference (UMH). 
Case Presentation - University of Maryland 
Hopsital. UMH, Rm. 3-304. 
4 p.m. - Biological Chemistry Seminar (SM): 
"Type II DNA Topoisomerases; Enzymes which 
Catalyze the DNA Strand Passing Reaction Via a 
Transient Double- Strand Break," by Dr. Leroy 
Fong Liu , JHU. HH, Rm. 229 . 
4 p.m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 
(SM): "Axonal Transport and Regeneration in the 
Goldfish Optic System," by Dr. Bernice Grafstein, 
Cornell University Medical College . HH , Rm . 
4-426 . 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28 
8-10 a.m. - Ophthalmology Grand rounds 
(UMH) . Grand Rounds. UMH , Departmental 
Offices. 
10:30 a.m. - Ophthalmology Lecture Schedule 
(UMH): "Endophthalmitis, " by Dr. Robert Loeb. 
UMH, Rm . 5-1134. 
Noon - Movies presented by the United 
Episcopal Ministry at the Baltimore Student Union 
on campus. 
Noon - Medical Grand Rounds (SM). HH , 
Freshman Lecture Hall. 
1-2 p.m. - Brown-Bag Lunch Series (SM): 
"Descartes' Medical Philosophy: The Place of 
Mind in Compound Bodies," by Dr. Richard 
Carter. HHT , Rm . 12-035. 
4 p.m. - Pediatric Research Conference (SM) : 
"Nutrition and Cataracts ," by Dr. Shambhu D. 
Varma. Conference Rm. 5th fl, Walter P. Carter 
Cc,ter. 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29 
7:30 a.m. - Neuroradiology Conference 
(UMH). UMH , 2nd Floor , Rad. Conf. Rm . 

CU\$1Fllq) 

Cum pus classified is a free seru,ce to all n ,emv, r~ uf the 
un,uers,t ,· corrrnwmty un a space " ""'fable bas.s All ads must 
be submitted to HappPni11 gs f d,tor . Unit•e,sitj) Relm,ons. 
Lombard Build mg . There is a tum ·tm,e pub/1cat1on limll . If 
rt'sponding to an ad from off campus . precede extens,on b,· 
528 

FOR SALE 
CAMERA, Canon (TLB) Single Lens Reflex with 
1.8 lens, carrying case and 2 filters included , 
exec! cond , best offer . Call Joan Selekof X6448 
or 992-7030 eves . 
CB, Karco w/ AM/ FM radio , 2 speakers & anten
na. 8 mo . o ld , $60. Call Daria X3407. 

CLOTHING , boys & girls, very good cond ., 
reasonable. Call 235-5219 eves. 

9 a.m. - Clinico-neuropathological Conference 
(SM) . UMH , Rm . B-1125. 
10 a.m. - Clinical Neurology Conference . 
UMH, Rm. 12-1240. 
10:30 a.m. - MIEMSS Morbidity and Mortality 
Conference combined with Morning Rounds . 
UMH , Pediatric Conference Rm , 5th floor. 
11 a.m. - Neurosurgery Grand Rounds (SM). 
UMH , Rm . 12-1240. 
Noon - Pediatric Grand Rounds (UMH). UMH , 
Rm. 1-704. 
Noon-1 p.m. - Weekly Therapy Group for 
Family Members where there is alcoholism or 
chemical dependency led by Ms . Delpha Wright 
and Dr. Charles Whitfield. Redwood Hall, Rm. 
208. 
Noon-1 p.m. - Housestaff Conferences 
(UMH) : "CPC." UMH , Rm . 3-1151. 
4 p.m. - Anesthesiology Seminar (SM) : "The 
Impaired Anesthesiologist," by Dr. Helmut F. 
Cascorbi , Case-Western Reserve School of 
Medicine . UMH, Rm . 8-210. 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30 
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Continuing Nursing 
Education (SN): "Holistic Health : Application for 

• the Nurse and the Nurse's Client ," Center of 
Adult Education , UMCP. Call X3767 . 
Noon-1 p.m. - Housestaff Conference (UMH) : 
"FUO ," by Dr. John W. Warren . UMH , Rm 
3-1151. 
1:30 p.m. - Alcoholism Group Therapy , UMH, 
Rm . G-1258. 
3:30 p.m. - Biochemistry Seminar (SM) : 
"Correlation of Leidig Cell Ultrastructure and 
Steriodogenic Function ," by Dr. Larry Ewing , 
JHU. HHH, Rm. 2-F-05 . 
4 p.m. - Anesthesiology Grand Rounds 
(UMH) . UMH , Rm. 8210. 
5-6 p.m. - Maryland Cancer Program (UMH): 
"Immunologic Aspects of Ultraviolet 
Carcinogenesis in Mice ," by Dr. Margaret L. 
Kripke , Frederick Cancer Research Center. IPHB , 
Rm . 1-704. 
5:15-7:47 p.m. - Continuing Medical 
Education (SM) : "Neurology ." UMAB 
Preregistration required . Call X3956 . 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Continuing Nursing 
Education (SN) : "Holistic Health: Application for 
the Nurse and the Nurse's Client. " Center of 
Adult Education , UMCP. Call X3767. 
11 a.m.-Noon - Microbiology Seminar 
Schedule (DS): "Altered Surface Antigens in 
Streptococcus mutans ," by Dr. N. Jacques. 
HHH , Rm. 2-A-10. 
11:30 a.m. - Medical Chief of Service Rounds 
(UMH) . UMH , Rm . 3-1151. 

LOST AND FOUND 
FOUND , 2 ladies rings, in first floor ladies room 
of HH . Must identify . Call X7242 . 
HELP WANTED 
.COOK, to work 2 or 3 hrs several days a week , 
St. Jerome's Catholic Church , 775 W. Hamburg 
St. Call Father O'Meara 727-0430. 
COUNSELOR, part-time night shift counselor , 2 
nights a week, 11-7 p .m. shift , $4/ hr. 
Responsibilities include : security, counseling and 
medications. Quarterway House for alcoholics. 
Call Rob White 396-8516 . 

MISCELLANEOUS 
CAT, male , 1 yr. old , very friendly , all shots , will 
neuter , FREE to good home. Call Debbie X7302 
or 669-0854 eves. 
PIANO LESSONS , local community college 
instructor will teach piano in Roland Park home. 
Call Mrs . Young 467-9110. 
FURNITURE, hand caning & refinishing , prof. 
work, pick up & de!. Call 624-1050 . 

TYPING, professional typing for manuscripts , 
term papers , theses . 11 yrs. exp. , 2 legal . Call 
664-4474 . 

11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. - Friday Conference (SM) : 
"Psychotherapy with Psychosomatic Patients ," by 
Dr. Harley C . Shands, The Roosevelt Hospital , 
NY. UMH, Rm. 1-704. 
2 p.m. - Pulmonary Conference (SM): Case 
oriented . UMH , Rm . 3-C . 
2-3:30 p.m. - Neurology Grand Rounds . 
Psych Institute , Rm . 1-704. 
2:30 p.m. - Epidemiology and Preventive 
Medicine (SM) : "Moving the Dead - Data 
Processing Techniques Used in Processing Large 
Files," by Mr . Larry Curcio . HHT, Rm. 13-042. 
3:30 p.m. - Pulmonary Diseases and Thoracic 
Surgery Conference (SM) : Case oriented . IPHB , 
Rm. 1-704. 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1 
8:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Basic Science Course 
(UMH) : "The Arm & Forearm ," by Ors . Bruce 
Browner and John Kenzora . UMH, G-1258 . 
9:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Grand Rounds 
(UMH). UMH , Rm. G-1258. 
10 a.m. · Noon - Seminar in Correlative 
Pathophysiology and Therapeutics for junior and · 
senior medical students: "Calcium Metabolism : 
Basic Cellular Interactions, Clinical Syndromes;" 
Ors. Mordecai Blaustein, William Lederer and 
Thomas Connor. Sophomore Lecture Hall , HHT. 

11:00 a.m. - All Saints Mass , UMH , 13-West 
Solarium. 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 2 
10 a.m. - Protestant Worship Service UMH , 
13-West , Visitor's Lounge . 

. 11 a.m. - Catholic Mass , UMH , Newman 
Center . 
11 a.m. - Roman Catholic Mass , UMH , 
13-West, Visitor's Lounge . 
5 p.m. - Episcopal Service , UMH , Newman 
Center . 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3 
4 p.m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 
(SM): "Permeability Control by Torpedo Nicotinic 
Receptor ," by Dr. Jonathan Cohen , Harvard 
Medical School. HH , Rm. 4-426. 
7:30 p.m. - "Diagnosis and Treatment of On
field Injuries." by Dr. Charles E. Silberstein , 
Team Physician , Baltimore Colts. HH , 
Sophomore Lecture Hall. 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4 
Noon - Movies presented by the United 
Episcopal Ministry at the Baltimore Student Union 

• on campus. 
Noon - Medical Grand Rounds (SM). HH , 
Freshman Lecture Hall . 
1 · 2 p.m. - Weekly Brown-Bag Lunch Series 
(SM): "Descartes' Medical Philosophy : The Place 
of Mind in Compound Bodies," by Dr. Richard 
Carter. HH , Rm . 12-035 . 

TYPING, A.P .A. format ; spelling corrections; 
term papers finished quickly. Call 467-9110. 
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SIDS Institute: Life for Babies 
Anxiety is a way of life for Dr. Steven Weinstein . 
He lives with the knowledge that many very young 
lives depend on his expertise as the director of the 
diagnostic and therapeutic unit of the Sudden In
fant Death Syndrome Institute . 

SIDS is the highest ranked killer of babies in the 
U.S . Striking in the first year of life , SIDS, or crib 
death , claims 8 ,000 - 10,000 victims a year. Dr. 
Weinstein , assistant professor of pediatrics in the 
School of Medicine , coordinates the sleep study 
which is one of the five research units funded at the 
University of Maryland by the National Institute for 
Child Health and Human Development. 

"There is something different , not wrong, with 
these babies ," Dr. Weinstein observes . The risk of 
dying of sudden infant death syndrome usually 
disappears after the baby has passed his or her first 
birthday . The babies, it seems , tend to outgrow 
whatever causes the syndrome. 

Dr. Weinstein sees two different groups of infants 
in his diagnostic and therapeutic unit ; research sub
jects and referrals. The research subjects are 
selected randomly during the mother's pregnancy , 
and compose approximately half of the babies born 
at the University of Maryland Hospital. The refer
rals are babies who have had a life-threatening ex
perience , or have a sibling who is a SIDS victim. 
They come from everywhere in the nation. 

The research babies undergo examinations 
before they are born , as well as after birth . The 
referral babies are closely watched to determine 

what may have occurred that threatened their lives 
in the past. A series of diagnostic tests are given to 
both groups of infants in one of the sleep labs at 
UMH. Dr. Weinstein and his staff look for any 
physiological differences while the baby sleeps . In 
both cases , the question of whether or not 
something will go wrong - again, or for the first 
time - is the primary consideration. 

Apnea, a lengthy period of time when one 
ceases to breathe , usually during sleep , is suspected 
to be the major culprit. An infant who stops 
breathing for 20 to 30 seconds is considered "at risk 
of SIDS." A baby diagnosed "at risk" is sent home 
with a monitor which will alert parents of any apnea 
episodes . 

"I sleep easier when I send a baby home on a 
monitor ," Dr. Weinstein states. It is the babies who 
are somehow missed and consequently lost , that 
worry him. "We need to be able to clarify or 
redefine our testing techniques in order to pick up 
those babies we are now missing,'' he explained . 
To date , all infants who have been sent home on 
monitors , which were used appropriately , have sur
vived . 

Dr. Weinstein knows that he and his staff are 
probably over-cautious about monitoring babies . 
He suspects that more babies are monitored at 
home than need to be. "But we can 't take the 
chance of losing them ," he quickly adds. At the 
same time , other babies have slipped through their 
scrutiny .· 
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Under Dr. Steven Weinstein's direction , this infant 
and many others contribute information to fight the 
sudden infant death syndrome. 

Research is heading toward a climax . Dr. Wein
stein says , "the beauty of having everything going 
or at the same place is that the information is so ac
cessible." All the data being taken from the research 
units at the institute are about to be coordinated on 
computer. Dr. Weinstein hopes that useful conclu
sions will be the result. 

'At Risk' Babies Topic of SIDS Research Conference 

' ,, 
. - -,t 

' 

Dr. Marie Valdes-Dapena 

' 
While a baby sleeps, it is not uncommon for it to 

stop breathing for an instant and then start again. 
This phenomenon is known as apnea and generally 
causes the baby no ill effects. Problems arise when 
breathing stops for more than an instant. Prolonged 
apnea , 20 seconds or more. may be a sign that an 
infant is "at a higher than normal risk" for sudden 
infant death syndrome . 

Researchers at the University of Maryland SIDS 
Institute have been studying this possibility . A con
ference has been scheduled to discuss this research 
and related topics. Jointly sponsored by the in
stitute and the School of Medicine's program of 
continuing education, the conference is titled "The 
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and the Manage
ment of Prolonged Sleep Apnea." It is scheduled 
for Nov. 14 - 15 in the auditorium of the Medical 
School Teaching Facility. 

The principle speaker will be Dr. Marie Valdes
Dapena , professor of pathology and pediatrics at 
the University of Miami School of Medicine . Dr. 
Valdes-Dapena has been a key validator of some of 
the reported pathological findings from tissue 
cultures of SIDS victims. Having been involved in 
SIDS research for many years. she is a principle 
collaborator with the SIDS Institute in the develop
ment of research programs . She has also been in
strumental in identifying other potential col
laborators for the institution across the country . Dr . 
Valdes-Dapena will speak on the "Epidemiology 

and Pathology of SIDS" at 1:30 p.m . on the first 
day of the conference. 

The conference is planned as a. clinical workshop 
to give health professionals a background in the 
epidemiology and pathology of SIDS . The physi
cians. nurses and social workers who attend will 
also learn how to care for infants with prolonged 
apnea and their parents . Sessions will focus on ma
jor types of apnea. and the psychological implica
tions of home monitoring . Home monitors will be 
demonstrated . 

Since the conference is co-sponsored by the pro
gram for continuing education. continuing medical 
education credits for physicians and credits for 
other health professionals are available. The fee is 
$80 for physicians and $60 for other health care 
professionals. For further information call Ms . Joan 
Cantori , X3956 . 

A Hidden Social Problem 

The UMAB Task Force on Aging and the 
Maryland State Office on Aging will sponsor 
"Elder Abuse: A Hidden Social Problem" Thurs
day , Nov . 6. The conference will begin at 9 a .m. 
in the Medical School Teaching Facility . 

The registration fee is waived for UMAB 
faculty and students: lunch costs $5 . 

For further information call Gail Kaplan at 
X35?_?. 
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Coping With Work Place Reality, 
A Registered Nurse Workshop 
The young nurse fights back her tears as she con
fronts her patient , a stabbing victim . She is taken 
back by the man'.s wound - a long, jagged gash in 
his right side , just below his rib cage. But she is even 
more repulsed by the man himself, by his filthy 
clothes and the sickening smell of alcohol on his 
breath , and by the four-letter tirade he directs at her 
and anyone else who is will ing to listen. 

In another part of the hospital, another young 
nurse carefully avoids the questions of a woman 
who is about to undergo a radical hysterectomy. 
She prepares the woman for the operation , at least 
physically. telling her how she will be prepped and 
how long she can expect to be in surgery and 
recovery. But she cannot bring herself to give the 
woman the emotional support she so desperately 
needs . , 

Reality shock . It's the term medical experts use to 
describe the phenomenon which occurs when a 
student becomes a nurse and is forced to confront 
the backstage realities of patient care . Most nurses 
recover from that initial shock and learn to cope 
with the realities their profession demands they ac
cept. But for some, life as a nurse will never be 
what they had hoped. 

On Monday and Tuesday , Nov . 10 and 11, the 
School of Nursing's continuing education program 
will present the workshop "Reality Shock and An 
ticipatory Socialization ." The workshop, to be led 

by Dr. Marlene Kramer , dean of the University of 
Connecticut School of Nursing , will explore the 
concept and the dynamics of reality shock . 

By focusing on the symptoms, phases and 
methods of resolution of reality shock , Dr. Kramer 
will set the stage for presenting an effective plan to 
help nursing students and graduates prepare 
themselves for the realities of the work setting . The 
workshop is designed for all registered nurses, but 
will be of particular interest to nursing faculty, ad
ministrators, staff development educators and re
cent graduates. 

Dr. Kramer is internationally known for her ex
tensive research on various aspects of the role tran
sition from student to nurse. The author of two 
books on the subject, "Reality Shock" and "Coping 
With Reality Shock: Voices of Experience," she 
has conducted numerous workshops on reality 
shock throughout the country. 

Enrollment for the workshop is limited to 
registered nurses and pre-registration is required . 
There is a $75 fee, which includes coffee breaks , 
luncheons and all workshop materials. Continuing 
education credits will be awarded to all workshop 
participants . 

To register. or for additional information . contact 
the School of Nursing's continuing education pro
gram at X3767 . 

United Way Fund 
Oct. 6 - Nov. 24; 
Give Your Share 
The United Way of Central Maryland is an 
organization through which people can show their 
support for their neighbors, community and state. 

The tradition of "people helping people" began 
in 1908 when community services rea lized they 
could improve fund -raising projects through 
cooperation . 

In J une 1925 , the Community Chest of 
Baltimore was organized with 29 agencies to r·aise 
funds for their operating needs . 

In 1954, the Red Cross and Community Chest 
planned a joint drive. Through this cooperation . 
they not only saved in campaign expenses but also 
lessened the demands on voluntary time and labor. 

Four charity organizations were combined in 
1969 to form the United Fund of Central Maryland. 
In 1975, their name was changed to the United 
Way of Central Maryland to reflect their relation
ship with the United Way of America . 

Since its birth. the United Way has depended on 
contributions from people like you. Refer to the 
materials enclosed with your paycheck for details 
about making your donation. Please give . Without 
you, it won 't work . 

Fellow Sp ends Year 
As Senator's Advisor 

Treason Lecture, All Are Welcome 

The Dental School's loss wi ll be U.S. Senator 
Charles McC. Math ias' gain when Dr. Henry N. 
Williams joins his staff as a Congressional Science 
Fellow for the 1980-81 academic year. 

Dr. Will iams, lecturer and laboratory scientist in 
the department of microbiology at the Dental 
School , hopes to return to his position when his 
year as scientific advisor to the senator is com
pleted . 

"I interviewed with many prominent con 
gressmen from across the country," Dr. Williams 
said. "I found that the criteria I had established for 
my role as a fellow could best be met by working for 
someone with the interest and caliber of Senator 
Mathias." 

Dr. Williams will spend one year on the senator's 
staff researching, offering professional perspectives 
in the field of science , and taking an in -depth look 
at the issues Senator Mathias addresses . 

According to Dr. Williams , Senator Mathias has 
been extemely active in the sponsorship and sup
port of health and science legislation including a re
cent bill to coordinate research in the Chesapeake 
Bay. Dr. William's doctoral thesis. a portion of 
which will be published next month. reveals the 
results of his own research in the Chesapeake Bay. 

Dr. Williams' fellowship, an American Society for 
Microbiology appointment , is sponsored by the 
Burroughs Wellcome . Fund . 

MEMS Week Set 
The week of Nov. 16 - 22 has been set aside by 
Governor Harry Hughes as Maryland Emergency 
Medical Services Week to recognize the priceless 
service of both the volunteer emergency medical 
technicians and paid paramedics . During the week 
the people of Maryland will have the opportunity to 
learn what emergency medical services is. where to 
find it and who is entitled to use it. Special events to 
celebrate the week include a presentation by the 
governor on Nov. 6 in Annapolis and a special ban
quet held by the Maryland Institute of Emergency 
Medical Services Systems on Nov. 19 to honor its 
contributors . 

The School of law will present its second Pearl and 
Lawrence I. Gerber Memorial lecture on Monday, 
Nov. 10 at 5 :30 p.m . in the school's moot court
room. 

The lecture , held in conjunction with the Law 
School's annual Fall Alumni Day which this year 
honors the graduating classes of 1940. '50. '60 
and '70, will be delivered by Professor George P . 
Fletcher of the University of California at Los 
Angeles School of Law. Professor Fletcher will 
speak on "The Case for Treason.,. 

Established in 1978 through a bequest from 
Lloyd M. Gerber , a 1960 graduate of the Law 
School , the Gerber Lecture Fund supports an an
nual talk by a nationally prominent legal figure . The 
lecture is given in memory of Mr. Gerber's father . 
Lawrence I. Gerber , whose love of the law was evi
dent through 60 years of private practice , until his 
death in 1976 at the age of 84 . 

Professor Fletcher is a specialist in criminal law 
and procedure, torts , comparative law and legal 
philosophy and has written extensively in each of 
these areas . His most recent book , "Rethinking 
Criminal Law," received honorable mention in the 
Order of the Coif's triennial competition for the best 
law-related book published from 1976 to 1978. 

A member of UCLA's faculty since 1969, Pro
fessor Fletcher has also served as an assistant pro
fessor of law at the University of Florida , the 
University of Washington and Boston College. In 
addition , he has held visiting professorships at the 
Harvard and Yale Law Schools and the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem 

Professor Fletcher earned his undergraduate 
degree at the University of California at Berkeley 
and holds a juris doctor and master of comparative 
law degree from the University of Chicago . He has 
also studied at the University of Freiburg in West 
Germany , where he conducted research on 
criminal law . 

From 1973 to 1976, Professor Fletcher worked · 
with rioted author Telford Taylor on the legal prob
lems resulting from the Soviet Union 's anti-Zionist 
trials . Their efforts are documented in Taylor's 
1976 book, "Courts of Terror ," to which Professor 
Fletcher is a contributing author. More recently, the 
UCLA Professor has worked on the legal problems 

George P . Fletcher 

arising in French and German criminal prosecu
tions . 

The Pearl and Lawrence I. Gerber Memorial 
Lecture is given free of charge . All interested 
UMAB faculty , students and staff are invited to at
tend . The lecture will be followed at 6:30 p.m. by a 
reception and an opportunity to tour the school's 
new Thurgood Marshall Law Library . 

At 7 :30 p.m ., a dinner for the school's returning 
alumni will be held at the Belvedere Hotel, Charles 
and Chase streets in downtown Baltimore . The cost 
of the dinner is $15 per person and spouses and 
fri ends of the law alumni are cordially invited . 

Shocktrautna S tory 
' "Shocktrauma," an article in the October issue of 

"Reader's Digest, " notes the treatment and care 
patients receive from the Shocktrauma Center at 
the University of Maryland Hospital. The article, 
a serialization of the book "Shocktrauma" by Jon 
Franklin and Alan Doelp , wi ll be read by more 
than 17 ,550 ,000 people. 
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The Dental School is offering the following continu
ing education courses for the month of November: 
• Nov. 5: 9 a.m. - 5 p .m. "Diet, Nutrition and 
Oral Health" - diet counseling as a preventive 
service for patients, intended for the dentist and 
dental hygienist. 
• Nov. 7: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. "Community Program 
Planning for Dental Professionals," develops skills 
in planning, implementation and evaluation of 
preventive dentistry programs in community set
tings. 
• Nov. 12: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. "Blood Pressure: Its 
Control and Measurement." Successful completion 
of this course permits the enrollee to be certified 
with the American Health Association as a blood 
pressure screener. 
• Nov. 19: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. "Communications -
Steppingstone to Success in Private Practice." 
shows that proper communication can prevent 
costly mistakes in handling people and finances. 

All courses are offered in the Dental School 's 
Continuing Education Center. Call X7146 for more 
information. 

Persons in the mental health field who have con
siderable training and/ or experience in family and 
individual therapy will have the opportunity to 
discuss the meaningful integration of various 
theories of therapy Monday , Nov. 17 . 

The department of psychiatry and the program 
of continuing education (SM) will sponsor a 
workshop, "Toward An Integrative View of 
Family The rapy," in the Medical School Teaching 
Facility. Integration of a variety of family therapy 
approaches , integration of individual and family ap
proaches and integration of therapist style with the 
needs of the family will be some of the concepts 
covered in the workshop. 

The workshop faculty has extensive training in 
analytic theory, group dynamics and different 
schools of family therapy. Videotapes and didactic 
material will be used to illustrate various styles and 
approaches to integration. 

Registration fee is $65 for psychiatrists, other 
physicians and clinical psychologists and $45 for 
residents and other professionals. Continuing 
education credit will be offered. 

For more information call Terry Young at 
X3956 . 

The continuing education program at the School of 
Nursing will repeat its popular workshop , "Burn
out and S tre s s ," on Thursday, Nov . 13 from 9 
a.m . to 4 :30 p .m. at the Tidewater Inn, Easton . 
Maryland. 

The workshop, which focuses on the theoretical 
aspects of burnout prevention and stress manage
ment , is designed specifically for nurses working in 
acute or chronic health care environments. 

The workshop will be led by Sallyan Julian Sohr. 
who has developed and presented numerous 
workshops and seminars on burnout as the nurse 
coordinator of crisis intervention and management 
at the Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical 
Services . 

Enrollment for the workshop is limited to 
registered nurses. Pre-registration is required and 
there is a $35 fee , which includes a continental 
breakfast, luncheon and all workshop materials . 

The School of Nursing will award 0 .6 continuing 
education units (six contact hours) to nurses who 
participate in the day-long program . 

To register, or for additional information, contact 
the School oj Nursing's continuing education pro
gram at X3767. 

Current research findings on the role of diet in 
health promotion and disease prevention will be 
discussed at a symposium by the Cumberland Area 
Health Education Center , Monday. Nov. 10 at 
Frostburg State College. 

"Diet and Disease Prevention" is open to all 
health professionals. Registra tion fee is $20 . Con
tinuing education credit will be offered. 

For further information call (301) 777-9150. 

The Center for the Hearing Impaired (SSW&CP) 
needs work-study students to assist the hearing 
impaired in study skills, reading and writing ski lls. 
tutoring for some classes and interpreting. If you 
have any of these skills, are interested in helping 
and are eligible for work-study, contact Mrs. Lily 
Gold at X6102. 

Reminder: The Office of Graduate and Inter
professional Studies begins pre-registration for the 
1981 January term , Monday, Nov . 3. The 43 
courses being offered are intended to explore the 
overlapping fields of interest within the various pro
fessions. A complete list of course offerings is 
available in the Gradute School office. Whitehurst 
Hall. Pre-registration ends Nov. 14. 
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The Graduate Student Association is holding a 
general meeting Thursday , Nov. 6 in the Dental 
School. Room 4-D-12 at noon . All interested 
graduate students on the UMAB campus are cor
dially invited to attend. 

The Dental School has cancelled the seminar "Ex
pression of Prolactin and Growth Hormone 
Genes in Somatic Cell Hybrids" which was 
scheduled for 3:30 p.m. on Thursday. Nov . 6 . 

UMAB Senate Meets 
The fa ll meeting of the UMAB Senate will be 
held on Wednesday. Nov. 5. at 3 p.m . in the 
Rare Book Room, Health Sciences library . 

Dr. Eric Kingston , chairman of the ad hoc 
committee to study fringe 'benefits. will report to 
the senate the findings of this committee. A copy 
of the report and the complete agenda will be 
forwarded to UMAB senators . 

All senate meetings are open and everyone is 
invited to attend. 

Consumer tips and health care advice were offered by the students of the Pharmacy School during the re
cent Consumer Awareness Convention at the Baltimore Convention Center. Their booth, "Pharmacy in 
Maryland," was sponsored jointly by the Pharmacy School and the Pharmaceutical Association . 

Parents Glimpse Student's Life 
More and more professional schools are initiating 
special programs to acquaint the spouses of their 
first-year students with the academic pressures and 
problems their mates are likely to face 9ver the next 
few years. 

Not much had been done, however , to involve 
the parents of these students in the academic lives 
of their sons and daughters until last year when the 
School of Nursing held the first "Parents Day" in 
the history of UMAB. 

The day proved tp be such an overwhelming succ 
cess that the Nursing School has decided to make it 
an annual event. And so , on Saturday , Oct. 25 , 
over 100 parents of junior-year nursing students 
crowded into the auditorium of the Health Sciences 
Library to participate in the school's second 
Parents' Day . 

"We at the School of Nursing believe that parents 
are an important component in the educational 
process of the new nursing student," explained 
Barbara J. Spivack, the school's director of student 
services. "By inviting the parents of our new 
students to spend a day at the school, I believe we 
have met a real need which has existed for some 
time." 

Ms. Spivack noted that Parents' Day was design
ed specifically "to acquaint parents of first-year 

students with the purposes of a baccalaureate nurs
ing education and with the undergraduate nursing 
program offered by the Unversity of Maryland." 

The informal activities included a welcoming ad
dress by Dr. Nan B. Hechenberger , dean of the 
school ; a presentation on the purposes of the bac
calaureate nursing program by Dr. Rachel Z. 
Booth. the acting associate dean of the school, and 
a discussion of the junior-year curriculum led by 
Suzanne S . Jimerson, an assistant professor and 
member of the school's junior year faculty. 

In addition, parents were able to take part in a 
panel discussion of the problems commonly en 
countered by first -year nursing student$ and the 
ways in which parents can help their sons and 
daughters cope with the nursing school experience. 
The panel was led by Ruth Lovett , a graduate of 
the School of Nursing and the president of the 
school's Alumni Association , and four senior year 
students: Ellen Bernstein , Jodie O'Reilly, Linda 
Schroeder and Terry Tucker. 

Parents completed their day at UMAB with a tour 
of the facilities at the School of Nursing which, ac
cording to Ms . Spivack , everyone seemed to 
thoroughly enjoy. "I think everyone came away 
with a better understanding of the school and each 
other ," the student services director concluded. 
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CALENDAR OF 
~tl15 

All calendar e ntries must be received no later than th e close of 
business o n (he Thursda y two wee ks prio r to publicatio n . 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3 
. 4 p.m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 

(SM): "Permeability Control by Torpedo Nicotinic 
Receptor ," by Dr. Jonathan Cohen , Harvard 
Medical School. HH. Rm . 4-426. 
4 - 5 p .m . - Anesthesia Teachinq Schedule 
(UMH) : "Normal Gas Exchange: CO2 and 02 
Transport .' ' By Dr. Colin F. MacKenzie . UMH. 
Rm. 8-210 . 
7:30 p .m . - "Diagnosis and Treatment of On
field Injuries ," by Dr. Charles E. Silberstein , 
Team Physician , Baltimore Colts . HH , 
Sophomore Lecture Hall . 
TUESDAY,NOVEMBER4 
11:30 a .m . - 1 p.m. - Medical Grand Rounds 
(UMH): "Bacterial Endocarditis Secondary to 
Streptoccoccus Bovis.' ' presented by Dr . Paul 
Young-Hyman . discussed by Dr. Jay S-. 
Goodman , and "Malignant Melanoma : Surgical 
and Immunologic Views," by Dr. E. George 
Elias. HH. Sophomore Lecture Hall. 
Noon - Movies presented by the United 
Episcopal Ministry at the Baltimore Student Union 
on campus. 
Noon - Medical Grand Rounds (SM) . HH , 
Freshman Lecture Hall . 
1 - 2 p.m. - Weekly Brown-Bag Lunch Series 
(SM): "Descartes' Medical Philosophy: The Place 
of Mind in Compound Bodies," by Dr. Richard 
Carter. HH , Rm . 12-035. 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5 
7:30 a.m. - Neuroradiology Conference 
(UMH) . UMH. 2nd floor . Rad . Conf. Rm . 
9 a.m. - Clinico-neuropathological Conference 
(SM) . UMH. Rm . B-1125 . 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. - Continuing Nursing 
Education (SN) : "Conflict Resolution in Health 
Care Settings ." University of Maryland Baltimore 
County . Call X3767 . 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. - Continuing Social Work 
Education (SSW&CP): "Innovative and 
Traditional Techniques for Supervision ," by Carol 
R. Swenson . Ca ll 455-2144. 

CLA$1FIEC!) 

Cumpus classified is a free service ro all n,emb, rs uf the 
univers1t~· co, 11 mun1ty o n a space cwwlablc bas,s A li ads m ust 
be submitte d to Happe n111gs Fd 11or.' Ur11l'e ,s1 ty Reio/Ions. 
Lombard Building . Th e re is a tu; o- rim e publ1cat1on limit If 
r.-sponding to an ad from ojf campus. pre ce de exte nsion bv 
528 

FOR SALE 
'80 OLDS, Cutlass Calais, V-6, must sell . Call 
356-4005 eves . 
MEDICAL TEXTS & EQUIP , phantom notes , 
medicine, $30; Propper stethoscope , 1 year old, 
$35; "Physiological Chemistry ," $14; tMedical 
Physiology ," Ganong, $15; "Clinical Cardiology ," 
$14; "Basic Histology ," Jugueiia, $15; "Basic 
Histology ," used, $7 .50. Call Dr . Bielory X5755 
or 539-0194 eves. 
TABLE-TENNIS TABLE, one piece , 5'x9', ¾" 
plywood , folding legs , nets , $40 . Call Dr. 
Lambooy X7917. 

9 a .m . - 5 p.m. - Continuing Dental Education 
(OS): "Diet , Nutrition and Oral Health ," by Ors . 
Cheryl T . Metzger and M. Elaine Parker. OS , 
Rm. 3-A-24 . 
10 a.m. - Clinical Neurology Conference . 
UMH , Rm . 12-1240 . 
10:30 a.m. - MIEMSS Morbidity and Mortality 
Conference combined with Morning Rounds. 
UMH , Pediatric Conference Rm. 5th floor. 
11 a.m. - Neurosurgery Grand Rounds (SM). 
UMH , Rm . 12-1240. 
Noon - Pediatric Grand Rounds (UMH) . UMH . 
Rm. 1-704 . 
Noon - Medical Housestaff Conferences 
(UMH): "Crystalline Arthritis, " by Dr. Ronald 
Pototsky . UMH , Rm . 3-1151. 
12:30 p.m. - Pediatric Grand Rounds (SM): 
"Teenage Pregnancy ," by Dr. Felix P. Heald . 
IPHB, Rm . 1-704. 
12-1 p.m. - Weekly Therapy Group for Family 
Members where there is alcoholism or chemical 
dependency led by Ms . Delpha Wright and Dr. 
Charles Whitfield . Redwood Hall, Rm. 208 . 
1 - 2 p.m. - Microbiology Seminar Schedule 
(OS) : "Monoclonal Antibodies for Actinomyces 
Antigens ." by Dr. John Cisar. HHH . Rm. 
2-A-10. 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6 
Noon - Medical Housestaff Conferences 
(UMH): "Nuclear Cardiology ." by Dr. Gerald S. 
Johnston . UMH , Rm . 3-1151 . 
1:30 p.m. - Alcoholism Group Therapy , UMH. 
Rm . G-1258. 
3:30 p.m. - Biochemistry Seminar (OS): 
"Mechanism of Glucocorticoid Resistance in 
Human Leukemic Cells ." by Dr. Jeff Harmon , 
N.1.H . HHH. Rm. 2-F-05 . 
4 p.m. - Anesthesiology Grand Rounds 
(UMH) . UMH . Rm . 8210 . 
·5 - 6 p.m. - Maryland Cancer Program (UMH): 
"Tracheal-Bronchial Epithelium in Normal, 
Abnormal and Malignant St~tes ," by Dr . Elizabeth 
M. McDowell. IPHB. Rm . 1-704. 
5:30 p.m. - Introductory discussion about 
Baha'i faith, Student Union. Rm. 201. 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7 
8 a .m. - Continuing Medical Education (SM): 
Medical Update for Practicing Psychiatrists . 
International Hotel. Preregistration required . Call 
X3956 . 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. - Continuing Dental Education 
(OS) : "Community Program Planning for Dental 
Professionals ." by Ors . Elaine Romberg and 
Jacquelyn L. Singer . OS, Rm. 3-A-24 . 
11:30 a.m. - Medical Chief of Service Rounds 
(UMH). UMH . Rm . 3-1151. 
2 p.m. - Pulmonary Conference (SM) : Case 
oriented . UMH. Rm. 3-C . 

FURNITURE, 2 end tables in good cond . $40 , 
light burgundy carpet. ll 'x9½', $30 . Call Mrs . 
Sarv X5720 . 
CAMERA , Canon (TLB) Single Lens Reflex with 
1.8 lens, carrying case and 2 filters included , 
exec! cond , best offer. Call Joan Selekof X6448 
or 992-7030 eves. 
CB, Karco w/ AM/ FM radio , 2 speakers & anten
na , 8 mo. old , $60. Call Daria X3407. 
CLOTHING, boys & girls , very good cond . , 
reasonable . Call 235-5219 eves . 

FOR RENT 
HOUSE , historic Dickeyville area , fully 
renovated , 3 BR , 2½ baths , LR , DR , kit ., 
pantry , washer/ dryer, large enclosed yard 
w/ patio . Call Michael Granet. 448-2792 or 
383-0833 eves. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
RMMT, 3 BR apt. , Union Square area , $80. plus 
util. for bedroom & study . Call Susan 752-7935 
or David 243-5815. 
TYPING , A.P.A . format ; spelling corrections ; 
term papers finished quickly . Call 467-9110. 
FURNITURE . hand caning & refinishing , prof. 
work, pick up & ~e l. Call 624-1050. 

2 - 3:30 p .m. - Neurology Grand Rounds. 
Psych Institute . Rm . 1-704 . 

, 3:30 p.m. - Pulmonary Diseases and Thoracic 
Surgery Conference (SM): Case oriented . IPHB, 
Rm . 1-704. 
3:30 p.m. - Medical-Surgical Thoracic 
Conference (UMH): "Staging and Prognosis of 
Lung Cancer, " by Dr. Thomas W. Shields , 
Northwestern University. IPHB, Rm. 1-704. 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8 
8 a.m. - Continuing Medical Education (SM): 
Medical Update for Practicing Psychiatrists. 
International Hotel. Preregistration required. Call 
X3956. 
8:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Basic Science Course 
(UMH): "Hand & Wrist Anatomy, " by Ors. Bruce 
Browner and James Gamble. UMH , RM. 
G-1258. 
9:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Grand Rounds 
(UMH). To be Announced. UMH. Rm. G-1258. 
10 a.m. - . Correlative Pathophysiology and 
Therapeutics Seminar (SM): "Schock : Septic , 
Hypovolemic . Physiological Aspects . the Cell in 
Shock . Shock in the Trauma Patient." by Ors . 
Benjamin Trump. Sheldon Greisman. and 
Michael Shatney. For junior and senior medical 
students . Sophomore Lecture Hall . HHT. 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 9 
10 a.m. - Protestant Worship Service UMH . 
13-West . Visitor's Lounge . 
11 a.m. - Catholic Mass. UMH, Newman 
Center . 
11 a.m. - Roman Catholic Mass. UMH. 
13-West. Visitor's Lounge. 
5 p.m. - Episcopal Service. UMH. Newman 
Center . 
MONDAY, NOVEMBERl0 
8:30 a .m. - 4:30 p .m. - Continuing Nursing 
Education (SN) : "Reality Shock and Anticipatory 
Socialization ." Holiday Inn - B.W .I. Call 
X3767 . 
4 - 5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH) : "Preoperative and Intraoperative 
Problems." by Dr . Joel Brenner. UMH. Rm . 
8-210 . 
TUESDAY,NOVEMBERll 
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. - Continuing Nursing 
Education (SN) : "Reality Shock and Anticipatory 
Socialization .'' Holiday Inn - B.W.I. Call X3767. 
11 :30 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Medical Grand Rounds 
(UMH): The Phi Delta Epsilon Annual Lecture: 
"Current Concepts of Allergy." by Dr. Michael 
Kaliner . N.I.H . HH. Sophomore Lecture Hall . 
1 - 2 p .m. - Weekly Brown-Bag Lunch Series 
(SM): "Descartes' Medical Philosophy: The Place 
of Mind in Compound Bodies.' ' by Dr. Richard 
Carter. HHT, Rm. 12-035. 

YIANO LESSONS, local community college 
instructor will teach piano in Roland Park home. 
Call Mrs. Young 467-9110 . 
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SIDS Institute Dedication Features Cosell 
SIDS Institute at the University of Maryland , the 
first program in the nation to study sudden infant 
death syndrome , will be dedicated at a ceremonial 
dinner , Saturday, Nov . 22 at the Baltimore Con
vention Center , Sharp and Pratt streets . 

The dedication will feature sports broadcaster, 
Howard Cosell , as honoree . Mr . Cosell , whose 
broadcasting career began with ABC in 1953, has 
been considered the premier fight commentator in 
America today . His name is synonymous with 
" Monday Night Baseball ," "Monday Night 
Football ," and "Speaking of Sports. " A graduate 
attorney as well as sought-after speaker, Mr. Cosell 
has address~d both the Department of Justice and 
the American Bar Association . 

Also addressing the invited guests at the SIDS In
stitute dedication will be Dr. Julius Richmond, U.S . 
Surgeon General. Dr. Richmond holds both the of
fices of surgeon general for the Public Health Ser
vice and assistant secretary for healtn in the U.S . 
Department of Health , Education and Welfare . He 
is the first person to hold both positions. Before 
joining HEW, Dr. Richmond was professor and 
chairman of the department of preventive and 
social medicine and professor of child psychiatry 
and human development at Harvard Medical 
School. As surgeon general , Dr. Richmond is con
cerned with the nation's basic research programs. 

In addition to the two key speakers, remarks will 
be made by Dr. John Toll , president of the universi
ty; Mr . . Sigmund M. Hyman , chairman for the 
Board of Advisors of the SIDS Institute; Dr. Alfred 
Steinschneider, director of the SIDS Institute, and 
Dr. J . Tyson Tildon , director of the research unit at 
the SIDS Institute .. 

Sudden infant death syndrome claims 10,000 
victims a year as the leading cause of infant death in 
the U.S. The National Institute for Child Health and 
Human Development has granted funds to the 
University of Maryland for the largest single 
research program for SIDS. The SIDS Institute is 
conducting the nation's first · coordinated research 
effort which will increase the understanding of the 
disease and develop preventive measures. The 
SIDS Institute also includes a diagnostic unit and 
provides training for professionals and paraprofes
sionals nationwide . 

The SIDS Institute Dedication Dinner will be 
preceded by a cocktail hour at 6 :30 p .m. Tickets 
are priced at $60 each . Contact the SIDS Institute 
at X3960 for further information . 

Dr. Julius Richmond Howard Cosell 

Medical Marketplace Realities Theme of Mosley Lecture 
The man responsible for coining the term "Health 
Maintenance Organization" and widely regarded as 
the architect of the competitive market solution to 
health care delivery problems will deliver the 
Herbert L. Moseley , Jr. , Memorial Lecture Tues
day, Nov . 18 at 11:30 a .m . in the Sophomore Lec
ture Hall , Howard Hall Tower. 

Paul M. Ellwood , Jr. , M.D., president of ln
terStudy, a non-profit health policy research in
stitute , will speak on "Can an Academic Health 
Center Survive a Price Competitive Marketplace?" 
Dr . Ellwood is also clinical professor of pediatrics, 
neurology and physical medicine and rehabilitation 
at the University of Minnesota . 

Dr. Ellwood's experiences as a practicing physi
cian and health care administrator led him to his 
present concern with improving the performance of 
the United States health care system . He believes 
·that rising costs and the uneven quality and 
distribution of health care resources are a result of 
the faulty structure of the health system's organiza
tional and financial mechanisms . His approach has 
been to create and stimulate market forces in the 

health sector through competing alternative health 
delivery systems and informed consumers who 
have multiple choices . 

Health care system innovations, such as Health 
Maintenance Organization strategy , the Health 
Care Alliance concept, and the National Center for 
Health Services Research and Development have 
all been developed by Ellwood's group in In
terStudy . 

Dr. Herbert Lee Moseley , Jr ., in whose memory 
the lecture is held , was a west Baltimore general 
m edicine practitioner for 27 years with an active in
volvement in medical activities outside of his prac
tice . In 1973 he closed his private practice and join
ed the faculty of the School of Medicine , serving in 
the hospital's outpatient department and as · a 
preceptor in the primary care nurse practitioner 
program . At the time of his dealth in 1975 , Dr. 
Moseley was practicing in the General Medicine 
Clinic . 

In 1977 a memorial lecture series was established 
in his honor by his wife , H. Jewel Moseley Marsan . 
Mrs . Marsan is a graduate faculty member in the 

School of Nursing and a nurse practitioner in the 
Primary Care Clinic in University of Maryland 
Hospital. In recognition of Dr . Moseley's years of 
service to the field , the lectures' topics are of par
ticular interest to those in primary care medicine . 

Dr. Paul M. Ellwood, Jr. 

.. 
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Retiree Solution May Amplify Problem, New Job Open 
Professor Testifies to Commission A new top level position , vice chancellor for ad

ministration , has been created on the UMAB cam
pus . A search committee has been formed to 
receive applications and nominations . 

Raising the normal social security retirement age 
from 65 to 68 will do little to alleviate the income 
problems currently being faced by persons forced 
into early retirement , according to Dr. Eric R. 
Kingson , an assistant professor at the School of 
Social Work and Community Planning. 

While testifying recently before the President's 
Commission on Pension Policy, he commented on 
proposals by several federal agencies to raise the 
standard social security retirement age. 

Dr. Kingson was invited to testify as a result of his 
research on early retirement. Using data compiled 
by the National Longitudinal Study on Men , he 
determined that there was little difference between 
the health of persons who receive social security 
disability insurance payments and that of those 
reporting work-limiting health conditions at retire
ment who do not receive disability insurance 
benefits. 

Based on his findings , Dr . Kingson concluded 
that the Social Security Disability Program may 
already be excluding a large portion of early retirees 
who have a legitimate claim to benefits. Charging 
that an increase in the retirement age would serve 
only "to exacerbate the problems of involuntary 
early retirees ," Dr . Kingson called on the commis
sion to develop remedial policies to offset the in
come inadequacies associated with early retire
ment. 

"Consideration should be given to changing the 
eligibility criteria for the social security and SSI 
(social security insurance) disability programs in a 
manner that is more favorable to the interests of 
disabled and partially disabled early retirees who 
presently do not receive disability insurance 
benefits," the social work professor said . 

He also encouraged the commission to develop 
"a mechanism within the social security program 
that protects involuntary early retirees from unwar
ranted reductions in their retirement benefits." 

Dr. Kingson went on to suggest that policy 
analysis often proceeds on the mistaken assump
tion that most early retirees are in a strong financial 
position to choose betweeri work and retirement. 

Citing his own and others' research , he explain
ed, "The reality (is) that , for most persons who 
leave work before age 65, retirement is neither 
voluntary nor financially comfortable." 

Dr. Kingson characterized the majority of early 
retirees as persons who , unlike voluntary retirees , 
"rarely receive second pension incomes, usually 
receive smaller social security benefits, usually 
leave work for health reasons often combined with 
limited employment opportunities, and are more 
likely to be members of a minority group." 

While acknowledging that high rates of inflation 
and shortages of skilled labor are likely to slow 
down and even reverse the voluntary early retire-

Research Given 
A trio of Pharmacy School students presented their 
research projects at the second annual under
graduate research seminar Oct." 29 at West Virginia 
University. The three students and their topics in
clude: · 

"The Effect of Ion-Pair Formation on the Design 
of a Pharmaceutical Buffer System" presented by 
Nancy A. Baros, and Dr. R. Gary Hollenbeck, co
authors. 
· "The Design and Synthesis of Some Potential 
Radiopharmaceuticals Labeled with Technetium-
99m" presented by Sue Nichimura, Sudhakair 
Kasina and Dr. Larry A. Spitznagle , co-authors. 

"The Development of Instrumentation to Mea
sure the Hardness of Slugs Produced by an Auto
matic Capsule-Filling Machine" presented by 
Tackson Tam, Atul Mehta and Dr . Larry Augs
burger, co-authors. 

ment trend, Dr. Kingson contended that the 
number of involuntary early retirees is, in fact, likely 
to increase in the near future. This situation can on
ly be made worse by raising the retirement age. 

"Should age 68, for example , become institu
tionalized as the normal retirement age, then early 
retirees will consist of persons retiring before age 
65, plus persons retiring between ages 65 and 67 ," 
he pointed out. 

"Even if increases in the retirement age are ac
companied by more employment opportunities," 
Dr. Kingson continued , "there will still be many 
older persons whose health problems will not allow 
them to work until age 68. And like the involuntary 
early retirees of today, (these retirees) will be sub
ject to actuarial reductions (in benefits) . So in rais
ing the retirement age, there is great potential for 
creating a larger group of disadvantaged early 
retirees than currently exists ." 

Dr. Kingson concluded his testimony by asking 
the commission to place the income inadequacy 
problems associated with early retirement on an 
equal footing with financial issues which the com
mission has tended to emphasize in the past. 

"Otherwise," he said, "you will be silently 
authoring social policies that both disregard the 
needs of current disadvantaged early retirees while 
creating newly disadvantaged groups in the future. " 

The vice chancellor for administration will be 
responsible for developing and carrying out ad~ 
ministrative projects on the campus in conjunction 
with the deans , hospital administrator and other in
stitutional officers. Other responsibilities will include 
the management of certain administrative support 
services and insuring that plans, objectives and 
schedules are met in accordance with state and 
university policies. The new vice chancellor will also 
serve as the senior staff officer reporting directly to 
the chancellor but without line authority in relation
ship to the deans , hospital administrator, director of 
MI EMS and the library director . 

Candidates should possess a graduate degree , a 
record of successful management experiences at a 
senior level , proficiency in health care finance and 
the capability to analyze , synthesize and provide 
valid recommendations pertaining to administrative 
situations . In order to insure full consideration , ap
plications and nominations should be addressed to 
Mr. Cyril C. H . Feng, Chairman , Vice Chancellor 
Search Committee, Health Sciences Library, 
University of Maryland at Baltimore , 111 S . 
Greene St. , Baltimore, Maryland 21201. The 
University of Maryland is an equal opportunity affir
mative action employer. 

Nursing Research Scholarly Events Day 
The School of Nursing's Center for Resea_rch and 
Evaluation will sponsor a "Nursing Research 
Scholarly Events Day" on Monday, Nov. 17 from 
9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the auditorium of the Health 
Sciences Library. 

Scholarly Events Day is held each semester to 
provide a forum for the dissemination of new 
knowledge pertaining to nursing and to stimulate 
thinking among nurses and other health profes
sionals concerning research problems. 

The morning session of Scholarly Events Day is 
open , free of charge, to all interested UMAB facul
ty , students and staff. The session , which will be 
moderated by Dr . Ann S . Madison , an associate 
professor and the assistant dean for academic ser
vices at the School of Nursing, will feature two 
research presentations. 

Dr. Faye G. Abdellah , the assistant surgeon 
general and chief nurse officer of the U.S Public 
Health Service , will discuss "Future Directions for 
Health Care Policy Related to Long-Term Care 

with Emphasis on Needed Research and Training." 
And Dr. Ada Jacox, a professor at the School of 
Nursing and the director of research and evaluation 
at St. Joseph Hospital , Towson , Md., will speak on 
"The Imperative for Collaboration in Nursing 
Research." Both presentations will be followed by a 
question and answer period . 

The afternoon session, which is specifically 
designed for faculty from the School of Nursing, 

' will feature workshops on computer analysis, ques
tionnaire development , multiple regression and 
reliability of measurements . Afternoon workshops 
will be presented by Ors. R. Barker Bausell, Shirley 
P. Damrosch and Karen L. Soeken , all faculty 
members at the Center for Research and Evalua
tion . A program listing the rooms and exact times 
for all afternoon workshops is presently being sent 
to Nursing School faculty members. 

If you are planning to attend Scholarly Events 
Day, or would like additional information , contact 
Dr. Damrosch at X7556 . 

Nurses Focus on Patients' Body Image 
Body image . Most simply described, the term 
denotes a mental picture of the human body's ap
pearance . From a more complex point of view, 
however , it refers to an interrelated phenomenon 
which includes both physical and psychological 
dimensions. 

Body image and its distortion will be the theme of 
the School of Nursing's third annual conference for 
psychiatric liaison nurses and psychiatric clinical 
specialists. The conference, "Advanced Concepts 
of Liaison Nursing Practice," will focus on the pro
blems of body image distortion in laryngectomized 
patients, those with bowel resections and patients 
with mastectomies. 

Conference participants will explore the concept 
of body image and the consequences of image 
distortion from a theoretical perspective . In addi
tion , they will examine clinical situations in which 
body image problems occur and various psycho
therapeutic interventions which are used for 
reintegrating a positive body image . 

The conference will be led by Dr. Lisa Robinson, 
a professor of psychiatric nursing at the School of 
Nursing. The author of several books including 
"Psychiatric Nursing as a Human Experience" and 
"Psychological Aspects of the Care of Hospitalized 
Patients," Dr. Robinson has served throughout 
the country as a consultant and lecturer and was 
recently named distinguished visiting professor of 
psychiatry by the United States Air Force. 

The conference will be held from 8:30 a.m. to 
5 p .m. on Wednesday, Nov . 19 at the Holiday Inn, 
Baltimore-Washington International Airport. 
Registration for the conference is limited and pre
registration is required. There is a $50 registration 
fee , which includes a continental breakfast, lun
cheon and all conference materials. 

The School of Nursing will award 0 . 7 continuing 
education units (seven contact hours) to all nurses 
who attend the day-long conference . To register, or 
for additional information , contact the School of 
Nursing's continuing education program at X3767 . 



ON CAM~ 

Historically, the state has held an open enroll
ment period for health care programs once 
each year . This year's open enrollment will be Nov . 
1-21 ; changes will be effective Dec . 1. 

The purposes of the open enrollment period are : 
• To give employees enrolled in the Blue 
Cross/ Blue Shield program the opportunity to 
make changes in plans or types of coverage . 
• To give employees who are not participating in 
the Blue Cross/ Blue Shield program the oppor
tunity to enroll without having to submit evidence 
of insurability . 

Brochures and promotional material should be 
available for payroll clerks on Friday , Nov . 7 for 
distribution to all employees with pay checks . The 
details and enrollment procedures for all plans will 
be explained in the brochure . Payroll clerks will be 
responsible for the proper completion of application 
cards and submission of the cards to the UMAB 
Payroll/ Records Section , Office of Personnel by 
Monday , Nov . 24. Cards received after this date 
cannot be proc.essed and will be returned to the 
department. 

The annual Graduate Student Association spon
sored wine and cheese party will be held on 
Thursday, Nov. 20 from 4-7 p.m. in the Student 
Union basement next to the Synapse . All graduate 
students are invited to come. There is no charge, of 
course , since all graduate students are dues paying 
members of GSA. 

DR. PAUL H. EPHROSS, a professor at the 
School of Social Work and Community Planning , 
was the luncheon speaker at the Maryland Middle 
School Association's fall meeting, held Nov. 7 in 
Columbia, Md. He spoke on adolescent sexuality. 

DR. DONALD E. GELFAND, an associate pro
fessor at the School of Social Work and Communi
ty Planning, recently spoke on "Ethnicity and the 
Elderly" at a seminar jointly sponsored by the 
School of Medicine and the Levindale Hebrew 
Geriatric Center and Hospital. 

JOSEPH E. WHITLEY, M.D., professor and chair
man of the department of radiology at the School 
of Medicine was honored Oct. 10 as one of three 
Distinguished Alumni Lecturers at the Bowman. 
Gray School of Medicine, Wake Forest University. 
Dr. Whitley spoke on "Blunt Traumatic Injury to 
the Aorta and Great Vessels" during the scientific 
sessions of alumni weekend at the school. 

EUGENE B. BRODY, M.D. , professor of 
psychiatry at the School of Medicine, is currently 
serving as president of the Association for the 
Behavioral Sciences and Medical Education . 
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The staff of the Uniuersity of Maryland Hospital's radiation therapy department and dozens of other 
employees wore costumes and gaue parites for the enjoyment of patients on Halloween . 

Pulitzer Prize winning science writer Jon Franklin 
discussed writing techniques with 21 students who 
participated in High School Editor's Day , spon
sored by the American Cancer Society and the 
Maryland Cancer Program, on campus. Editors 
heard presentations by uniuersity researchers and 
wrote stories on what they learned. 

SAUNDRA L. WARNER, J .D. , R.T. - R., director 
of the division of radiologic technology and assis
tant professor of radiology , spoke on the "Legal 
Responsibilities of the Radiologic Technologist" at 
Hagerstown Junior College on Oct . 14, in 
Hagerstown . This was a part of the continuing 
education series conducted by HJC for radiologic 
technologists in the western Maryland area . 

Miss Warner will serve as legal counsel for the 
Maryland Society of Radiologic Technologists, on a 
pro bono basis, during the forthcoming legislative 
session . 

DR . DONALD N. BERSOFF, an associate pro
fessor at the School of Law, recently delivered the 
keynote address at the Orton Society's ninth annual 
conference on learning disabilities . He spoke on 
"Child Advocacy : From Protection to In
dependence ." 

'¾c¼fll... 

The Hospital Auxiliary 's "Bargain Bazaar" raised 
ouer $1 ,200 this year to support special projects at 
Uniuersity of Maryland Hospital . A highlight of the 
euent was the sale of a mink stole. 

JOJI VALINO, a graduate student at the School 
of Nursing , has been named Miss Charm City for 
the second year in a row . The annual event is part 
of the Baltimore Is Best campaign . 

PETER S . SMITH , an associate professor at the 
School of Law and the director of that school's 
Juvenile Law Clinic, recently delivered a speech, 
"Our Juvenile Justice System," at the Johns 
Hopkins University . Mr. Smith's address was part 
of Hopkins' "Sunday Experience" series . 

Correction 

i"he conference fee for non-physicians attending 
'The Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and the 
Management of Prolonged Sleep Apnea ," Nov. 
14-15 is $45. For further information contact Ms . 
Joan Cantori , X3956 . 
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CALENDAR OF 
"'1Etf15 

All calendar entries must be receiued no late r than the close of 
business on the Thursday two weeks prior to publication . 

MONDAY, NOVEMBERlO 
Noon - Family Practice Grand Rounds (UMH): 
"Regaining Consciousness from a Physician 
(Patient) Viewpoint," by Dr. Francis Land, 
Georgetown University. UMH, Rm . 1-115 7. 
2:30 p.m. - Biological Chemistry Seminar 
(SM): "Biochemical Basis of Regulation of 
Calcium Transport in Cardiac Muscle," by Dr . 
Mimitri 0 . Levitsky, Moscow, U.S.S .R. HH, Rm . 
229 . 
4 · 5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH): "Preoperative and Intraoperative 
Problems," by Dr. Joel Brenner . UMH, Rm . 
8-210 . 
TUESDAY,NOVEMBERll 
Noon - · Movies presented by the United 
Episcopal Ministry . at the Baltimore Student Union 
on campus. 
Noon - Medical Grand Rounds (SM) . HH , 
Freshman Lecture Hall . 
WEDNESDAY,NOVEMBER12 
7:30 a.m. - Neuroradiology Conference 
(UMH) . UMH, 2nd floor , Rad. Conf. Rm. 
9 a.m. - Clinico-neuropathological Conference 
(SM) . UMH , Rm . B-1125. 
9 a.m. - Continuing Dental Education Course 
(DS) : "Blood Pressure : Its Control and 
Measurement," by Dr. James L. Hiatt . DS, Rm . 
3-A-24. 
9 a.m. · 4 p.m. - "The Counseling Process as 
It Relates to SIDS/ Grief," sponsored by the 
Maryland SIDS Information and Counseling 
Project. MSTF. 
10 a.m. - Clinical Neurology C')nference. 
UMH , Rm . 12-1240. 
10:30 a.m. - MIEMSS Jv1orbidity and Mortality 
Conference combined with Morning Rounds. 
UMH, Pediatric Conference Rm , 5th floor. 
11 a.m. - Neurosurgery Grand Rounds (SM) . 
UMH , Rm. 12-1240. 
Noon - Pediatric Grand Rounds (UMH). UMH , 
Rm . 1-704. 
12-1 p.m. - Weekly Therapy Group for Family 
Members where there is alcoholism or chemical 
dependency led by Ms . Delpha Wright and Dr. 
Charles Whitfield. Redwood Hall, Rm . 208. 

CU\$1Fltir!> 

Cam pus classified is a free seruice to all n,embus of the 
unwers1ty community on a space avorlable basis All ads must 
be submitted to Happenings Editor: Unive •sity Relations. 
Lombard Building . There is a two -time publication limit . If 
responding to an ad from off campus . precede extension by 
528. 

FOR RENT 
APT, Union Square area , completely renovated , 
w/ w carpet, A/ C, 1 BR, $230 mo . Call 
636-263~eves. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
.,.-YPING , professional typing of manuscripts , term 

ers , theses. Call Kathy 664-4474. 

_. 'ING, A.P .A. format ; spelling corrections; 
term papers_finished quickly . Call 467-9110 . 

12 · 1 p.m. - Housestaff Conferences (UMH): 
"Acute Adrenal Insufficiency," by Dr . Alfonso H. 
Janoski. UMH, Rm . 3-1151. 
7 p.m. - Holy Eucharist, UMH, Newman 
Center . 

THURSDAY,NOVEMBER13 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. - "The Counseling Process as 
It Relates to SIDS/ Grief," sponsored by the 
Maryland SIDS Information and Counseling 
Project. MSTF. 

12 - 1 p.m. - Housestaff Conferences (UMH) : 
"TB 1980," by Dr. John McConville. UMH, RM . 
3-1151. 
1:30 p.m. - Alcoholism Group Therapy, UMH , 
Rm. G-1258. 
3:30 p.m. - Biophysics Seminar (SM): "Three 
Modes of Interneuronal Communication," by Dr. 
Thomas G. Smith, Jr., N.l.H . HH, Rm. 498 . 
4 p.m. - Anesthesiology Grand Rounds 
(UMH) . UMH, Rm. 8210. 
5 · 6:45 p.m. - Maryland Cancer Program 
(UMH) : "Environment and Cancer," by Dr. Gio 
B. Gori , Franklin Research Inst. IPHB, Rm . 
1-704. 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14 
11 a.m. - Noon - Microbiology Seminar 
Schedule (DS) : "Genetics and Physiology of 
Sucrose Metabolism in Streptococcus mutans," by 
Dr. Edward St. Martin. HHH, Rm. 2-A-10. 
11:30 a.m. - Medical Chief of Service Rounds 
(UMH) . UMH , Rm , 3-1151. 
11:30 a.m. · 1 p.m. - Friday Conference 
(SM): "The Cultural Construction of Behavior 
Problems in Infancy ," by Dr. Charles Super, 
Harvard University. IPHB, Rm . 1-704. 

1 - 4:30 - Continuing Medical Education (SM) : 
"The Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and the 
Management of Prolonged Infantile Apnea ," 
sponsored by the Sudden Infant Death Syndrome 
Institute. MSTF auditorium. -
2 p.m. - Pulmonary Conference (SM) : Case 
oriented. UMH , Rm . 3-C. 
2 - 3:30 p.m. - Neurology Grand Rounds. 
Psych Institute, Rm. 1-704. 
2:30 p.m. - Epidemiology and Preventive 
Medicine (SM): "Computer Assisted Medical 
Decision Making, " by Dr. James Reggia . HHT, 
Rm. 13-042 . 
3:30 p.m. - Pulmonary Diseases and Thoracic 
Surgery Conference (SM) : Case oriented . IPHB, 
Rm . 1-704. 

SATURDAY,NOVEMBER15 
8:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Basic Science Course 
(UMH): "Hip & Pelvic Anatomy," by Ors. Bruce 
Browner. UMH , G-1258 . 

FOR SALE 
TIRES, 2, H78-14 snow tires , on wheels. Call 
340-7985 eves . · 
CAMPING TRAILER, '74 Wild Country trailer , 
24', complete, $4,000. Call Anna X7891 or 
467-6825 eves. 
CALCULATOR, Canon P-10D printing calculator 
w/ built-in rechargeable NiCad battery . 10-digit 
capacity, 4-key memory , decimal point selection , 
add-mode , non-add, and automatic constant, 
$35. Included are recharger & 12 rolls of adding 
machine paper. Call Holly X7227 . 
'79 CORVETTE, Silver, T-top, Oyster leather 
interior , automatic , cruise control , fully equip ., 
5900-miles, $10,900. Call 974-1116. 
DESK LAMP, fluorescent, spring tension and 
swivel arm , attaches to edge of desk , $20. Call 
Walt 523-2758 eves. 
'70 OLDSMOBILE, Cutlass , reliable 
transportation, many new parts , best offer. Call 
Tom X7242 or 730-4689 eves. 
'80 OLDS, Cutlass Calais , V-6 , must sell. Call 
356-4005 eves. 

8:30 a.m. · 4:30 p.m. - Continuing Medical 
Education (SM): The Sudden Infant Death 
Syndrome and the Management of Prolonged 
Infantile Apnea," sponsored by the Sudden Infant 
Death Syndrome Institute. MSTF auditorium. 

9 a.m. - Surgical Grand Rounds (UMH) : 
"Thrombo Embolism - Diagnosis , Complications 
and Therapeutic Options," by Dr . Fuad Joseph 
Dagher. IPHB, Rm . 1-704. 
9:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Surgery Grand 
Rounds (UMH) : "Orthopaedic Manifestations of 
Sickle Cell Disease ," by Dr. James G. Gamble, 
and Clinical Case Presentation , by Dr. Louis 
Levitt . UMH , Rm . G-1258 . 
10 a.m. · Noon - Seminars in Correlative 
Pathophysiology and Therapeutics for junior and 
senior medical students (SM) : "Connective Tissue 
Disorders. Collagen: Chemistry , Structure and 
Function; Clinical Syndromes ," by Ors . Mary 
Betty Stevens and K.A. Piez, N.I.H . 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER16 
10 a.m. - Protestant Worship Service UMH, 
13-West, Visitor's Lounge . 
11 a.m. - Catholic Mass , UMH , Newman 
Center. 
11 a.m. - Roman Catholic Mass , UMH , 
13-West , Visitor's Lounge. 
5 p.m. - Worship Service , UMH , Newman 
Center. 

MONDAY,NOVEMBER17 
8 a.m. - Continuing Medical Education (SM): 
''Toward an Integrative View of Family Therapy." 
UMAB preregistration required . Call X3956. 
4 p.m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 
(SM): "Regulation of Mebrance Glycoprotein 
Assembly," by Dr. Char°les Waechter. HH , Rm . 
4-426 . . 
4 · 5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH) : "Anesthetic Effects on the Myocardium," 
by Dr. John Stene . UMH ,(Rm. 8-210. 

TUESDAY,NOVEMBER18 
8 a.m. - Ophthalmology Grand Rounds 
(UMH)--. UMH , Departmental Offices. 
10:30 a.m. - Ophthalmology Lecture Schedule 
(UMH): "Classification of Cataracts," by Dr. Leo 
Chylack , Harvard Medical School. UMH , Rm . 
5-1134. 
11:30 a.m. · 1 p.m. - Medical Grand Rounds 
(UMH) "Can an Academic Health Center Survive 
a Price Competitive Marketplace ," by Dr. Paul M. 
Ellwood , University of Minnesota . HH , 
Sophomore Lecture Hall . 
1 · 2 p.m. - Brown-Bag Lunch Series (SM) : 
"Descartes' Medical Philosophy: The Place of 
Mind in Compound Bodies," by Dr. Richard 
Carter. HHA, Rm . 12-035. 
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Family Writes Home Teaching Guide 
Why can't Johnny read? For yea;s , parents have 
blamed the public school system in the United 
States for failing . to adequately prepare their 
children in such fundamental skills as reading , 
writing and arithmetic. But now , some educational 
experts are pointing their fingers in the opposite 
direction and placing the blame for their students' 
academic deficiencies squarely on the shoulders of 
the parents . 

"Our public schools are structured for maximum 
efficiency ," says Dr. R. Barker Bausell , an associate 
professor at the University of Maryland School of 
Nursing . "This means that their primary objective is 
to give the best available education to the greatest 
number of people ." 

Unfortunately , according to Dr. Bausell , this also 
means 20 or more students in each class , taught by 
one teacher who , try as he or she may , simply can't 
provide the kind of individual attention many 
students need if they are ever going to reach their 
maximum learning potentials . 

"If parents want more for their children than what 
the public schools are able to give , they must help 
to achieve those aspirations themselves ," Dr. 
Bausell charges. "For most parents , this means 
helping to teach their children ." 

To aid parents , Dr. Bausell has written a three
volume teaching guide in collaboration with his 
wife , Carole , an educational diagnostician , and his 
mother , Nellie , the director of Harrington , 
Delaware's Reading Improvement Center . "The 
Bausell Home Learning Guide" contains step-by
step instruction for teaching children how to read, 
write and do arithmetic. 

Explaining the rationale behind his ·books, Dr . 
Bausell notes , "Research shows that children from 
any type of family background do better in school 
when they are taught at horn~ by their parents. 
Reading to children for example , will help them 
learn to read faster and retain more than their 
peers ." 

Dr . Bausell adds that the advantage these 
children have initially over their peers is likely to be 
maintained at least through grade school. "Conse
quently ," he asserts , "it is essential for parents to do 
everything in their power to help their children get a 
quick start in school. " 

The Nursing School professor notes that children 
who do fall behind in school may experience 
serious psychological problems as a result of their 
continued failures. "Rep~ated failures may cause a 
loss of self-confidence and esteem ," he maintains . 
"Eventually , the children will come to expect less 
and less of themselves . 

"Even when this serious stumbling block can be 
avoided ," he continues , "the step-by-step nature of 
most learning can pose a real problem to the child 
who receives a slow start or fall behind in school. 
The learning of simpler concepts is usually 
necessary before more complex ones can be 
mastered . Consequently, what is not learned today 
may prevent something else from being learned 
tomorrow ." · 

Dr . Bausell admits that all children will not 
displQy the same readiness or desire to learn to 
read, write or solve arithmetic problems at the same 
age . Nonetheless , he believes "The Bausell Home 
Learning Guide" will prove beneficial "to both 
preschool and school-age children , and to those 
showing precocious abilities as well as those 
developing more slowly . 

"A child's attitude toward accomplishing any goal 
is always of utmost importance ," Dr. Bausell con
cludes . "And children's attitudes , at least during 
their preschool years , are formed primarily in the 
home. If parents would only take the time to show 
their chidlren how to read and write , the children 
would go to school with a more positive attitude, 
believing that they are really engaged in an impor
tant endeavor ." 

The first volume of the Bausells' trilogy , "Teach · 
Your Child to Read ," was published in August by 
the W.B. Saunders Co~any. Two additional 
volumes, "Teach Your Child to Write" and "Teach 
Your Child Arithmetic" are scheduled for publica
tion in the near future. 

SIDS Dedication 
Guest List 
Final preparations are under way for the Sudden 
Infant Death Syndrome Institute dedication dinner 
at the Baltimore Convention Center, Saturday , 
Nov. 22 . Expected to attend the gala starting at 
6:30 p.m . are State Senator Clarence Long , and 
Senators Paul Sarbanes of Maryland and Wendall 
Ford of Kentucky. Baltimore City Comptroller 
Hyman Pressman, Delegate Troy Brailey , medical 
writer Jon Franklin , and former Colt star Buddy 
Young, now of the National Football League, will 
also be on hand. 

At the ceremonies , the SIDS Institute will com
mend its charter members, those who have made 
$1000 contributions . Currently , the list of charter · 
members includes: Jerry Baker , Dr. Elwood A. 
Cobey, Mr . Gray Munroe Cobey, Mary Gray 
Cobey , Mrs . Mary Lou Cobey , William W. Cobey , 
William W. Cobey , Jr. , Mr. Victor Cohen , Mrs. 
Julia Cobey Gluck, Jean and Sol Goldstein , Sig
mund M. Hyman, Infants' Fight for Life, Leonard 
and Florence Jed , and Mrs . Elizabeth Cobey 
Joseph. 

Mrs. Mary Cobey Martin , Richard C . Munroe , 
Mr. and Mrs . Parker H . Petit , Mrs . Frank J . Slama, 
The Sun Life Insurance Company of America , Mr. 
and .Mrs . nandolph W. Thrower, and Julia 
Munroe Woodward are also charter members . 
Charter memberships have been made in the 
memory of Thomas Ogden Miller and Ryan Mar
shal Kroop , son of Gerald and Sherry Kroop. 

Tickets for the dedication are $60 . Further infor
mation on the event can be obtained from the SIDS 
Institute at X3960. 
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Larry Jackson 

Local President 
Leads Nat'l Event 
"Putting on the Ritz" proved to be quite beneficial 
for the University of Maryland chapter of the Stu
dent National Dental Association . The fund raiser, 
held earlier this year at the Ritz nightclub on Light 
Street, netted $2800 and began the minority stu
dent organization's scholarship fund. 

Since the University of Maryland is the first to 
establish a minority dental scholarship , the idea 
caught the attention of the national organization . 
Last summer, Larry Jackson , a senior dental stu
dent , reported the fund raiser's success as delegate 
to the national convention in Dallas . As a result, 
Larry , who is president of the University of 
Maryland chapter of SNDA, has been. named 
chairman ot a national scholarship committee. He 
is also participating as consultant for a nationwide 
campaign to establish minority scholarships in all 
dental schools . 

· The UMAB scholarship is intended for a second 
or third year minority dental student in good stan
ding. The grant , which excludes freshmen and 
seniors , is designed to keep a promising minority 
dental student in school. 

'The paramount goal of the SNDA is to increase 
the number of minorities in dentistry ," explains 
Larry. He will be meeting again with the SNDA 
shortly - this time in Los Angeles - to discuss the 
implementation of the national campaign . 
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Dr. Krahl Dies 
Dr. Vernon E. Krah! , retired career research pro
fessor of anatomy at the University of Maryland 
School of Medicine, died of a heart attack Oct. 16. 

Born in Pittsburgh , April 1, 1917, Dr. Krah! 
earned his bachelor's and master's degrees , with 
honors, from the University of Pittsburgh . He join
ed the University of Maryland Medical School facul
ty as an insti:,uctor in J 944 and was awarded his 
doctor of philosophy degre·e in anatomy by that 
university in 1946. He was appointed full professor 
in 1960, and following receipt of an N.I. H. Career 
grant in 1962, he became a career research pro
fessor. Because of ill health , he retired from the 
University of Maryland in 1976. 

Dr. Krah! pursued research in experimental em
bryology, thyroid physiology , bone and muscle 
mechanics , hyperostosis , cardiovascular structure 
and function , and the pelvic fascia . He did par
ticularly outstanding research on the location , in
nervation and histology of the Glomus Pulmonale , 
and in pulmonary histology and physiology . The 
latter included the effects of reptilian venoms on 
amphibian and mammalian lungs, microscopic and 
motion pictur_e studies of freshly removed lungs of 
newborn animals during initial expansion of 
pulmonary alveoli and fate of the fetal alveolar lin
ing. The role of elastic fibers in the etiology of 
pulmonary emphysema and origins, activities and 
appetites of puimonary alveolar phagocytes were 
also among his interests. 

Due to his major achievement in these fields , he 
was named to several presidential commissions on 
·health . Not the least among his many contributions 
were his creative teaching techniques. He will be 
remembered and missed by students and col
leagues alike. 

Among the numerous professional societies of 
which Dr. Krah! was a member are : American 
Association of Anatomists , American Association 
of Physical Anthropologists , American Thoracic 
Society, Society of Experimental Biology and 
Medicine , and Royal Microscopical Society . He 
was an affiliate of the American Medical Associa
tion and the Ro val Societv of Medicine . He served 
as president of the Southern Society of Anatomists 
and the University of Maryland Biological Society . 

Dr . Krah! is survived by four children, Geoffrey 
Vernon of Baltimore, Gregory E. of Salisbury, Md., 
Dr. Pamela G . of Oakland , Ca., and Karen J., of 
San Luis Obisbo, Ca ., and by two grandchildren. 

United Way Campaign 
Needs Your Donation 
UMAB's United Way Campaign is continuing 
through Nov. 24. Funds are needed to support the 
different agencies working in the coummunity. 
Even the smallest donations help in a big way. 

Departmental representatives have distributed 
personalized pledge cards to all employees and are 
available to answer questions concerning the cam
paign . 

For additional information , please contact the 
divisional coordinator in your area: 
BCRP - Helen Welsh X5317 
Central Administration -

Bette McGinnes 
MIEMSS - Lois Kietur or Tony Zipp 
MPRC - Helen O'Brien 
School of Dentistry - T any Kavali 
School of Law - Doreen Sekulow 
School of Medicine -

Dr. Frederick Ramsay 
School of Nursinr. - John Nosek 
School of Pharmacy -

Margaret Beatty 
School of Social Work -

Sharon Hunt 
University Hospital - Melinda Buebel 

X7171 
X3774 

455-7118 
X7435 
·x1214 

X7398 
X7448 

X7650 

X6104 
X6294 

Program Head Predicts Expansion 
When Dr . Robert Haroth graduated magna cum 
Iaude from the Dental School in 1958, restorative 
dentistry was the focal point of the profession . To
day , as a result of continuing his education beyond 
graduation , he is well acquainted with current con
cepts and techniques which focus primarily on 
preventive dentistry. 

Continuing one's education , especially in the 
field of dentistry , is a matter of major importance 
and interest for Dr. Haroth . He was recently ap
pointed associate dean for the dental school's con
tinuing education program, after serving five years 
as assistant director of the program . For fourteen 
years, he has been teaching full time in the. depart
ment of fixed restorative dentistry and the ac
celerated professional training program in the Den
tal School. In addition , he has been associated for 
12 years with the Maryland chapter of the 
Academy of General Dentistry , an organization 
devoted primarily to the concept of continuing den
tal education . 

Dr . Haroth's immediate objectives include : main
taining the high standards of the current continuing 
dental education program in the dental school , 
identifying more valid measures for evaluating the 
effectiveness of the courses being offered , and 
identifying more clearly the needs of the practicing 
dentists and dental auxiliaries for future course 
planning. The new associate dean predicts an ex
pansion of the current program at the Dental 
Sch;ol. He would like to improve educational 
methodology , assess the wants and needs of the 
profession , and increase the understanding of the 
dental professionals' obligation to maintain com
petency. 

81000 Gifts to Students 
Two students in the department of physical therapy 
have been awarded grants from the Paralyzed 
Veterans of America to .continue their education . 
John Hisamoto and Jodi Septoff both received 
$1000 to defray tuition and expenses during the 
current academic year. 

As a condition of, receipt of the award , both 
students have agreed to work in a spinal cord injury 
center for ·at least one year upon graduation . John 
and Jodi are second year students . 

Paralyzed Veterans of America was founded in 
1946 to improve the lives of all wheelchair bound 
citizens . Through legislative advocacy , wheelchair 
basketball games and public education programs , 
PVA attempts to serve veterans and non-veterans 
alike. Currently , there are 11 ,000 members nation
wide. 

'Upward Bound' Students 
Get Lowdown on Campus 

In an effort to increase the number of minority and 
disadvantaged students who are under-represented 
in the UMAB schools of Dentistry , Medicine and 
Pharmacy, the Office of Student Affairs Coordina
tion organizes a series of programs in conjunction 
with the Health Career Opportunity Programs 
grant. 

Recently, 30 junior and senior high school 
students from the University of Maryland Eastern 
Shore campus Upward Bound Program attended a 
Health Career Information Seminar. Represen
tatives from the Dental , Medical , and Pharmacy 
schools and Allied Health made presentations to in
crease p?}rticipants' knowledge about UMAB 
schools, academic preparation , admission policies 
and financial aid . 

The seminar concluded wit'1 a walking tour of the 
campus. 

Dr. Robert Haroth 

The continuing education service provided by 
the dental school keeps the dental professional , 
who participates, proficient. "This is vital to the 
practice of dentistry ," Dr. Haroth says . "Proficiency' 
serves the ultimate goal of continuing education 
(which is) improved patient care ." 

Health Sciences Library 
Holiday Schedule 

Wednesday Nov . 26 

Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Monday 

Nov . 27 
Nov . 28 
Nov . 29 
Nov. 30 
Dec. 1 

Regular Schedule 
8 a .m: - 10 p .m. 
Closed (Thanksgiving) 
9 a.m . - 5 p.m . 
Closed 
Closed 
Regular- schedule 
8 a .m. - 10 p .m. 

MIEMSS Establishes 
New Degree at UMBC 
University of Maryland Baltimore County campus 
has . established its first bachelor of science degree ' 
the Emergency Health Service major in conjunction 
with Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical 
Services Systems. This major is the only one of its 
kind in the U.S . and Canada . 

Dr. Dorothy Gordon and Jeffrey Mitchell , both 
on the staff of MIEMSS, have instituted the EHS 
major at UMBC. It prepares graduates to work in 
various segments of local emergency health service 
systems such as the shocktrauma center located 
here . 

The core of the program is a 15 credit practicum 
where students work in an EHS administrative 
system. They meet with their instructor at least 
once a week and also conduct pertinenJ research. 

The response to the major comes from all over 
the United States. The first class, "Introduction to 
EHS ," has an enrollment of 75 students . 

The program is not accepting majors until next 
year and subscription is limited to 25 students per 
year. There are 60 hours of pre-EHS requirements. 
After acceptance into the program there are 

- another 60 hours of requirements. 
Persons interested in the EHS major may contact 

the EHS office at 455-3223. 

/ff ,r 
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Administration students at the School of Social 
Work and Community Planning who ~ill graduate 
by Aug . 31, are encouraged to request the ad
ministration . faculty to nominate them for the 
Presidential Management Intern Program . The pro
gram provides internships in federal agencies and 
Cabinet-level departments to recent graduates. To 
be nominated, students must be outstanding both 
academically and in their field work practicums. In
terested students should submit their names to 
faculty mailbox #l 77. 

Blood platelets are needed for the cancer and 
leukemia patients that are in the Baltimore Cancer 
Research Program . If you are interested in having 
your platelets typed to see if yours match one of 
these patients', or , belong, to a church or organiza
tion that might be interested in the program, please 
call the platelet donor center, 1 South Eutaw St., 
685-2272. Blood samples are drawn on Monday , 
Tuesday and Wednesday from 8 a.m . to 2 p .m. 
Upon donation, you will receive $25 for expenses 
incurred . Call the platelet center today to set up 
your appointment. You may just be the one that 
matches'. 

Laverne Gray , a planner with the Maryland State 
Department of Planning, will speak at the School 
of Social Work and Community Planning's Plan
ning Studio, located in the Medical School Teach
ing Facility, on Monday, Nov. 24 from noon to 2 
p.m. Ms. Gray's speech will be on a planning proj
ect in which she participated involving urban 
storefront churches. 

<BRIEFS 

HARRY C. HULL, M.D., professor of surgery at 
the School of Medicine, has been designated Pro
fessor Emeritus in the School of Medicine. Dr. Hull 
is responsible for pioneering the department of 
surgery and contributing to its development. He 
also played a significant role in the development of 
the School of Medicine as a whole through his ad
ministrative skills. He is recognized by students and 
associates as an outstanding teacher, researcher , 
surgeon and administrator. 

DOROTHY L. GORDON , an assistant professor at 
the School of Nursing and the director of education 
for the Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical 
Services Systems , has been elected secretary of the 
American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine . 
The ACRM is a national group of approximately 
2,400 specialists in various professions dedicated to 
helping persons with disabilities realize their fullest 
potential for self-sufficiency . 

HUNGDAH CHIU, a professor at the School of 
Law, recently attended the ninth session of the 
Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the 
Sea held in Geneva. 

The University of Maryland Hospital Gift Shop is 
stocked with an array of items for holiday giving. 
For a small fee, the staff of volunteers will wrap any 
item purchased . Remember all proceeds go to the 
hospital. 

Bring in this article with a roll of film to be 
developed and get one 5 x 7" picture printed free 
from any negative. Offer is good through Dec . 19. 

Open-house party sponsored by the Jewish Com
munity Center gnd UMAB Jewish Students Group , 
323 South Fremont Avenue , Saturday, Nov . 22 at 
8:30 p .m. Admission : $.50. For more information , 
Call Neil , 547-8268 or Roberta or Joyce, 
542-4900. 

Do you wonder what life would be like without 
drinking alcohol? Do you consider yourself a high 
achiever or a superwoman? Do you sometimes 
need a drink to relax? Can you imagine being 
alcohol dependent? 

Women who wish to explore answers to these 
questions and who would like to make their lives in
dependent of alcohol or other chemicals are invited 
to join a · group that meets Wednesday evenings 
from 7 - 8:30 p .m. . 

Clare Lebling, LCSW, of the University of 
Maryland Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program is.. the 
group facilitator. She will answer your questions 
and respond to your concerns . Reduced student 
rate and a sliding fee scale are available. 

To reserve your space, call Clare between 9 a.m . 
and 4:30 p .m ., or leave a message with her 
secretary , at X6800. 

An Exhibit Room has been added to the Health 
Sciences Library. It can be found on the first floor of 
the library , to the right of the entrance and through 
the glass doors. Artwork done by students, faculty 
or employees will be displayed. 

DR. JOHN L. McADOO, an associate professor at 
the School of Social Work and Community Plan
ning , has been named to an informal group which 
will advise the 60-member technical committee and 
the 50-member advisory committee for the 1981 
White House Co.nference on Aging. As a member 
of this special group , Dr. McAdoo will occasionally 
be asked to comment on planning documents , draft 
proposals, statements about issues and other perti
nent material to be considered during the con
ference . 

STEPHEN R. MAX, PhD, associate professor of 
neurology, was invited to become a member of the 
editorial board of the new journal, "Neuro
chemistry International ," which will publish papers 
concerned with metabolism and function of the ner
vous system . 

EPHRAIM T. LISANSKY, M.D., has been ap
pointed clinical professor emeritus and clinical pro
fessor of psychiatry err:ieritus in the School of 
Medicine . He is the first faculty member to achieve_ 
emeritus status in two departments . Dr. Lisansky is 
well known for his work in internal medicine and 
psychiatry . He helped to organize postgraduate 
training conferences dealing with psychiatry and 
the internists , stressing the importance of the pa
tient's medical history . He is also recognized for his 
work with the American College of Physicians . He 
was the first practicing internist to receive the 
William C . Menninger Memorial Award from the 
college for his outstanding contributions to mental 
health . 

Medical Alumnus 
Rewarded 

3 

A 1979 graduate of the School of Medicine has 
recently received the Howard K. Rathbun Award 
for clinical excellence at Baltimore City Hospital. 

Dr. Bradley Bender has just completed his in
ternship at Baltimore City Hospital in internal 
medicine and will remain there for the rest of his 
residency training. 

The award is given annually to the medical intern 
who, in the opinion of his peers and faculty, is the 
most outstanding house officer. It is given not only 
for clinical excellence but also for compassion, 
humility and honesty . 

Frosh Medical Student 
Gets Financial Boost 

First year medical student Timothy Jack was 
presented the 1980 Southern Medical Association 
Student Scholarship Award by Dr . John Dennis , 
dean of the School of Medicine . Jack was chosen 
to receive the scholarship on the basis of his 
academic and service records. 

The Southern Medical Association provides 
funds to an outstanding freshman in each medical 
school in the southern area of the country to help 
relieve the financial burden during the first year of 
medical school. 

Fun on Ice for $2 
Here's the chance you've been looking for to give 
your social life a change of pace, meet students 
from other Baltimore graduate and under graduate 
colleges and maybe even make room for that 
delicious feast that is luring you home for 
Thanksgiving. 

. Just dig up your old ice skates, borrow a pair 
from a friend or rent a pair from the Northwest Ice 
Rink for the Late Night Ice Skating Party on Nov. 
21. There will be continuous skating from midnight 
to 6 a.m . for just $2 . Skates rent for only $ .50 . 
Come early for best size selection . 

There are no prerequisites for this night of fun 
and exercise on ice . You can learn to skate at the 
party and you don't even have to pay for the in
struction . Students from Hopkins , Loyola and 
Towson State who are professional skating insruc
tors at the rink are ·volunteering their time and ex
pertise to help you acquire enough basic skill to 
glide through the night comfortably and safely . 
Groups of 10 or more may reserve a special time 
for a free group lesson by calling to register in ad
vance at 363-1550 or 944-3200 . 

The concession stand serving hot and cold drinks 
and snacks will be open . 

This unusual skating party is sponsored as a fund 
raiser by the Maryland Speed Skating Association . 

Directions to the Northwest Ice Rink from UMAB 
campus follow : Take Baltimore St . ·east and turn 
left onto Gay·St. Continue on to the Jones Falls Ex
pressway . Get on the expressway going north and 
exit off of it turning right onto Northern . Parkway . 
Then turn left off the parkway onto Falls Rd . Keep 
on Falls Rd. until Cottonworth Ave . Turn left onto 
Cottonworth . The rink is the first building on the 
left. The phone number is 433-4970 . 
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CALENDAR OF 
~tl15 

All calendar entries must be received no later than the close of 
business on th e Thursday two weeks prior to publication . 

MONDAY,NOVEMBER17 
8 a.m. - Continuing Medical Education (SM) : 
'Toward an Integrative View of Family Therapy." 
UMAB preregistration required. Call X3956 . 
4 p.m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 
(SM) : "Regulation of Mebrance Glycoprotein 
Assembly ," by Dr. Charles Waechter. HH , Rm . 
4-426. 
4 · 5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH): "Anesthetic Effects on the Myocardium ," 
by Dr. John Stene. UMH, Rm. 8-210. 

TUESDAY,NOVEMBER18 
8 a.m. - Ophthalmology Grand Rounds 
(UMH) . UMH , Departmental Offices . 
10:30 a.m. - Ophthalmology Lecture Schedule 
(UMH): "Classification of Cataracts ," by Dr. Leo 
Chylack , Harvard Medical School. UMH , Rm. 
5-1134. 
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Medical Grand Rounds 
(UMH) "Can an Academic Health Center Survive 
a Price Competitive Marketplace ," by Dr. Paul M. 
Ellwood , University of Minnesota . HH , 
Sophomore Lecture Hall. 
1 · 2 p.m. - Brown-Bag Lunch Series (SM) : 
"Descartes' Medical Philosophy: The Place of 
Mind in Compound Bodies," by Dr. Richard 
Carter. HHA , Rm. 12-035 . 

4 p.m. - Pediatric Research Conference (SM) : 
"Thyroid Ophthalmopathy," by Dr. Lois A. 
Young . UMH , Rm . 5-1134. 
WEDNESDAY,NOVEMBER19 
7:30 a.m. - Neuroradiology Conference 
(UMH). UMH , 2nd floor , Rad . Conf. Rm. 
8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. - Continuing Nursing 
Education (SN) : "Advanced Concepts of Liaison 
Nursing Practice ." Holiday Inn - B.W.I. Call 
X3767. 
9 a.m. - Clinico-neuropathological Conference 
(SM). UMH , Rm . B-1125 . 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. - Continu.ing Dental Education 
Course (DS) : "Communications - Steppingstone 
to Success in Private Practice ," by Dr. W. Bryan 
Shoemaker. HHH , Rm . 3-A-24. 
10 a.m. - Clinical Neurology Conference. 
UMH , Rm . 12-1240 . 
10:30 a.m. - MIEMSS Morbidity and Mortality 
Conference combined with Morning Rounds. 
UMH , Pediatric Conference Rm, 5th floor. 
11 a.m. - Neurosurgery Gr.and Rounds (SM) . 
UMH , Rm . 12-1240 . 
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Medical Grand Rounds 
(UMH) : The Herbert L. Moseley, Jr., Memorial 
Lecture . "Can an Academic Health Center 
Survive a Price Competitive Marketplace ," by Dr. 
Paul M. Ellwood , Jr. , University of Minnesota . 
HH, Sophomore Lecture Hall . 
Noon - Pediatric Grand Rounds (UMH). UMH , 
Rm . 1-704. 
Noon - Pediatric Grand Rounds (SM): "The 
Effects of Cranial Radiation on Endocrine 
Function ," by Dr . Barry Bercu , N.I.H. IPHB, 
Rm. 1-704. 
Noon - 1 p.m. - Weekly Therapy Group for 
Family Members where there is alcoholism or 
chemical dependency led by Ms . Delpha Wright 
and Dr. Charles Whitfield . Redwood Hall, Rm. 
208 . 
Noon - 1 p.m. - Housestaff Conferences 
(UMH): "Dissecting Aneurysm of the Aorta," by 
Dr. Safuh Attar. UMH , Rm . 3-1151. 

7 p.m. - Holy Eucharist , UMH , Newman 
Center . 
THURSDAY,NOVEMBER20 
Noon - Medical Housestaff Conferences 
(UMH): "Glomerulonephritis/ Nephrotic 
Syndrome ," by Dr. John Josselson. UMH , Rm . 
3-1151. 
1:30 p.m. - Alcoholism Group Therapy , UMH , 
Rm . G-1258 . 
4 p.m. - Anesthesiology Grand Rounds 
(UMH) . UMH, Rm . 8210. 
5 · 6:45 p.m. - Maryland Cancer Program 
(UMH) : "Effects of Asbestos and Other 
Particulates on the Cellular Uptake of Polynuclear 
Aromatic Hydrocarbons," by Dr. Joseph R. 
Lakowicz . IPHB, Rm. 1-704 . 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21 
11 a.m. · Noon - Microbiology Seminar 
Schedule (DS): "Isolation and Purification of OAF 
by HPLC," by Dr. C . E. Hawley . HHH , Rm. 
2-A-10. 
11:30 a.m. - Medical Chief of Service Rounds 
(UMH) . UMH , Rm. 3-1151. 
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Friday Conference 
(SM) : ·"The Phenomenology of the Encounter ," 
by Dr. Vincent Crapanzano, Queens College . 
IPHB, Rm . 1-704. 
2 p.m. - Pulmonary Conference (SM): Case 
oriented. UMH , Rm . 3-C. 
2 · 3:30 p.m. - Neurology Grand Rounds . 
Psych Institute, Rm. 1-704. 

3:30 p.m. - Pulmonary Diseases and Thoracic 
Surgery Conference (SM) : Case oriented. IPHB, 
Rm . 1-704. 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22 
8:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Surgery Basic Science 
Seminar (UHM): "Functional Anatomy of the 
Leg," by Dr. Bruce D. Browner. UMH, Rm . 
G-1258. 

9 a.m. - Surgical Grand Rounds (UMH): 
"Current Studies in Polyposis Coli," by Dr. Alvin 
Watne , W. Virginia University . UMH , Rm. 
1-704. 

9:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Surgery Grand 
Rounds (UMH): Muscle Symposium . 
"Biochemistry and Physiology of Muscle : A 
Review," by Dr. Stephen R. Max ; "Muscle 
Response to Training ," by Dr. W. Hugh Baugher; 
,"Muscle Rehabilitation and Training Techniques," 
by Dr. William Neil and "Summation," by Dr. 
-James G . Gamble . UMH , Rm . G-1258. 
8:30 p.m. - Open-house· party sponsored by the 
Jewish Community Center and UMAB Jewish 
Students Group, 323 South Fremont Avenue . 
For more information, call Neil , 547-8268 or 
Roberta or Joyce, 542-4900. Admission: 50¢ 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 23 
10 a.m. - Protestant Worship Service, UMH , 
13-West, Visitor's Lounge . 
11 a.m. - Catholic Mass , UMH, Newman 
Center. 
11 a.m. - Roman Catholic Mass , UMH , 
13-West, Visitor's Lounge . 
5 p.m. - Worship Service , UMH , Newman 
Center. 
MONDAY,NOVEMBER24 
4 p.m. - Biological Chemistry Seminar (SM) : 
"Voltage Dependent Translocation of the 
Asialoglycoprotein Receptor ," by Dr. Robert 
Blumenthal , N.l.H. HH, Rm . 229. 
4 p.m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 
(SM) : "Pharmacological Control of Lens Swelling 
and Cataracts in Diabetes ," by Dr. Shambhu 
Varma . HH , Rm . 4-426. 
4 -5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH) : "Ventilation and Perfusion 
Relationships," by Dr. M. Jane Matjasko . UMH , 
Rm . 8-210. 
TUESDAY,NOVEMBER25 
8 - 10 a.m. - Ophthalmology Grand Rounds 
(UMH). Grand Rounds . UMH, Departmental 
Offices . 

10:30 a.m. - Ophthalmology Lecture Schedule 
(UMH) : "Photo-oxidation of Aromatic 
Hydrocarbon and Its Biological Implications ," by 
Dr. M. K. Logani , Skin & Cancer Hospital. 
UMH , Rm . 5-1134. 
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Medical Grand Rounds 
(UMH): "Diagnosis and Management of Primary 
Hyperparathyroidism," by Dr. Thomas B. Connor 
and "Infectious Mononucleosis," by Ors. Scott 
Friedman and Celeste L. Woodward . HH , 
Sophomore Lecture Hall . 
5 p.m. - Maryland Medical Research Institute 
and Department of Epidemiology and Preventive 
Medicine (SM) : "Clinical Trails: Digging Up the 
Past," by Dr. Abraham Lilienfeld , Johns Hopkins 
University . Cross Keys Inn , Suite 453. For more 
information , X7020/ 7160. 

Cam pus classified is a free service to all membus of rhe 
un iversit y cornm urnty on a space oua,/ab/e basis All ads musr 
be submitted to Happenings Editor . Unive•sity Relar,ons. 
Lombard Building . There is a two -time publication limit. lf 
responding to an ad from ojf campus . precede extension by 
528. 

FOR RENT 
HOUSE, rent from Jan . 1 to July 1, furnished , 4 
BR, many extras. Call 825-2554. 
APT , Park .Heights area , 3020 Manhattan Ave. , 
Large 1 BR and 4 BR apts , $165/285 plus utils , 
visit Sunday 1-5 p .m. Call 542-7841. 
FOR SALE 
LAWN SPREADER, 22 inches, Heritage House , 
excel cond, $20 . Call Dr. Lambooy X7917 . 
HAMMOCK FRAME, heavy formed tubing , $5 . 
Call Dr. Lambooy X7917 . 
'77 MUSTANG COBRA, black , automatic , a/ c, 
p .s., AM-FM radio, 55,000 miles , best offer. Call 
Mike Taylor X6129 or 356-9396. 
BIKE, Woman's 10 spd Huffy bike , excel cond, 
$65. Call E. Butler X5549 or 5678. 
BIKE, Man's 26", 3 spd , 30½" from floor to 
crossbar , headlight and mileage indicator , $75 . 
Contact Alice X3841 or 575-7745 eves . 
HOUSE, Ridgely's Delight , 3 BR , 1½ baths , 
spacious moms, skylights, modern kit. Call Elaine 
244-0289. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
CATS, male & female , found , very affectionate, 
need good home before winter sets in. Call Tim 
X7245 or 789-9566 eves . 
LOST, long nylon or acrylic scarf on Tuesday , 
Oct. 29, between SSW and Koester's parking lot , 
pale blue-gray print , Call Pat X7004 . 
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·Medical School Names Viral Disease 
Expert to Chair Pediatrics Department 

Dr. David J. Lang 

A former Duke University pediatrician with a 
special interest in viral diseases is the new chairman 
of the School of Medici~e's department of 
pediatrics . 

David J . Lang , M.D., began the job July 1, 
culminating a three-year , nationwide search by the 
School of Medicine for a department chairman. Dr. 
Karl Weaver served as acting chairman during the 
search. 

Dr . Lang graduated from Harvard Medical 
School and did his residency at Massachusetts 
General Hospital in Boston. Prior to his coming to 
Baltimore , he was professor of pediatrics and chief 
of the pediatric infectious disease division at Duke . 

He was also an associate professor of virology. 
Recently recognized for his research (with col

league Raveendran Pottathil) on the blocking effect 
of aspirin and arthritis drugs on interferon, Dr . Lang 
plans to continue his investigations here. He is also 
interested in a virus called cytomegalovirus and its 
effect on pregnant adolescents and their offspring. 

Dr. Lang's primary goal for the department is to 
establish it as "a first-class pediatric referral service 
which provides optimal patient care." He plans to 
re-establish close ties • with practicing pediatricians 
and family practitioners and community hospitals 
throughout the state to inform them of the services 
offered by the department . 

"I want this department to be known as THE 
pediatric service for the people of Maryland,"· said 
Dr. Lang . 

He points out that a service which offers quality 
patient care and referral services will automatically 
provide excellent training opportunities for students 
and residents. 

Dr. Lang's immediate plans for the department 
include efforts to improve the appearance of the 
clinical areas. He wants to expand the intensive 
care unit, improve and redevelop the infants unit 
(providing mother-child rooms) , develop an op-· 
timal pediatric cardiology facility and reorganize the 
ambulatory services to make them more coherent 
and efficient. 

Dr. Lang recognizes fundraising is essential to 
reaching his goals . He hopes that endowed pro
fessorships can be established and that new faculty 
can be attracted . 

Accompanying Dr . Lang to his post afthe School 
of Medicine are Raveendran Pottahil , Ph .D., from 
Duke's pediatric department, who is involved in in
terferon and chemical carcinogen research, and 
K.S . Cheung , Ph.D. , who will establish a virus 
diagnostic laboratory. 

Kandel Set to Deliver Krantz Lecture 
Dr. Eric R. Kandel , professor of physiology and 
psychiatry and director of the division of 
neurobiology and behavior at the College of Physi
cians and Surgeons of Columbia University , will 
deliver the John C . Krantz , Jr . Lectureship in Phar
macology and Experimental Therapeutics Monday, 
Dec. 1. Dr. Kandel will speak on "Learning, 
Synaptic Plasticity and the Gating of Ionic 
Channel" at 4 p.m . in the Medical School Teaching 
Facility auditorium . 

Dr. Kandel is well known for introducing the no
tion of plasticity in neurobiology and for providing 
functional interpretations derived from basic 
science studies to the field of psychology and 
psychiatry. His research has been gathered primari
ly by studying the opisthobranch mollusc Aplysia 
from which he has drawn conclusions about the 
process of memory and its relation to memory in 
vertebrates. 

Born in Vienna , Dr. Kandel was educated at Har
vard College and New York University School of 
Medicine before taking his residency training in 
psychiatry at the Harvard Medical School. He was 
a postdoctoral fellow at the National Institute of 
Mental Health where he worked on the neurons of 
the hippocampus , a part of the mammalian brain 
thought to be concerned with memory . 

Dr.· Kandel is a member of the National Academy 
of Sciences , the American Psychiatric Association, 
the American Physiological Society, Society for 
Neuroscience and the American Association of 
Neuropsychopharmacology . He was selected to 
deliver the Krantz lecture because of his fundamen
tal work in memory and his outstanding contribu
tions as a_ professor and scientist. 

The lecture is open to the campus community. 

NOVEMBER 24, 1980 

Taking a 
Closer Look 
at Treason 
During the Vietnam War, actress and anti-war ac
tivist Jane Fonda journeyed to North Vietnam and, 
over Radio Hanoi , urged the American troops 
fighting in Southeast Asia to abandon the war ef
fort . 

Miss Fonda's actions provoked an immediate 
and angry response in the United States, where 
many of her foremost critics charged that she was a 
traitor and demanded that she be tried for treason . 

Fonda's actions were inflammatory to be sure, 
but did they really constitute an act of treason? 
Since the government never sought to press 
charges against her , we can never be certain. But 
cases like Miss Fonda's nevertheless provide a 
valuable l~al model, according to a UCLA law 
professor who specializes in criminal law and pro
cedure . 

"Treason is , in many ways, the representative 
crime," Professor George P . Fletcher recently told 
the audience of alumni , faculty and students 
crowded into the Law School's moot courtroom for 
the second Pearl and Lawrence I. Gerber Memorial 
Lecture. "For that reason , treason should be taken 
more seriously in formulating a general theory of 
criminal law." 

The Gerber Lecture , established in 1978 through 
a bequest from Lloyd M. Gerber , a 1960 graduate 
of the Law School, honors the memory of Mr. 
Gerber's father , Lawrence , whose love for the law 
was evident through 60 years of private practice, 
until his death in 1976 at the age of 84 . 

The lecture is held annually in conjunction with 
the Law School's Fall Alumni Day . 

Professor Fletcher intimated that had the govern
ment proceeded to prosecute Miss Fonda for 
treason , it probably would have had a very difficult 
time obtaining a conviction . 

"In trying to induce the U.S . troops to withdraw 
from Vietnam , Miss Fonda could have claimed that 
she~ as acting from a deeper sense of commitment 
to the long-range goals of the United States," the 
UCLA professor explained. · 

But if this is true , then what does constitute an act 
of treason? "According to the Constitution, treason 
consists only in levying war against the United 
States or in adhering to its enemies by giving them 
aid and comfort, " stated Professor Fletcher. 

While the framers of the Constitution specified 
that treason was to be established through the 
testimony of two witnesses to the same overt act or 
a confession made in open court , Professor Flet
cher noted that it was left to the Supreme Court to 
decide whether treason "was a matter of action or a 
matter of the heart ." 

The Court has never managed to fully resolve 
this conflict between "manifest and subjective" 
criminality , according to the criminal law specialist. 
Rather , the definition of treason has ranged from 

Continued on Page 3 
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Dr. Rees Answers Saudi's Call for Women Scientists 
In an attempt to bring the country into the 20th cen
tury, medical education is being offered to women 
in Saudi Arabia. It's a big step for this Muslim nation 
which has never provided women with any type of 
higher education . The custom of separation of the 
sexes, however , poses a problem in teaching 
female medical students - and a School of 
Medicine scientist has spent a year helping to solve 
it. 

Tir . Rosemary Rees , assistant professor of 
anatomy , answered a worldwide call last year for 
women scientists and physicians to teach at Saudi 
Arabian medical schools. She was sent to Dam
mam to teach anatomy to females at King Faisal 
University . Recently back in Baltimore, Dr. Rees 
favorably recalled her experiences with the Saudis 
and their fascinating customs. 

"Traditionally , women have not been educated 
in Saudi Arabia," said Dr. Rees. "Although this no
tion is changing, the number of women in medical 

. SGhools -is still . very small. Most -are children of 
wealthy parents. Some ·have been previously 
educated in Europe. " _ 

Students in Saudi Arabia enter medical school 
upon graduation from high school. Six to seven 
years are spent in the study of medicine which is 
followed by a residency program. Because the first 
year of medical school is devoted entirely to English 
language instruction, Dr. Rees ha1 no difficulty 
.communicating with her students. · · 

Saudi Arabia is a country of strong religious feel-

ings which mandate certain behavior. Segregation 
of the sexes is adhered to without question . Both 
male and female medical students are enrolled at 
King Faisal University but are taught in separate 
buildings . Women instructors are preferred for the 
female students, but because of their scarcity, mar~ 
ried men over 55 who have children are permitted 
to instruct them. The women students wear veils 
and dresses with long skirts and long sleeves. They 
remove their veils in the women's classrooms and 
in the laboratories . Since lab space is shared with 
male students, care is taken to put a "no admit
tance" sign on the door before the women remove 
their veils and begin work. 

On the hospital wards the women wear 
headscarves in place of the full veils but attend only 
to women and children . Males care for male pa
tients . 

The women students live at home or in hostels 
where they are carefully supervised . Social ac
tivities are segregated . Marriages are arranged . 
During Dr. Rees' stay, the anatomy department 
held a picnic on the beach for faculty and students. 
There was a men's tent and a women's tent and the 
students did not mix. 

Despite the sexual separation, there is no dif
ference in the instruction males and females 
receive . .Male and female faculty mix and make 
sure the courses are run the same . There were no 
restrictions. placed on Dr. Rees' teaching material or 
methods. She· did discover, however, that instruc-

tors from different countries had different teaching 
methods. 

"Instructors are recruited from all over the 
world ," explains Dr. Rees , "Egypt, Syria, Lebanon , 
Pakistan, India, all of Europe, New Zealand, 
Canada . All were good but it seemed the 
Westerners tended to spend more time with the 
students to make sure they learned the material. I 
think the students appreciated our going beyond 
the classroom lecture." 

Dr. Rees found the students to have a very poor 
scientific background , since most early education 
consists of learning the Koran and little else. They 
also tend to learn by rote - memorizing rather than 
understanding . They are hardworking, however , 
and recognize the need for improved health care in 
their country, especially in the outlying parts. 

Dr. Rees "really enjoyed" her year in Dammam 
and would consider returning . Since the city is in an 
oil-rich region , it is very Westernized and she 
"wanted for nothing ." 

She said, "It was a good year and a great 
challenge. Saudi Arabia needs help moving into the 
20th century and is very grateful to get it . I recom
mend the experience to others and may r'}turn 
myself." 

Those interested in going to Saudi Arabia should 
stop by the department of anatomy to see Dr. Rees 
who is now back to her usual teaching duties and 
nerve tissue culture research. 

UMAB Alumni Are Dialing for Dollars 
Three nights a week for the past month , a small 
group of alumni from the School of Law have 
quietly slipped past the university's security guards 
to gather in the school's second floor dean's office . 
Led · by Doreen Sekulow, assistant dean for 
development at the Law School , this tiny band 
would meet under the cover of darkness for half an 

. hour or so, then quickly retreat to the office 
telephones where they would spend several fren
zied hours placing calls. 

What has driven these otherwise normal people, 
these respected members of the legal community, 
to act in this bizarre manner? Perhaps some strange 
religious cult? Or maybe some sort of post
Watergate cover-up? Were they plotting to take 
over their alma mater or preparing for another of 
Interim Chancellor Michael J. Kelly's "Gilbert and 
Sullivan" extravaganzas? 

Although the members of this covert operation 
have remained extremely tight-lipped, certain 
reliable sources close to the group have finally 
revealed the truth : the alumni have been busy con
ducting the Law School's third annual alumni 
phonathon to solicit contributions for the 1980 Law 
School Fund. In just under a month, 96 alumni 
volunteers were able to secure 1,075 pledges from 
their fellow classmates for a total in excess of 
$28,000. 

"This has been one of the most successful cam
paigns we have ever conducted to raise money for 
the Law School," said Ms. Sekulow . The assistant 
dean noted that this year's pledges exceeded 
1979's total contributions by over $12,000. 

The fall phonathon is one of four fund-raising ef
forts sponsored annually by the Law School. The 
school solicits contributions by mail and conducts 
an annual "leadership phonathon ," which seeks 
donations from a select group of alumni, each May . 
The fall phonathon is aimed primarily at alumni 
who have not yet made contributions to the school. 
And an "end-of-the-year" appeal for donations -is 
mailed to all alumni in December. 

Money from this year's fund drive will be used , 
among other things , to support faculty develop-

ment and student scholarships . Private contribu
tions will also help in purchasing furniture for 
several areas of the new Thurgood Marshall Law 
Library and in handling minor repair costs 
associated with the Westminster Church . 

"Right now, we are $17 ,000 ahead of last year," 
Ms. Sekulow pointed out . "If we continue at our 
present pace , chances are very good that we will 
meet our goal of raising $60,000." 

Ms. Sekulow went on to say that the support of 
the school's alumni and friends will ultimately mean 
the difference between building an adequate and 
an outstanding law school. "Last year , their con
tributions alone were responsible for launching the 
school's new Bankruptcy Clinic, purchasing slide 
materials for a new legal research program and ad
ding $5,000 to the Thomas B. Finan Memorial 
Scholarship Fund," she noted. "Only through their 
continued assistance can we hope to build the kind 
of quality law school we envision." 

• The University of Maryland Medical Alumni 
Association began its fourth annual Medical Alumni 
Phonathon on Nov. 10. With three nights left, the 
phonathon has already raised over $100,000 for 
the School of Medicine. 

Alumni volunteers helped the School of Law raise over $28,000 for the 1980 Law School Fund. 
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The University of Maryland Hospital Gift Shop is 
stocked with an array of items for holiday giving. 
For a small fee, the staff of volunteers will wrap any 
item purchased . Remember all proceeds go to the 
hospital . 

Bring in this article with a roll of film to be 
developed and get one 5 x 7" picture printed free 
from any negative . Offer is good through Dec. 19. 

The University of Maryland Hospital , in' conjunc
tion with the American Red Cross, will hold its 
sem;-annual blood drive, Thursday , Dec . 11. The 
drive will be held in the gymnasium in the 
Psychiatric Institute from 7 a .m. to 5 p .m . Donors 
will be scheduled by appointment through 
representatives in their departments . 

Sign up to give or have someone give in your 
name . Giving blood will save lives and assure blood 
for you and your family as needed. 

A "Staffing Patterns" workshop designed to help 
nurse managers gain an in-depth understanding of 
staffing, budgeting and scheduling within the 

hospital setting will be held by the School of Nurs
ing's continuing education program on Tuesday, 
Dec . 2 from 9 a .m. - 4 :30 p .m. at the Marriottsville 
Spiritual Center, Marriottsville , Md . 

Through actual practice sessions, the workshop 
will show participants how to organize and prepare 
an efficient staffing plan that is not only fiscally 
sound , but which also meets the social , 
physiological and emotional needs of hospital staff 
members. 

Enrollment for the workshop is limited to 20 
registered nurses and pre-registration is required . 
There is a $50 fee . Continuing education credits 
will be offered . 

To register , or for additional information , contact 
the School of Nursing's continuing education pro
gram at X3767 . 

In an effort to make the resources of the University 
of Maryland more available to the citizens of the 
state, a new public service hot-line has been set 
up on the College Park campus. By calling 
454-6071 , it is now possible to get information on 
programs and activities taking place on any of the 
university's five campuses . 

In the coming weeks, a questionnaire will be sent 
to all faculty and staff to gather information on 
research and services. A directory of this informa
tion will be compiled and made available in all 
university offices, public libraries, schools and , for a 
nominal fee , the general public . 

For additional information about the hot-line, 
contact public service coordinator Mary Ann Elliott 
at 454-6071 . 

The campus police recently installed new radio equipment which provides total campus coverage for the 
first time. The new equipment, which includes walkie-talkies , telephone recording devices , new antennas 
and an officer down feature , represents the completion of a two-year acquisition process . Here , a dis
patcher uses one of two new base consoles . 

DR. ROBERT MICHOCKI, assistant professor in 
the department of clinical pharmacy, School of 
Pharmacy, and DR. ROBERT BROWN, clinical 
pharmacist at Greater Baltimore Medical Center 
and a 1980 Ph arm D. graduate of the School of 
Pharmacy, are presenting a paper, "A Protocol for 
the Rapid Initiation of Anticoagulation with 
Heparin," at the mid-year meeting of the American 
Society of Hospital Pharmacy in San Francisco. 

DR. CHRISTOPHER MOUZAKITIS , an assistant 
professor at the School of Social Work and Com
munity Planning , recently conducted two 
workshops at the National Symposium on Child 
Protection, held in Phoenix , Ariz . in mid-October. 
The workshops were entitled "Service to the Abus
ed Adolescent: A Neglected Responsibility" and 
"Case Assessment in Sexually Abusing Families." 

GARY J , KOLB, a visiting assistant professor at the 
School of Law, was recently a guest speaker at a 
seminar jointly sponsored by the Levindale Hebrew 
Geriatric Center and Hospital, and the University of 
Maryland . Mr. Kolb spoke about new laws and 
regulations concerning discrimination against the 
elderly in employment, credit and provision of ser
vices. 

Pharmacist Says 
Nuclear Science 
ls Be·neficial 
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To some , anything preceded with the term. 
nuclear, instills distrust. To others, this kind of 
energy is quite exciting. Estelle Hamermesh, who 
has a positive attit ude about nuclear science , has 
recently been appointed the fi rst nuclear pharmacist 
in the School of Pharmacy. · 

According to Ms. Hamermesh, the benefits of 
nuclear medicine far outweigh the risks . She works 
with radio-pharmaceuticals, a part of nuclear 
medicine that she believes has been in use for 10 to 
20 years . "This kind of medicine is ideally suited for 
diagnosis ," she explains . By injecting certain 
radioactive materials into the blood stream, the 
materials will congregate in specific organs of the 
body so that the organs can be viewed when 
photographed. "It's a step further than an x-ray 
which only allows a skeletal glimpse of what is in
side," she notes . The use of radio-pharmaceuticals 
makes it possible to follow therapy and stages of 
diseases like cancer , and detect tumors or blood 
clots without explorat9ry surgery. "After so many 
hours , the substance will decay and leave the body 
altogether ," she adds. 

One must be careful when working with nuclear 
materials , however. Though Ms. Hamermesh is ex
posed to a low level of radiation , she is not alarm
ed . "We don 't work with anything extremely 
radioactive , like plutonium or radium ," she says. 
'Technetitum 99/ m , a synthetically made radio
pharmaceutical , is most frequently used here ," Ms. 
Hamermesh says . "It has a low level of radiation 
and a long enough half-life - a period of time 
when it is active and able to be phctographed -
that makes it ideal to work with ." But precautions 
are taken . A protective lead shield covers injection 
syringes and she works under cover of lead blocks, 
which litter the lab, because radiation will not 
penetrate lead. 

Together with radio technician, Yvonne Logan, 
Ms. Hamermesh combines Technetitum 99/ m and 
other materials daily to produce radio
pharmaceuticals for patients at University of 
Maryland Hospital. 

Ms. Hamermesh comes from the Children's 
Hospital in Boston where she was chief nuclear 
pharmacist and supervisor of nuclear pharmacies 
for seven area hospitals. 

Treason Lecture Held 
From Page 1 

the interpretation of Justice Frank Murphy , who 
argued that an overt act must be consistent with a 
treasonable intention, to that of Justice William 0 . 
Douglas, who maintained that the condition of 
adherence may be extended to include acts which , 
on their face , seem innocent. 

"Both of these interpretations stand for broader 
theories of liability ," Professor Fletcher stated . Con
sequently , "there appears to be no way in which to 
justify treason ." 

This has added meaning when, as Professor Flet
cher urges, treason is accepted as the represen
tative crime. "By taking treason more seriously, we 
would be less likely to try to explain others' crimes. 
They made their choice_s. They must pay the 
price." 

Following the 1980 Gerber Lecture, Law School 
alumni from the classes of 1940, '50, '60 and '70 

· were honored at a reception in the school's student 
lounge and a dinner at the Belvedere Hotel. · 
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All calendar entries must be received no later than the close of 
business on the Thursday two wee ks prior to publication . 

MONDAY,NOVEMBER24 
2 p.m. - Meeting of all Blood Drive Campaign 
coordinators (UMH) . UMH , Rm . 1-704. 

3:30 p.m. - Endocrine Conference (UMH) : 
Case Presentation - St. Joseph's Hospital. 1) 
Young Woman with Osteoporosis Since Age 15 
and 2) Thirty-Year-Old Woman with Thyroid 
Cancer Since Age 16. Discussed by Dr. Robert 
Stoner. UMH , Rm . 3-304. 
4 p.m. - Biological Chemistry Seminar (SM): 
"Voltage Dependent Translocation of the 
Asialoglycoprotein Receptor," by Dr. Robert 
Blumenthal , N.I.H . HH, Rm. 229 . 
4 p.m. - Pharmacology Se.minar Schedule 
(SM) : "Pharmacological Control of Lens Swelling 
and Cataracts in Diabetes," by Dr. Shambhu 
Varma . HH , Rm. 4-426 . 
4 -5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH): "Ventilation and Perfusion 
Relationships," by Dr. M. Jane Matjasko . UMH, 
Rm . 8-210. 

TUESDAY,NOVEMBER25 
8 - 10 a.m. - Ophthalmology Grand Rounds 
(UMH). Grand Rounds . UMH, Departmental 
Offices. 

10 a.m. - School of Pharmacy General 
Seminar (SP) : "Groovy Antibiotics: Structure of 
the Anthramycin-DNA Adduct and Its Use in 
Drug Design and DNA Repair Studies," by Dr. 
Laurence H. Hurley, University of Kentucky . 
AHPB, Rm . 201. 

Campus classified is a free service to all membus of ,he 
university community on a space aua ,lable basis . All ads musr 
be submitted to Happenings Ed,tor. Un iuersity Relat,ons. 
Lombard BuMing. There is a two -time publication limit. If 
responding to an ad from off campus . precede extens,on by 
528. 

FOR RENT 
APT, 2 BR, bath, LR, DR, Kit. , off-street 
parking , 4429 Clifton Rd ., apt. #4 , $307 mo . 
includes heat and water. Call 466-4433. 
APT, 2 BR, bath , LR w/ beamed ceiling & 
fireplace , DR, Kit. , w/dishwasher, private 
entrance, porch , and rear balcony ,· 4429 Clifton 
Rd . apt. #2. $349 mo . includes heat and water. 
Call 578-9086 or 466-4433. 

HOUSE , rent from Jan : 1 to July 1, furnished , 4 
BR, many extras. Call 825-2554 .. 
APT, Park Heights area , 3020 Manhattan Ave ., 
Large 1 BR and 4 BR apts , $165/ 285 plus utils , 

,it Sµnday 1-5 p .m . Call 542-7841. 

} 0 R SALE 
HOUSE , end of group , townhouse , Loch Raven 
area , 3 BR, 1½ baths, new furnace and roof, 
large covered front porch and back patio . Call 
Larry X6225 or 665-3364 eves. 

, 

10:30 a.m. - Ophthalmology Lecture Schedule 
(UMH): "Photo-oxidation of Aromatic 
Hydrocarbon and Its Biological Implications," by 
Dr. M. K. Logani , Skin & Cancer Hospital. 
UMH , Rm . 5-1134. 
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Medical Grand Rounds 
(UMH): "Diagnosis and Management of Primary 
Hyperparathyroidism," by Dr. Thomas B. Connor 
and "Infectious Mononucleosis ," by Drs . Scott 
Friedman and Celeste L. Woodward. HH, 
Sophomore Lecture Hall . 

Noon - Movies presented by the United 
Episcopal Ministry at the Baltimore Student Union 
on campus . 
Noon - Medical Grand Rounds (SM). HH , 
Freshman Lecture Hall . 
4 p.m. - School of Pharmacy Research 
Seminar (SP): "Bugs, Drugs and DNA: A new 
Era in Pharmaceutical Research ," by Dr. 
Laurence H . Hurley, University of Kentucky . 
AHPB Rm . 514. 
5 p.m. - Maryland Medical Research Institute 
and Department of Epidemiology and Preventive 
Medicine (SM): "Clinical Trails: Digging Up the 
Past," by Dr . Abraham Lilienfeld , Johns Hopkins 
University. Cross Keys Inn , Suite 453. For more 
information, X7020/7160. 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 26 
7:30 a.m. - Neuroradiology Conference 
(UMH) . UMH , 2nd floor, Rad . Conf. Rm . 
9 a.m. - Clinico-neuropathological Conference 
(SM). UMH, Rm . B-1125. 
10 a.m. - Clinical Neurology Conference . 
UMH, Rm . 12-1240. 
10:30 a.m. - MIEMSS Morbidity and Mortality 
Conference combined with Morning Rounds. 
UMH, Pediatric.Conference Rm , 5th floor. 
11 a.m. - Neurosurgery Grand Rounds (SM). 
OMH, Rm . 12-1240. 
Noon - Medical Housestaff Conferences 
(UMH) : "CPC." UMH, RM. 3-1151. 
Noon - Pediatric Grand Rounds (UMH) . UMH, 
Rm . 1-704. 
Noon - 1 p.m. - Weekly Therapy Group for 
Family Members Where There Is Alcoholism or 
Chemical Dependency led by Ms. Delpha Wright 
and Dr. Charles Whitfield . Redwood Hall , Rm . 
208. 
7 p.m. - Inter-faith Thanksgiving Worship 
Service with Chaplain Greenawald and Sermon 
by Father Simmons . UMH , Visitor's Lounge , 
13-West (13-1140). 

LAWN SPREADER, 22 inches, Heritage House , 
excel cond , $20. Call Dr. Lambooy X7917 . 
HAMMOCK FRAME, heavy formed tubing, $5. 
Call Dr . Lambooy X7917 . 
'77 MUSTANG COBRA, black, automatic , a / c , 
p .s. , AM-FM radio, 55,000 miles , best offer. Call 
Mike Taylor X6129 or 356-9396. 
BIKE, Woman's 10 spd Huffy bike, excel cond, 
$65. Call E. Butler X5549 or 5678. 
BIKE, Man's 26", 3 spd, 30½" from floor to 
crossbar, headlight and mileage indicator, $75. 
Contact Alice X3841 or 575-7745 eves. 
HOUSE , Ridgely's Delight , 3 BR, 1½ baths, 
spacious rooms, skylights, modern kit. Call Elaine 
244-0289 . 

MISCELLANEOUS 
RMMT, share apt, Catonsville area, $127 .50 
rent, $127 .50 security deposit , plus util. Prefer 
non-smoker. Call Sheldon 644-2280 eves. 
TYPING , professional typing of manuscripts, term 
papers , theses, 11 yrs experience . Call 
664-4474. 
HOUSEMATE , wanted , female professional 
student looking for someone to share large 
comfortable , 2 BR home in Hampden area , $160 
mo . plus ½ util (gas heat) . Call 728-161 7 . 
WANTED TO BUY, used Lionel and American 
Flyer toy trains plus related Christmas garden 
items . Call X6589 or 235-8903 . 
CARPOOLERS, wanted from Columbia to UMH, 
8 a .m . - 4 :30 p .m. Call Mary Roberts X5155 or 
X6810 or 730-8625 eves. 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER. 28 
11:30 a.m. - Medical Chief of Service Rounds 
(UMH). UMH , Rm . 3-1151. 
2 p.m. - Pulmonary Conference (SM) : Case
oriented. UMH , Rm . 3-C. 
2- 3:30 p.m. - Neurology Grand Rounds . 
Psych Institute, Rm . 1-704. 
3:30 p.m. - Pulmonary Diseases and Thoracic 
Surgery Conference (SM) : Case-oriented . IPHB , 
Rm . 1-704. 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 29 
8:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Surgery Basic Science 
Seminar (UMH): "Foot & Ankle Anator:ny ," by 
Dr. Bruce D. Browner. UMH, Rm. G-1258. 
9:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Surgery Grand 
Rounds (UMH): "The Pathogenesis and 
Diagnosis of Gout ," by Dr. Ira Fine and "Clinical 
Case Presentation ," by Dr. Montague Blundon. 
UMH , Rm . G-1258 . 
SUNDAY,NOVEMBER30 
10 a.m. - Protestant Worship Service , UMH , 
13-West, Visitor's Lounge . 
11 a.m. - Catholic Mass , UMH , Newman 
Center. 
11 a.m. - Roman Catholic Mass , UMH , 
13-West, Visitor's Lounge . 
5 p.m. - Worship Service, UMH, Newman 
Center . 
MONDAY, DECEMBER 1 
3:30 p.m. - Endocrine Conference (UMH): 
Case Presentation from University of Maryland 
Hospital. UMH , Rm . 3-304. 

4 p.m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 
(SM) : "Fluorescence Spectroscopic lnvesitgation 
of Dynamic Properties of Protein and 
Membrance," by Dr. Joseph Lakowicz. HH, Rm. 
4-426. 
4 - 5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH) : Topic to be announced . UMH, Rm . 
8-210. 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 2 
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. - Continuing Nursing 
Education Program. Workshops and seminars on 
"Burnout Prevention and Stress Management by 
Ms. Sallyan Julian Sohr. Registration for 
workshop limited to 20 registered nurses; fee is 
$50 . Marriottsville Spiritual Center, Marriottsville , 
Md . -
1 - 2 p.m. - Brown-Bag Lunch Series (SM) : 
"Descartes' Medical Philosophy: The Place of 
Mind in Compound Bodies," by Dr. Richard 
Carter , HHA, Rm . 12-035. 

HELP WANTED 
MEDICAL OR .GRADUATE STUDENT, to 
prepare hand skeletons, will pay $25 . pr. or 
$12.50 single . Contact Dr . Schulter-Ellis X7311. 
RECEPTIONIST , part-time in professional office. 
Call 764-2472 . 
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Architect's rendering of the future SSW&CP building 
shows the loft apartments on Paca Street , to the 

left , and ~he current home of the school on 
Redwood Street , to the right . The building 
will border the new campus green . 

New SSW&CP Building: A Gracious Neighbor 
The continued revitalization of downtown 
Baltimore will receive still another boost when the 
University of Maryland begins construction on its 
new $5.5 million School of Social Work and Com
munity Planning building , at the corner of Paca and 
Redwood streets. Groundbreaking ceremonies are 
scheduled to be held at the site on Thursday, Dec. 
4 at 3 p .m. 

The ~ w five-story complex , which is expected 
to be completed in just two and one-half years , is 
the anticipated site of offices, classrooms and 
studios for most of the school's existing programs. 
The rapid growth of these programs and the 
school's enrollment over the past two decades has 
served to make the present school facilit ies inade
quate . 

Workshop Eases 
Sex Consultation 
Patients and clients often turn to the health care 
professional for assistance or counseling on sexual 
behavior. Many professionals , however , are un
comfortable discussing these issues with patients or 
colleagues . Yet , every life stage brings questions 
about what is "normal" or "acceptable" sexual 
behavior . And the effects of medications, surgical 
procedures, and particular illnesses , injuries or 
disabilities may affect the sexuality of patients and 
their partners. 

To help the professional communicate more 
easily and openly about such issues , the intimate 
human behavior program at UMAB will sponsor a 
continuing education workshop on "Sexuality and 
Intimacy." It will begin at 6 :30 p .m . at the Medical 
School Teaching Facility on Dec . 12 and run 
through Dec . 14. The workshop will be repeated 
Feb . 13-15 and April 10-12. 

The workshop is designed to help health profes
sionals increase their understanding of and comfort 
with their own masculinity and femininity ; develop 
confidence in communicating openly about in
timate topics with people from various religious , 
cultural , ethnic and social backgrounds , and in
crease their ability to relate to people with physical 
or emotional disabilities or with non-traditional sex
ual lifestyles. 

Continued On Page 3 
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The construction of the new building has been "a 
long-awaited event ," according to Dr. Ruth H. 
Young , dean . Dr. Young noted that the building 
would have never gotten past the planning stages 
"without the involvement of . . . many people in 
both the (state) legislature and the social work com
munity who were persevering and persistent on our 
behalf." 

Dr. Young singled out the "indefatigable support" 
of Dr . Albin O. Kuhn , the former chancellor of 
UMAB and , presently , the special assistant to 
University of Maryland President John S . Toll , and 
Dr . Toil himself as essential in securing the capital 
appropriations needed for construction . 

The building itself will be connected to the 
school's existing building by a three-story , glass-

enclosed atrium. Encompassing a total of 70,000 
square feet , the multi-million dollar , red-brick struc
ture was designed to be consistent with the · other 
buildings on the UMAB campus and the neighbor- · 
ing loft apartments on either side of Paca Street. 
· "The design of the new building is excellent," 
said Robert L. Walton , the director of UMAB"'s 
physical plant. "I think the campus community will 
be delighted with it when it's finished ." Mr. Walton 
noted that study carrels , lounges and an indoor 
courtyard have all been incorporated into the 
school's design . 

The new School of Social Work and Community 
Planning building was designed by Diversified 
Engineering/ LBC&W of Silver Spring , Md. and 
Falls Church , Va . Construction will be done by the 
Cam Construction Company, Inc . of Baltimore . 

Before a formally dressed crowd at the Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Institute dedication dinner, 
Nou . 22, Howard Cose/I receiued the Mary Gray and William W. Cobey Award for Outstanding Public 
Seruice. Standing with Mr. Cose/I is Charles Tilden /Chairman of the SIDS Institute dedication committee . 

, 
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Janzen Studies Incest: 
An Ancient Taboo with Little Modern Data 
The so-called sexual revolution of the 1970s suc
ceeded in destroying many of the myths and taboos 
which had been associated with sex for hundreds of 
years. But perhaps the strongest of all sexual taboos 
managed to pull through that turbulent decade vir
tually untouched. 

Incest, defined as sexual contact between 
persons who are close kin to each other, has been 
condemned throughout history as both morally 
wrong and an indictable offense under the law. All 
50 states presently regard incest as a felony, 
punishable, in most cases, by imprisonment. 

The forbidden nature of incest has not diminish
ed man's fascination for the subject, however. 
Since Sophocles gave us Oedipus , the theme of in
cest has shown up in the literature and folklore of 
most civilizations. As recently as the early 1900s, . 
Freud placed the unconscious incestuous drive at 
the center of his new vision of the human condi
tion. 

Ironically, few studies have been conducted on 
the nature of incest in modern society. Conse
quently, very little research data has been published _ 
on the victims of incest or the family dynamics 
leading to incestuous relationships . 

Curtis J. Janzen, an assistant professor at the 
University of Maryland School of Social Work and 
Community Planning , has spent much of the past 
two years investigating the phenomenon of incest 
as a consultant with Baltimore City's Sexual Abuse 
Treatment Project . Through his research , Dr. 
Janzen hopes to describe families which are likely 
· ) experience incest . 

"We have begun to accumulate some data and , 
although we really don't have the information to 
say, for example , if the characteristics of Baltimore 
families in which incest has occurred differ from 
families else.where, we can conclude that there is no 
such thing as 'a typical abuser' ," says Dr. Janzen. 

He notes, however, that families in which an in
cestuous relationship occurs tend to be multi-prob
lem families . "Typically, the relationship between 
the husband and the wife is not strong . Both 
parents are usually isolated from their respective 
families and tend to have few , if any , outside rela
tionships'. 

"Moreover," Dr. Janzen adds , "one partner 
usually refuses to a<;knowledge the incestuous ac
tions of the other partner, thereby possibly en
couraging them." In the typical father-daughter 
relationship, for example , the mother may tend to 
ignore the incest , at least for a time, rather than ad
mit to herself that her own failures as a wife may 
have, in some way, contributed to her husband's 
actions. 

Dental Seminar 
To Lure Md. Students 
Approximately 40 undergraduate biology and 
chemistry chairmen from colleges and universities 
will be the guests. of Dr. Errol Reese, dean of the 
Dental School, on Dec . 4. The chairmen will be at
tending a seminar, "Why Dentistry . .. Why 
Maryland," part of the effort to increase the number 
of Maryland applicants to the. school. Tours of the · 
facilities , discussions with various dental school ad
ministrators and lunch are on the agenda for the 
one-day event. 

All corners of the state , the Eastern Shore 
(Salisbury State and UMES) , southern Maryland 
(Prince George's Community College) , western 
and northern Maryland (Frostburg State , Mount 
Saint Mary's, Western Maryland) , and the 
Baltimore and Washington D.C . metropolitan 
areas will be represented . 

The decline in the number of Maryland ap
plicants to the school and concern for the number 
of Maryland students enrolling in out-of-state dental 
schools · prompted. the ·invitation to the 
undergraduate biology and chemistry chairmen-. 

"For that reason , the Sexual Abuse Treatment 
Project treats the entire family , rather than only the 
victim ," Dr. Janzen explains . The project, which is 
funded througl'I a grant fro m the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration, offers treatment and 
counseling services to the families of girls above 12 
years of age who have been sexually abused by 
their fathers . 

"The project questions the often accepted posi
tion that families torn apart by incest could and 
should eventually be reunited ," according to the 
social work professor. Nonetheless, the project" 
strictly adheres to the belief that incest is ultimately 
the responsibility of the father . "To place any blame 
on the child puts an unfair burden on her," he con
cludes. 

Through his work with the project , D r. Janzen 
has fo und that techniques such as gioup therapy 
and individual counseling are quite effective in 
discontinuing incestuous relationships. "Only one 
or two of the families the project has handled have 
been repeat offenders," he reports . 

Nevertheless, Dr. Janzen admits that getting the 
parents of sexually abused girls to participate in the 
project is no easy task . "It is next to impossible to 
work with most fathers unless they have been 
ordered to participate in the project by the court ," 
he notes . '~Most mothers , on the other hand, are 
reluctant to participate because participation means 
accepting some responsibility for their actions and 
those of their husbands." 

Still, Dr. Janzen maintains that, frequently after 
as much as a full year of intensive counseling, most 
parents begin to acknowledge at least some degree 
of responsibility for committing an act of incest , 
and that alone can be seen as "a move in the right 
direction ." 

Doctors Look At 
Stress and Illness 
The first Harle V. Barrett Memorial Lecture in 
Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine was 
delivered Nov . 14 by Dr. Robert J. Haggerty, presi
dent of the William T. Grant Foundation and 
clinical professor of pediatrics at Cornell University 
Medical College. 

Dr. Haggerty spoke on "Stress and Illness ." He 
discussed the complex interplay of "hassles" and · 
"uplifts" in daily life and the need for increased in
dividual and social support to help cope with the 
stresses of daily living, which are often not easily 
altered . 

Dr. Haggerty , a former chairman of the depart
ment of pediatrics at the University of Rochester 
School of Medicine and Dentistry, is well known for 
his pioneering work in community pediatrics with 
special emphasis on children receiving inadequate 
health care. Through surveys of child and adoles
cent health and studies of children's hospital ser
vices , . migrant labor health programs and time
motion records of pediatricians and family doctors , 
he has created new goals for pediatrics with in
novative service programs. His outstanding con
tributions to social pediatrics are recognized 
worldwide and he has received numerous honors 
and requests for consultations in this country and 
abroad . 

Faculty and residents of the department of 
epidemiology and preventive medicine had the op
portunity to discuss methodologic problems in 
measuring stress and coping, and problems of in
tegrating preventive medicine components into 
clinical training programs with Dr. Haggerty . 

Dr. Harle V. Barrett, for whom the lecture is 
named , was associate professor of preventive 
medicine at the Univ.ersity of Maryland until his 
death in 1979 at age 61. In his memory, his friends 
and colleagues established a lecture fund . Dr. Hag
gerty was chosen to deliver the first lecture since his 
interest in1community medicine and medical educa
tion parallels the focus of Dr. Barrett's work. 

Khazan Chasen 
Emers on Pro/. 
Over 50 years ago, a pharmacologist named Dr . 
Nathan Eddy strove for recognition in basic and 
-clinical research of the problem of drug abu.se . He 
and his work were under consideration for a newly 
endowed chair at the University of Maryland 
School of Pharmacy, the Emerson Professorship in 
Pharmacology. Dr. Eddy did not attain the honor 
established by the druggist and maker of Bromo 
Seltzer, Captain Issac Emerson. However, Dr. Ed
dy continued to lay a nationwide foundation for 
studies on drug dependence. 

Basic research in drug dependence and abuse 
attained the recognition of the Emerson Pro
fessorship this year . Dr. Nairn Khazan, professor 
and chairman of the department of pharmacology 
and toxicology in the School of Pharmacy has just 
been appointed to this chair . Dr. Khazan has focus
ed his research efforts on experimental drug 
dependence on opiates and opioids since 1964. 
His and his collaborators' efforts have culminated in 
more than a hundred research papers in this field of 
pharmacology. Dr. Khazan is the fourth Emerson 
Professor and follows Ors. Charles T. Ichniowski, 
Clifford W. Chapman, and Marvin R. Thompson. 

Dr. Nairn Khazan 

Dr. Khazan is a native of Iraq where he obtained 
his Ph .C . degree in pharmaceutical chemistry . He 
received his Ph .D. degree in pharmacology from 
the Hebrew University, Hadassah-Medical School 
and School of Pharmacy in Jerusalem . Dr . Khazan 
served as National Institute of Mental Health 
postdoctoral fellow at the Brain Research Institute 
at UCLA in California . He was a research associate 
at the Upjohn Company and associate professor of 
pharmacology at the Mount Sinai School of 
Medicine in New York . Just before joining the 
University of Maryland School of Pharmacy in 
1974, Dr. Khazan served as associate clinical pro
fessor of pharmacology at the University of Cincin
nati College of Medicine and head of the depart
ment of pharmacology at Merrell -National 
Laboratories, Cincinnati. 

The first search for an Emerson Professor was in
itiated by Dr. Andrew G.DuMez, dean of the Phar
macy School from 1926-48, and assisted by Dr. 
John Jacob Abel. Dr. Abel established the "Journal 
of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics" 
and is considered to be the father of pharmacology 
in the United States. Dr. Kh~zan continues a strong 
tradition of accomplishment and joins in the 
notability of prestigious forebearers in his new role 
as Emerson Professor. 
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Dr. Elizabeth Reiff-Ross, an assistant professor at 
the School of Nursing, will be reviewing an article 
on fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) for the Nursing 
Journal Club on Monday , Dec. 1 at noon in Room 
307, School of Nursing building. Dr. Reiff-Ross is 
one of the organizers of a workshop on FAS to be 
held at St . Elizabeth Hospital's O'Malley Alcoholism 
Division in February. 

The School of Social Work and Community Plan
ning's department of continuing education will pre
sent two course offerings in <Oecember: 

• Friday, Dec. 5: · "Advanced Gestalt 
Therapy." Specifically designed for social workers, 
psychologists and counselors who have had 
previous training in Gestalt therapy, this workshop 
will review such basic concepts as the use of 
metaphor and the experiential-experimental 
method in psychotherapy. 

• Saturday , Dec. 6: "The Supervisor and OJT." 
This workshop , which deals with the supervisor's 
responsibility for on-the-job staff training , will pre
sent a basic model for designing and implementing 
training in skill development. 

To register for either of these courses, or to ob- · 
tain additional information , contact the SSW&CP's 
department of continuing education at X6408. 

The Dental School announces the following con
tinuing education courses for the month of 
December : 

• Dec . 10, 9 a .m . - 5 p.m . "Cephalometrics 
for the Dental Auxiliary," designed to give the 
dental auxiliary a basic understanding of 
cephalometic radiographies. 

• Dec . 10, 9 a .m . - 5 p .m. "Contemporary En
dodontics for Today's Practitioner." Presently ad
vocated treatment and c;ontroversial and challeng
ing treatment modalities will be presented . 

• Dec . 17, 9 a .m. - 5 p .m . "An Opportunity to 
be Updated on New Materials and Techniques in 
Operative Dentistry ." The latest information on 
dental materials and clinical techniques will be 
discussed . 

• All courses are to be held in the Dental 
School's continuing education auditorium. Call 
X7146 for further information . 

DR. AINA 0. NUCHO , an associate professor at 
the School of Social Work and Community Plan
ning, has been appointed by the president of Bryn 
Mawr College to serve on the search committee for 
a new dean for Bryn Mawr's Graduate School of 
Social Work and Social Research . 

DR . DEBORAH MINITZER, clinical associate in 
the department of clinical pharmacy, School of 
Pharmacy, went to San Francisco recently to 
present the pap~r "Patterns and Problems of Drug 
Abuse and Misuse in an Urban Ambulatory 
Geriatric Population" at the mid-year meeting of 
the American Society of Hospital Pharmacy. 
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200 Years of Dentistry On Display 
Have you any idea what an itinerant dentist is? He's 
a part of the profession's history - a doctor of the 
1700s who traveled by horseback to care for his pa
tients. The tools these dentists used are on display 
in the Dental School museum on the ground floor 
of Hayden-Harris Hall. 

Wednesday , Dec . 3, the dental museum is 
hosting an open house from 10 a.m. until 5 p .m. 
The entire UMAB community is invited to come in 
and check out the "face-lift" the area has recently 
undergone . 

Dental memorabilia from the 18th century to the 
present have been refurbished for the open house . 
The operatory furniture of Dr. Chapin Harris, one 
of the founders of the Dental School and dentures 
and individual teeth carved out of ivory by Dr. John 
Greenwood , George Washington's dentist, are on 
display . However, teeth worn by George 
Washington are on loan to the Smithsonion Institu
tion . 

Come in and browse through history . The dental 
museum has the artifacts to show the progress of 
dentistry over two centuries . 

Campus Police Expand Ranks -
Looking for More Good Women 

The campus police have added four new 
members· to their ranks: three police officers and a 
captain . 

Among the new officers is Mary English . No 
stranger to the campus , Officer English has worked 
here in various capacities since 1968. One of two 
females on the force , Officer English is happy with 
her new job. "It makes your world a little bigger," 
she says . 

In her short assocjation with the force ~ 5-he has 
had her share of problems, though . While assisting 
a Baltimore city policeman with a mental patient in 
the hospital emergency room , she was knocked to 
the floor when the patient kicked her in the face . 
Shaken but unharmed , she radioed for additional 
aid and chalked that one up to experience . "I have 
no regrets ," she explains without hesitation . 

Another long term campus employee is Frank 
Britto . Officer Britto began his association with the 
campus in 1972 as a hospital attendant. Later he 
took a job as a parking security officer where he 

Worksho.p Addresses 
Nurses in Management 
A workshop for nurses in first-line and middle
management positions will be held by the School of 
Nursing's continuing education program on Friday, 
Dec. 5 from 8 :30 a .m . - 4 :30 p .m . at the 
university's Baltimore County campus . 

The workshop, "Middle Management Role ," will 
examine such concepts as the managerial role and 
the transition process, power and authority in rela
tion to the individual and the organization, and role 
negotiation . 

Although the workshop is open· to all registered 
nurses in managerial positions, it will be particularly 
beneficial to those in or about to move into new 
leadership roles in hospitals , nursing homes, and 
ambulatory care settings. 

The workshop will be led by Dr. Joseph R. 
Proulx, a member of the graduate faculty at the 
School of Nursing . Dr. Proulx has conducted 
numerous workshops and short courses on organi
zational development and the administrative pro
cess throughout the country. 

Enrollment for the workshop is limited and pre
registration is required. There is a $35 registration 
fee. Continuing education credits will be awarded. 

To register, or to obtain additional information, 
contact the School of Nursing's continuing educa
tion program at X3767. 

became interested in joining the campus police 
force . After training at the Baltimore City Police 
Academy , he became an officer here in early 
November . Officer Britto hopes to eventually take 
additional law enforcement courses . 

The other new employees come to the university 
after serving on the Baltimore city police force. Of
ficer Charles Wilson , who has also been a medic 
with the U.S . Army in Korea , will be µatroll ing the 
hospital in addition to other duties . Captain Hugh 
Mills will be chief of operations for the campus 
police with responsibility for 51 department officers. 
A cum laude graduate of University College , he 
holds a degree in criminology with a minor in 
health . Captain Mills, a former lieutenant in the 
planning and research division of the city police 
force , hopes to improve the relationship between 
the department and the campus as a whole . "The 
prevention of crime will definitely be the primary 
objective , but I hope we can also alert the campus 
to ways to protect themselves ," he says . To further 
this end , the department will soon establish a 
campus-wide security program . 

There are 89 officers and security guards in the 
campus police department. New officers will con
tinue to be recruited with a special emphasis on 
enlisting women. According to Mary English, it is a 
valuable experience . "I really do like it and I would 
encourage other women to try it." 

Sexuality Workshop 
From page 1 

Workshop participants will have the opportunity 
to discuss such topics as social , cultural ·and 
psychological influences on sexual behavior; in
timacy and sexual relationships throughout the life 
cycle ; verbal and non-verbal communication; male 
and female role development; heterosexual and 
homosexual relationships; masturbation ; sexuality 
in pregnancy; aging and the physically disabled and 
alternative lifestyles. 

Explicit audiovisual presentations of expressions 
of intimacy and sexuality will be used in the 
workshop . Small group discussions will be led by 
UMAB faculty . -

Since issues of intimacy and sexuality are most . 
intensely experienced within a relationship , health 
professionals are encouraged to attend the 
workshop with their -spouses., For further informa
tion contact · workshop director Dr. Susan· 
Fischman. To register for the workshop call Terry · 
Young at X3956. · ');-' 
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CfllENDAR OF ~ ms 
All calendar entries must be received no late r than the close of 
business on the Thursday two weeks prior to publication . 

MONDAY, DECEMBER 1 
3:30 p.m. - Endocrine Conference (UMH): 
Case Presentation from University of Maryland 
Hospital. UMH, Rm . '3-304. 
4 p.m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 
(SM): "Fluorescence Spectroscopic lnvesitgation 
of Dynamic Properties of Protein and 
Membrance ," by Dr . Joseph Lakowicz. HH , Rm . 
4-426. 
4 - 5 p.m. - Anesthesia T eachlng Schedule 
(UMH) : Topic to be announced . UMH , Rm . 
8-210. 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 2 
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. - Continuing Nursing 
Education Program . Workshops and seminars on 
"Burnout Prevention and Stress Management by 
Ms. Sallyan Julian Sohr. Registration for 
workshop limited to 20 registered nurses; fee is 
$50. Marriottsville Spiritual Center, Marriottsville , 
Md . 
Noon - Movies presented by the United 
Episcopal Ministry at the Baltimore Student Union 
on campus . 
Noon - Medical Grand Rounds (SM) . HH, 
Freshman Lecture Hall. 
1 - 2 p.m. - Brown-Bag Lunch Series (SM): 
"Descartes' Medical Philosophy: The Place of 
Mind in Compound Bodies," by Dr. Richard 
Carter, HHA, Rm . 12-035. 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 3 
7 :30 a.m. - Neuroradiology Conference 
(UHM) . UMH , 2nd floor , Rad . Conf. Rm . 
9 a.m. - Clinico-neuropathological Conference 
(SM) . UMH, Rm. B-1125. 
10 a.m. - Clinical Neurology Conference . 
UMH , Rm. 12-1240. 
10:30 a.m. - MIEMSS Morbidity and Mortali;:; 
Conference combined with Morning Rounds . 
UMH , Pediatric Conference Rm, 5th floor . 
11 a.m. - Neurosurgery Grand Rounds (SM) . 
UMH , Rm. 12-1240. 
Noon· - Pediatric Grand Rounds (UMH) . UMH , 
Rm . 1-704. 

CU\$1FIEC!) 

Campus classified is a free service to all n,emb.rs of che 
university community on a space m•adable basis All ads musr 
be submitted to Happenmgs Edi to r. Unive•sity Relacions. 
Lombard Building . There is a two- time publication limit . If 
responding to an ad from off campus . precede extension by 
528. 

FOR SALE 
DIAMONDS, ½ carat, 1 carat , also heavy gold 
bracelet and necklace . Call 665-4263. 
TIRES, Four ER 78-14, Goodyear Tiempos , 
good cond, $80. Call Ken X6890 
TOWNHOUSE, Williamsburg-type street , 
downtown location , small yard & parking pad , 3 
BR or 1 BR & "in-laws" apt , 2½ baths , 4 
working fireplaces , $70's. Call 732-7568. 
'69 BUICK, Skylark convertible , 70,000 miles , 
price negotiable. Call Thelma X5948 or 
669-6610 eves . 

Noon-1 p.m . - Weekly Therapy Group for 
Family Members where there is alcoholism or 
chemical dependency led by Ms. Delpha Wright 
and Dr. Charles Whitfield. Redwood Hall , Rm. 
208. 
Noon - 1 p.m. - Housestaff Conferences 
(UMH) : "TIA/ Acute CVA," by Dr . Erland 
Nelson. UMH, Rm. 3-1151. 
12:30 p.m. - Pediatric Grand Rounds (SM): 
"Sports Medicine - Orthopedic and Pediatric 
Perspectives," by Ors. James Gamble and Robert 
Miller . UMH, Rm. 1-704. 
7 p.m. - Holy Eucharist , UMH , Newman 
Center. 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 4 
Noon - 1:15 p.m. - Housestaff Conferences 
(UMH): "Cardiogenic Shock/ Ml," by Dr . 
Frederick J . Sutton . UMH, Rm. 3-1151. 
1:30 p.m. - Alcoholism Group Therapy, UMH , 
Rm . G-1258. . 
3:30 p.m. - Biophysics Seminar (SM): 
"Calicum Ion Diffusion and Regulation in 
Molluscan Giant Neurons ; An Attempt at 
Interpreting Arsenazo III Data," by Dr . John A. 
Connor, University of Illinois . HH, Rm . 498 . 
4 p.m. - Anesthesiology Grand Rounds 
(UMH) . UMH, Rm. 8210. 
4 - 5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH): "Anesthesia and Uncommon Diseases," 
by Dr. Jordan Katz , University of California. 
UMH, Rm . 8-210. 
5 - 6:45 p.m. - Maryland Cancer Program 
(UMH) : "Regulation of Mixed-Function Oxydase 
in Intact Liver : possible role in carcinogenesis," by 
Dr. Ronald G. Thurman , U. North Carolina . 
IPHB, Rm . 1-704. 

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 5 
8 a.m. - Continuing Medical Education (SM): 
"Advances in Hematology ." UMAB. 
Preregistration required . Call X3956 . 
11 a.m. - Noon - Microbiology Seminar 
Schedule (OS) : "Genetic Analysis of Leptospiral 
Motility ," by Dr. Nyles Charon . HHH , Rm, 
2-A-10 . 
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Weekly Friday 
Conference (SM): "The Evolution of the Social 
Animal: Introduction to the Work of Dr. Adolf 
Portmann ," by Dr. Richard Carter. UMH , Rm . 
1-704. 
11:30 a.m. - Medical Chief of Service Rounds 
(UMH) . UMH, Rm . 3-1151. 
1 - 2 p.m. - Epidemiology and Preventive . 
Medicine Seminars (SM) : "Aspirin in CHO: 
Comparison of Six Clinical Trials ," by Dr. Paul L. 
Canner. HHT, Rm . 13-042. · 

HOT WATER HEATER , 50-gal capacity , oil
fired , perfect cond , $380 for tank burner and all 
controls, plus 125 gals . fuel oil. Call 669-3815 . 
BIKE, man's 26" , 3 spd , 30½" from floor to 
crossbar, headlight and mileage indicator, $75 . 
Call Alice X3841 or 574-7745 eves . 

FOR RENT 
House, Wyman Park area , LR , DR, kit. , 2 baths, 
3 BR , and basement, carpeting, window A.C ., all 
appliances, available January. Call Ms . Chiu 
744-3413 . 

MISCELLANEOUS 
RMMT, wanted starting January , Harbor Loft 
Apts. , $150 mo . Call Jane 547-8082 . 
RMMT, share apt in Ellicott City or will share 
your apt. , if you have any leads please let me • 
know by leaving a message in #739 SSW&CP or 
at X3672 for Diane McGinle.y . 
FURNITURE, hand caning & refinishing , prof 
work, pick up & del. Call 624-1050. 
TYPING & E0ITING, science papers , technical 
reviews , research and term papers, will correct 
grammar and edit to proper style for your subject. 
Call Rose 752-2893 eves; leave message and 
phone number if not in . 

2 p.m. - Pulmonary C~nference (SM) : Case 
oriented . UMH, Rm. 3-C . 
2 - 3:30 p.m. - Neurology Grand Rounds . 
Psych Institute , Rm. 1-704. 
2:30 p.m. - Epidemiology and Preventive 
Medicine Statistics/ Computing Journal Club: 
"Dendrite Branching Patterns : Their Description 
and Analysis ," by Dr. Edmund Glaser . HHT, 
Rm. 13-042. 
3:30 p.m. - Pulmonary Diseases and Thoracic 
Surgery Conference (SM): Case oriented . IPHB, 
Rm . 1-704. 
4 - 5 p.m . - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH). Topic to be announced by Dr. Jordan 
Katz . UMH , Rm. 8-210. 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6 
8 a.m. - Continuing Medical Education (SM) : 
"Advances in Hematology ," UMAB. 
Preregistration required. Call X3956. 
8:30 a.m . ...:... Orthopaedic Basic Science Course 
(UMH) : "Osteoblastic Tumors," by Ors. John 
Kenzora and Bruce Browner. UMH , Rm . 
G-1258. 
9:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Grand Rounds 
(UMH) . Program will be announced . UMH , Rm. 
G-1258. 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 7 
10 a.m. - Protestant Worship Service UMH , 
13-West, Visitor's Lounge. 
11 a .m. - Catholic Mass , UMH , Newman 
Center . 
11 a.m. - Roman Catholic Mass, UMH , 
13-West, Visitor's Lounge . 
5 p.m. - Worship Service , UMH , Newman 
Center. · 

MONDAY, DECEM.BER 8 
Noon - Family Practice Grand Rounds (UMH): 
"Exercise Testing," by Dr. Michael Kelemen , 
Union Memorial Hospital. UMH, Rm . 1-1157. 
3:30 p.m. - Endocrine Conference (UMH) : 
"Masculinization of a 30-year-old Female -
Diagnosis and Treat,.tnent," by Dr. Bruce 
Hamilton , VA Hosp1tal. UMH, Rm . 3-304. 
4 p.m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 
(SM): "Alloste1ic Interactions in Myocardial 
Muscarinic Acetylcholine Receptors ," by Dr . 
Antonio Sastre, JHU. HH , Rm . 4-426 . 
4 - 5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH) : "Anesthesia for Coronary Artery Bypass 
Graft ," by Dr. Mario Penafiel. UMH , Rm . 8-210. 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 9 
1 - 2 p.m. - Brown-Bag Lunch Series : 
"Descartes' Medical Philosophy: The Place of 
Mind in Compound Bodies," by Dr. Richard 
Carter. HHT, Rm. 12-035. 

TYPING , A.P .A. format ; spelling corrections; 
term papers finished quickly . Call 467-9110 . 
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Viewj~g Justice Inside Out 

On Dec. 14, 1979, one month before he was 
scheduled for parole, Benjamin Chavis , the 
32-year-old leader of the so-called Wilmington 
Ten , was released from prison in North Carolina . A 
20-year veteran of the civil rights movement, 
Chav,is had been convicted seven years earlier and 
sentenced to serve 28 to 34 years for arson and 
conspiracy to assault police personnel during a 
1971 racial disturbance. 

On Dec . 10 , 1980, nearly one year after his 
release , the Reverend Chavis is scheduled to speak 
at the School of Social Work and Community Plan
ning on "Institutional Racism , Human Rights and 
the American Justice System." His talk , presented 
by the school's Institutional Racism and Social 
Welfare class, will be held from 10 a .m. - noon in 
the auditorium of the Medical School Teaching 
Facility . 

The Reverend Chavis is currently the director of 
the United Church of Christ Commission for Racial 
Justice. He is also actively involved in the Southern 
Organizing Committee for Economic and Social 
Justice and the National Alliance Against Racist 
and Political Repression. 

A former high school chemistry teacher, the 
Reverend Chavis is an experienced civil rights 
leader who has worked with the late Dr . Martin 
Luther King , Jr. and the Southern °Christian 
Leadership Conference , as well as the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored Peo
ple . His work in the civil rights movement has earn
ed him numerous national and international 
awards , including the 1978 International Huma_n 

Rights Award , presented by the National Institute 
for Policy Studies , and the 1980 Malcolm X Black 
Unity Award . 

Reverend Chavis received a Bachelor of Arts 
degree in chemistry from the University of North 
Carolina. An ordained minister , he has completed 
the ministerial training program of the United 
Church of Christ Commission for Racial Justice and 
has received a Master of Divinity degree from the 
Divinity School of Duke University . He is a former 
associate pastor of the Russell Memorial C.M.E. 
Church of Durham , N.C. and is presently a can
didate for a Doctor of Ministry degree at the 
Howard University School of Religion . 

The Reverend Chavis is the author of two books , 
"An American Political Prisoner Appeals for 
Human Rights" and "Let My People Go - Psalms 
from Prison ." As a member of the Wilmington Ten, 
he was listed by Amnesty International as one of 
America 's political prisoners. 

World Expert 
Lectures on 
Biomedical Chemistry 
Gerald Weissmann . M.D., a leading scholar in the 
field of biomedical sciences . will present the first 
Ors . Samuel Steinberg and H . Boyd Wylie Lecture 
in Biological Chemistry on Wednesday , Dec. 17 at 
4 p.m . in the Medical School Teaching Facility 
auditorium . 

Dr. Weissmann , a professor of medicine and 
director of the division of rheumatology at New 
York University Medical Center, will speak on 
"Leukergy Rediscovered: Neutrophils in Inflamma
tion ." 

In addition to the Steinberg-Wylie lecture . he will 
speak on "Calcium in Cell Activation," Dec . 18 at 
10 :30 a.m . in room 229 , Howard Hall. 

Dr. Weissmann is considered a world expert on 
rheumatism. arthritis and gout. His work has in
cluded the mechanism and treatment of cancer , the 
role of calcium in cell activation and the defense 
mechanisms of white blood cells . He has proposed 
the existence of a final common pathway , namely 
the release of lysosomal enzymes . in all acute ar
thritis . 

Born in Vienna , Dr. Weissmann received his 
medical degree from New York University College 
of Medicine. He continued his training at Mount 
Sinai , Bellevue and New York University hospitals. 
He visited Cambridge , England several times as 
part of his trai'ling in physiology and biophysics and 
also spent a year in Paris. 

Dr. Weissmann is a member of numerous profes
sional societfes, including the American Society of 
Biological Chemists . He has served on the editorial 
boards and / or as editor-in-chief of eight journals . 
among them the "American Journal of Medicine, " 
and is the editor of the widely-read "Cell Mem
branes ." 

Continued on Page 3 
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Colleagues· Honor 
Physical Therapist 
Ruth Latimer. associate professor of physical 
therapy (SM). has received the Florence and Henry 
Kendall Award from the American Physical 
Therapy Association of Maryland for her outstand
ing service to the profession . 

The Kendall Award is the highest honor bestow
ed by the 500-member organization to one of its 
members . It is named in honor of Florence Kendall 
of Severna Park and her later husband Henry, both 
long-time physical therapists . 

Ms . Latimer was the second member of the facul 
ty appointed in the School of Medicine's depart
ment of physical therapy. which was established in 
1956 . With the exception of four years she has 
been with the department since its beginning, serv
ing as teacher and mentor to members of 23 
graduating classes. During her absenses from the 
de13artmen she serv d as phy:;ical th rapist wit!-i 
the American Red Cross in Morocco . as a consul
tant for the U .S . Public Health Service at Baltimore 
City hospitals and as a Democratic candidate for 
the Maryland House of Delegates . 

In addition to professional activities. Ms . Latimer 
is involved in issues concerning women. govern
ment and the handicapped. She is a member of the 
National Organization for Women , the League of 
Women Voters. Common· Cause and the 
Chesapeake Area Society for the Physically Han
dicapped. She is also on the board of trustees of the 
Maryland Society for Crippled Children and 

· Adults. 

Ruth Latimer 
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Health Services 
Has New Hours 
The Student/ Personnel Health office will be open 
Monday through Friday from 7 :30 a .m: until 4 :30 
p .m . 

A staff physician is on duty from 8 :30 a .m. until 
12 :30 p .m . and from 1 p .m . until 4 : 15 p .m . daily . 
A nurse is on duty whenever the office is open . 

Allergy injections will be given from 9 a .m . until 4 
p .m. Monday through Friday if a physician is pre
sent . 

When the Stude nt Health office is closed 
students should go to the Emergency Room at 
University Hospital for emergencies and notify the 
Student Health office when it opens . Employees 
should see their p rivate physician . 

Please note these changes on page 5 of your 
"Student Handbook ." 

Any questions or problems sho uld be referred to 
Mrs. Elizabeth Cioni, administrative aide , at 
X6790 . 

Repeat Performance 
Of Popular Workshop 

The continuing education program at the School of 
Nursing will repeat its popular workshop , "Burnout 
and Stress," on Tuesday , Dec . 9 from 9 a .m . -
4 :30 p .m . at College Park's Center of Adult Educa
tion . 

The workshop , which focuses on the theoretical 
aspects of burnout prevention and stress manage
ment , is designed specifically for nurses working in 
acute or chronic health care environments. 

The workshop will be led by Sallyan Julian Sohr, 
who has developed and presented numerous 
workshops and seminars on burnout as the nurse 

~ coordinator of crisis intervention and management 
at the Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical 
Services . 

Enrollment for the workshop is limited to 
registered nurses . Pre-registration is required and 
there is a $35 fee, which includes a continental 
breakfast , luncheon and all workshop materials . 

The School of Nursing will award 0 .6 continuing 
education units (six contact hours) to nurses who 
participate in the day-long program . 

To register , or for additional information , contact 
the School of Nursing's continuing education pro
gram at X3767. 

.. ... 

Health Sciences Library 
Holiday Schedule 

Dec . 19 8 a .m . - 10 p .m . 
Dec . 20 9 a.m . - 5 p .m . 

Dec . 21 CLOSED 
Dec . 22 9 a.m . - 6 p .m. 

Dec . 23 9 a .m. - 6 p .m . 

Dec . 24 9 a.m. - 5 p .m . 

Dec . 25 CLOSED 
Dec . 26 9 a.m . - 5 p .m . 

Dec . 27 CLOSED 
Dec . 28 CLOSED 
Dec . 29 9 a.m . - 5 p .m . 

Dec. 30 9 a .m . - 5 p.m . 

Dec . 31 9 a .m. - 5 p .m . 
Jan. 1 CLOSED 
Jan . 2 9 a.m . - 5 p .m . 

Jan . 3 9 a.m . - 5 p .m . 
Jan . 4 CLOSED 

A six-foot long submarine sandwich helped medical 

alumni volunteers keep their strength up during the many hours of 

telephoning classmates to solicit pied ges for 

the School of Medicine. 

Medical Alumni Pledge 5 145,000 
Phonathon Reaches Nearly Half the Graduates 
The School of medicine declared the fourth annual 
Medical Alumni Phonathon the most successful ef
fort yet to raise funds for the school. Over 70 local 
alumni volunteers raised $145 ,000 in 10 nights by 
calling their classmates across the country. Several 
classes that will hold reunions in 1981 plan to con
tinue their calls for a few additional evenings which 
will probably bring the ... phonathon total to 
$150,000 . 

The phonathon , chaired by Karl F. Mech , Jr. , 
M.D., contacted 2,000 alumni - almost half of the 
School of Medicine's graduates. Most classes 
doubled last year's pledges and 1970's graduates 

gave, an outstanding response. 
The class of 1954 was the biggest donor , pledg

ing $10 ,945 . Four volunteers form the class were 
responsible for phoning their classmates and bring
ing the class up from second place last year . 

The top alumni volunteers were Dr . Edward Cot
ter , '35. who brought in $8 ,300: Dr . William 
Dunseath. '59. $8,000, and Dr. August King. '59 , 
$7 ,525 . 

The phonathon was also responsible for signing 
up three new members for the John Beale Davidge 
Alliance . which requires a pledge of $1 ,000 a year 
for ten years . , 

Support System Eases Students' Stress 
The prestige of . gaining admission to professional 
school can be hampered by headaches, skin 
rashes , even weight gain or loss once one is actually 
attending classes . Divorces or ~lcohol and drug ad
diction can also occur with freq uency during this 
time . What causes these problems aside from the 
obvious demands on one's time and abilities? Are 
professional students especially susceptible to feel
ings of worthlessness , fear and anxiety? The answer 
is yes , and if you are a student of dentistry , you are 
likely to suffer cases of stress that are most severe 
and unfortunate . 

Mr . Bob Jeffrey , a psychologist in the Dental 
School , believes that dental students are extremely 
vulnerable to stress . "A dental student tends to be a 
perfectionist ,' ' he states . "The student will pay at
tention to fine details and be quite demanding on 
himself and the tangible product that is the result of 
dental treatment. " 

As the only full-time psychologist in the Dental 
School, Mr. Jeffrey lectures on the human factors 
of health care and human behavior in the depart
ment of oral health care delivery . He also counsels 
students with all kinds of Dental School related 
stress . 

Sitting with one' leg thrown over the arm of his 
chair , he explains , "Sometimes a student will come 
in complaining of just having a bad day. Or 
sometimes , one will have a serious problem , and 
we' ll try to solve it together ." 

Students' stories sprinkle his conversation . One 
student in particular pops up with frequency ; 
Garner Morgan , a 1980 Dental School graduate 
now practicing in Mechanicsville , Md . Garner con-

ceived the first parent/ spouse orientation we ever 
had at the Dental School Mr. Jeffrey remembers . 
"He was well familiar with the stress of dental school 
life. He wanted his wife to understand things like 
why he would complain about the price of den
toform teeth , or the smell of the fifth floor. " 

Garner solicited the help of Mr . Jeffrey and in 
itiated parent / spouse orientation three years ago . It 
has become an established part of freshman orien
tation. This past summer , the parent/ spouse orien
tation was organized by dental students Bruce 
Blumenthal , Rochelle Lepor and Maria Matheus , 
the big sister/ brother program and the student af
fairs committee at the Dental School. A record 
number of 86 guests attended . 

The parent/ spouse orientation program has 
paved the way for other programs designed to 
alleviate sources of stress for dental students . 
"Hello-Goodbye ," a videotape of non-verbal com
munication between students and patients made by 
Mr . Jeffrey and Dr . Bruce Mandel (class of 1979) is 
be1ng shown this year to the sophomores . The Stu
dent Dental Association ha~ initiated a larger 
number of social gatherings th is year, for the fun 
and the relaxation they offer . 

"The thing that students worry about the most in 
dental school is getting through it ," Mr. Jeffrey says . 
'They are not as concerned with or have as much 
time to worry about the psychological implications 
or the management problems of their profession ." 

With persons like Mr . Jeffrey to help , the Dental 
School's students' attention to fine details may also 
include the most overlooked detail of all , the health 
of the students themselves. 
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Used book buy-back. Cash for your used books , 
Dec. 8 - 23 from 9 a.m. - 4 p .m. at the Campus 
Bookstore. Please use the 509 W. Lombard St. en
trance. 

Applications for Dental Teacher Training 
Fellowships sponsored by the American Fund for 
Dental Health are now being accepted for the 
1981-82 academic year. 

The fellowships include a $6 ,000 stipend. a 
$500 allowance for each dependent , and full tui 
tion for the school year . The maximum award is 
$10 ,000 per year, and the fellowship may be 
renewed for a second year of study. 

Application forms can be obtained from the 
Director of Programs , American Fund for Dental 
Health , 211 E. Chicago Ave., Chicago, Ill . 60611. 
The deadline for filing is Feb. 1. 

The I.D. Photo Section of the Campus Police 
will be closed from Dec. 24, to Jan . 6. It will reopen 
for regular business on Wednesday Jan. 7 . 

CBRIEF5 

TYSON TILDON, Ph .D., professor of pediatrics, is 
this year's chairman of United Way of Central 
Maryland's Affirmative Action Committee . He was 
one of the main speakers at the first affirmative ac
tion seminar held by United Way in November . The 
seminar, attended by several hundred persons , was 
designed to bring United Way representatives up
to-date on current affirmative action policies. 

PETER WARSCHAWSKI , Ph .D., assistant pro
fessor of epidemiology and preventive medicine 
and psychiatry, had his paper, "The Introduction of 
Medical Students to Gerontology and Geriatrics ," 
delivered at the 33rd Annual Scientific Meeting of 
the Gerontological Society in San Diego at the end 
of November . 

LUIS QUERAL, M.D. , assistant professor of 
surgery, was officially welcomed as a Fellow of the 
International College of Surgeons at the annual 
meeting of the United States section of the Interna
tional College of Surgeons in early November. !CS 
is an international federation of general practicing 
surgeons and surgical specialists. Its 12,000 
members represent 111 nations . 

DR. AINA 0 . NUCHO , an associate professor at 
the School of Social Work and Community Plan
ning , recently presented a paper , "The Fine Art of 
Diagnosis in Art Therapy ," at the annual con
ference of the American Art Therapy Association . 
Dr. Nucho currently serves on several of the 
association's committees , including the Peer Stand
ards Review Board . 

DR . JOHN L. McADOO , an associate professor at 
the School of Social Work and Community Plan
ning , delivered a paper, "Father-Child Interaction 
Patterns in Self-Esteem: Implications for Educa
tional Research ," at the Concerned Leaders in 
Educational Administration and Research Con
ference , held Nov . 9-11 in Baltimore. -
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Law Clerks Witness the Prosecution 
"Most law students are defense-oriented ." says at
torney David H . Hugel. "They graduate from law 
school with a very one-sided view of life and usually 
don 't think a1JOut the prosecution until they start 
looking for their first job." 

The prosecution is one thing David Hugel knows 
all about . A former assistant state's attorney for 
Baltimore County and a member of both the 
Maryland State's Attorneys' Association and the 
National Association of Prosecutor Coordinators. 
Mr. Hugel currently serves as the first state's at
torneys' coordinator in the history of Maryland. 

"I guess you could say I'm one of a kind." Mr. 
Hugel laughs. His office. located at the University 
of Maryland Law School. was established three 
years ago by the Maryland General Assembly in 
response to requests from the Maryland State's At
torneys' Association . 

"The association r,ecognized there was a real 
need for someone who could give a sense of con 
tinuity to the work being done by the state's pro
secutors ," Mr. Hugel explains , "so it lobbied for the 
creation of the coordinator's position ." 

The state's attorneys' coordinator is specifically 
charged with implementing specialized training pro
grams and providing technical information on cur
rent criminal law developments for Maryland's 24 
state's attorneys and their professional staffs. 

"It's a big job ," Mr. Hugel admits. To date , the 
office has sponsored over a dozen training 
seminars and continuing education programs , 
primarily for attorneys and law enforcement per
sonnel, on topics ranging from trial advocacy and 
white collar crime to the investigation of homicide 
cases and arson. 

DR. JOSEPH W. BYRON, professor of phar
macology and experimental therapeutics (SM), has 
been appointed to the Board of Scientific 
Counselors for the Division of Cancer Treatment , 
National Cancer Institute , NIH. The board has the 
responsibility of advising the director of the Division 
of Cancer Treatment on the diyisi<;m: s overall pro
gram. 

A present member of the Council of the Interna
tional Society for Experimental Hematology , Dr. 
Byron has also been appointed to the editorial 
board of a new journal called "Stem Cells ." The in
ternational publication deals with the kinetics and 
mechanisms underlying cellular differentiation and 
proliferation . 

GLADYS S . KRAFT, an assistant professor at the ~ 
School of Social Work and Community Planning , 
and THOMAS V. VASSIL , an associate professor 
at the same school, are conducting a series of seven 
consecutive training workshops at the Johns 
Hopkins Medical Center . The theme of the 
workshop series is "The Use of Groups in the 
Medical Setting. " 

DR . CHARLES M. CITRENBAUM, an assistant 
professor at the School of Social Work and Com
munity Planning , recently received a contract from 
the W .B. Saunders Publishing Company to co
author a text , "Creative Communication for Help
ing Professionals. " 

IRVING KESSLER , M.D., professor and chairman 
of the department of epide miology and preventive 
medicine , and PETER WARSCHAWSKI , Ph .D., 
assistant professor in the department , both chaired 
workshops on research issues at the American 
Medical Association Fourth National Conference 
on the Impaired Physician in early November in 
Baltimore. 

In addition. the office publishes "The Maryland 
Prosecutor ... a bi-monthly newsletter former Iv 
issued by the Maryland State's Attorneys· Associa
tion . The newsletter. which is distributed to all of 
Maryland's elected state's attorneys. features 
educational programs. conferences . publications 
and other items of interest to prosecutors. as well as 
a synopsis of recent criminal decisions made by the 
Maryland Court of Appeals . the Court of Special 
Appeals and the United States Supreme Court. 

"These (case synopses) are particularly helpful 
because they help to eliminate the lag time which 
usually occurs between the time an opinion is 
issued and the time it is formally reported to the 
members of the bar and the general public ," notes 
Mr . Hugel. He estimates that 70 to 80 percent of 
the opinions contained in "The Maryland Pro
secutor" have not been formally reported. 

The Office of State's Attorneys' Coordinator also 
has a rather specialized function which was not 
spelled out when it was created by the General 
Assembly . Simply by its location at the Law School. 
the office has helped to expose some Maryland law 
students to the fine art practiced by the prosecuting 
attorney . Several students have served in the office 
as law clerks: more are expected to in the future . 

"We are not a trial-oriented operation . so we 
cannot provide students with the kind of hands-on 
experience that a clinic can offer." Mr. Hugel ad
mits . "Nonetheless. our role as liaison to the 
various state's attorneys and the research we con
duct prove to be both very exciting and educa
tional ." 

DR. ROBERT KERR , director of the department of 
clinical pharmacy in the Pharmacy School , 
presented a paper , "Clinical Pharmacy Certifica
tion ," at the American College of Clinical Phar
macy meeting held in Boston . Dr . Kerr has been 
selected one of the "Outstanding Young Men of 
America" for 1980 by the U.S. Jaycees. He was 
nominated by Dean William Kinnard . 

DR. LOUIS MURDOCK , director of the Office of 
Student Affairs Coordination has been selected to 
serve on the Policy Board for the Teacher Corps 
Project in Baltimore City . The project is designed to 
provide students in Baltimore's Dunbar High 
School with information and preparation for health 
related careers. 

Steinberg-Wylie Talk 
From Page 1 

Dr . Weissmann has received over a half dozen 
awards. including the Lila Gruber Cancer Research 
Award in 1979. and has written over 200 papers. 

Samuel Steinberg , M.D., class of 1936. 
established the Steinberg-Wylie lecture in memory 
of H. Boyd Wylie. M. D .. who devoted his career to 
medical education at the University of Maryland . A 
1912 graduate of the Baltimore Medical College. 
Dr. Wylie served as professor and chairman of the 
department of biochemistry and as dean of the 
School of Medicine. 

Dr. Steinberg , a Philadelphia family physician. 
stipulated that the annuaf lecture be delivered by 
distinguished individuals in the field of biological 
chemistry with the ability to influence and inspire 
young investigators and students. 

Dr. Weissmann's presentations are open to the 
campus community. 
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CfllENDAR OF 
~tl15 

All calendar entries must be re_ceiued no later than the close of 
business on the Thursday two weeks prior to publication . 

MONDAY, DECEMBER 8 
Noon - Family Practice Grand Rounds (UMH): 
"Exercise Testing," by Dr. Michael Kelemen , 
Union Memorial Hospital. UMH, -Rm. 1-1157. 
1 p·.m. - Biological Chemistry Seminar (SM): 
"Mechanism of Calcium Transport in 
Sarcoplasmic Reticulum - Various Reaction 
Intermediates and Interaction of Subunits ," by Dr. 
Noriaki Ikemoto, Boston Biomedical Research 
Institute . HH, · Rm. 229. 
3:30 p.m. - Endocrine Conference (UMH): 
"Masculinization of a 30-year-old Female -
Diagnosis and Treatment ," by Dr. Bruce 
Hamilton , VA Hospital. UMH , Rm . 3-304. 
4 p.m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 
(SM): "Allosteric Interactions in Myocardial 
Muscarinic Acetylcholine Receptors ," by Dr. 
Antonio Sastre , JHU. HH , Rm . 4-426. 
4 - 5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH): "Anesthesia for Coronary Artery Bypass 
Graft, " by Dr. Mario Penafiel. UMH , Rm . 8-210. 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 9 
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Medical Grand Rounds 
(UMH): "Primary Hyperaldosteronism," by Dr . 
Alfonso H . Janoski , and "Idiopathic 
Thrombocytopenic Purpura ," by Dr . Michael 
Klein . Sophomore Lecture Hall , HH. 
Noon - Movies presented by the United 
Episcopal Ministry at the Baltimore Student Union 
on campus . 
Noon - Medical Grand Rounds (SM). HH, 
Freshman Lecture Hall. 
1 - 2 p.m. - Brown-Bag Lunch Series: 
"Descartes' Medical Philosophy: The Place of 
Mind in Compound Bodies," by Dr. Richard 
Carter. HHT, Rm . 12-035. 
4 p.m. - Pediatric Research Conference (SM) : 
"Regional Cerebral Metabolism in Aging ," by Dr. 
Edythe London , National Institute on Aging . 
HHT, Rm . 10-043. 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBERlO 
7:30 a.m. - Neuroradiology Conference 
(UMH) . UMH , 2nd floor, Rad . Conf. Rm . 

CU\$1Fl£C!) 

Cumpus classified is a free seru1ce to all n1emlu rs of the 
unwers1ty community on a space (ll'a1/able bas,s All ads must 
be submitted to Happen111gs Fd1tor . University Relnt1ons . 
Lombard Budding . There is a two-time p1Jblicot1on limit . If 
rt>sponding to an ad from o]f campus . precede extension by 
528. 

FOR SALE 
CARPETS, 1 - 9' x 10', 1 - 9' x 12', Green 
w/ matching runners 27" x 36" , and 27" x 54" ; 
World Book Child Craft , new still in carton ; storm 
door 35" x 78"; best offer_ Call-945-0237. 
HOUSE. 3 BR, new double pane-windows; gas 
hot water , furnace, and range ; sideyard with ' 
greenhouse & storage building; dishwasher, 
washer , dryer. 4 .5 miles from UMBC or 2 .5 
miles from UMAB. $27 ,000. or offer. Call 
945-5438 eves . 
FURNITURE, 5-piece Spanish-style living room 
set, $200. Call 969-1907 eves. 

9 a.m. - Clinico-neuropathological Conference 
(SM). UMH , Rm . B-1125. 
9 a.m. · 5 p.m. - Continuing Dental Education 
Course (DS): "Cephalometrics for the Dental 
Auxiliary," by Dr. William M. Davidson . OS , Rm . 
3-A-24 . 
10 a.m. - Clinical Neurology Conference . 
UMH , Rm . 12-1240 . 
10:30 a.m. - MIEMSS Morbidity and Mortality 
Conference combined with Morning Rounds . 
UMH , Pediatric Conference Rm , 5th floor. 
11 a.m. ·- Neurosurgery Grand Rounds (SM). 
UMH , Rm . 12-1240. 
Noon - Pediatric Grand Rounds (UMH) . UMH , 
Rm . 1-704 . 
Noon - 1 p.m. - Weekly Therapy Group for 
Family Members where there is alcoholism or 
chemical dependency led by Ms. Delpha Wright 
and Dr. Charles Whitfield . Redwood Hall , Rm. 
208. 
Noon · 1:15 p.m. - Housestaff Conferences 
(UMH): "Malabsorption," by Dr. Sudhir K. Dutta . 
UMH , Rm . 3-1151. 
12:30 p.m. - Pediatric Grand Rounds (SM) : 
"Diabetes," by Dr. Shin-Wen Huang . UMH , Rm. 
1-704. 
7 p.m. - Holy Eucharist, UMH , Newman 
Center. 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER ll 
Noon · 1:15 p.m. - Housestaff Conferences 
(UMH): "Vasculitis," by Dr. John Wolfe Blotzer. 
UMH , Rm. 3-1151. 
1:30 p.m. - Alcoholism Group Therapy , UMH , 
Rm. G-1258 . 
4 p.m. - Anesthesiology Grand Rounds 
(UMH). UMH , Rm . 8210. 
5 - 6:45 p.m. - Maryland Cancer Program 
(UMH): "Bone Marrow Transplants in the 
Treatment of Human Malignancies, " by Dr. 
George W. Santos . IPHB, Rm. 1-704. 

FRI DAY, DECEMBER 12 
11 a.m. - Microbiology Seminar Schedule 
(DS): "Use of a Tissue Culture System to Test 
the Relative Effects of Endotoxins," by Dr. L. 
Page . HHH , Rm. 2-A-10 . 
11 :30 a.m. - Medical Chief of Service Rounds 
(UMH). UMH, Rm . 3-1151. 
11:30 · 1 p.m. - Weekly Friday Conference 
(SM): 'The Outcome as Cause: Pre-destination 
and Human Cloning. (A discussion of Gene 
Environment Interaction as the Barrier to 
Producing Identical Phenotypes from Identical 
Zygotes) ," by Dr. Leon Eisenberg , Harvard 
School of Medicine. UMH, Rm. 1-704. 
1 · 2 p.m. - Epidemiology and Preventive 
Medicine Seminars (SM) : "Extended Follow-up of 
the University Group Diabetes Program," by Dr. 
Barbara L. Hawkins. HHT, Rm . 13-042. 

FOR RENT 
APT , Pikesville area , LR , DR, 2 BR, bath , 
carpeted throughout, couple only , $250. mo., 
avail. Jan. 1, references required. Call 356-7154. 

HELP WANTED 
SHIPPING-RECEIVING CLERK. full time , apply 
Campus Bookstore . 511 W. Lombard St. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
CARPOOL, need drivers to share existing 
carpool from Route 40/ Rolling Rd . to UMAB 
and downtown. Call 396-2295. 
CATS, male & female, found, very affectionate, 
need good home before winter sets in . Call Tim 
X7245 or 789-9566 eves . 
RMMT, wanted starting January, Harbor Loft 
Apts . , $150 mo. Call Jane 547-8082. 
RMMT, share apt in Ellicott City or wi ll share 
your apt., if you have any leads please let me 
know by leaving a message in #739 SSW&CP or 
at X36 72 for Diane McGinley. 
TYPING & EDITING , science papers , technical 
reviews, research and term papers , will correct 
grammar and edit to proper style for your subject. . 
Call Rose 752-2893 eves; leave message and 
phone number if not in. 

1:30 p.m. - School of Pharmacy Research 
Seminar (SP) : "Parkinson's Disease: Past, 
Present, and Future," by Dr. Kenneth E. Moore , 
Michigan State University. AHPB , Rm . 514. 
2 p.m. - Pulmonary Conference (SM) : Case 
oriented . UMH , Rm . 3-C . 
2 · 3:30 p.m. - Neurology Grand Rounds . 
Psych Institute, Rm . 1-704. 
3:30 p.m. - Pulmonary Diseases and Thoracic 
Surgery Conference (SM) : Case oriented . IPHB, 
Rm . 1-704. 
SATURDAY,DECEMBER13 
8:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Surgery Basic Science 
Seminar (UMH) : "Fibrous Tumors ," by Dr. John 
E. Kenzora . UMH , Rm . G-1258. 
9 a.m. - Surgical Grand Rounds (UMH): Case 
Presentations On : "Manifestations of G .L 
Disease ," by Dr. William Bouchelle . UMH , Rm. 
1-704 . 
9:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Surgery Grand 
Rounds (UMH) : "Complications of CDH," by Dr. 
Claudia Thomas , and Clinical Case Presentation 
by Dr. Montague Blundon, III. UMH, Rm . 
G-1258 . 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 14 
10 a.m. - Protestant Worship Service UMH , 
13-West, Visitor's Lounge . 
11 a.m. - Catholic Mass , UMH , Newman 
Center. 
11 a.m. - Roman Catholic Mass, UMH , 
13-West, Visitor's Lounge . 
5 p.m. - Worship Service, UMH , Newman 
Center. 
MONDAY, DECEMBER15 
3:30 p.m. - Endocrine Conference (UMH) . 
Case Presentation from University of Maryland 
Hospital. UMH, Rm. 3-304. 
4 p.m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 
(SM) : "Use of Fluorescent Markers to Study 
Membrance Fluidity, " by Dr. Richard Pagano, 
Carnegie Institute of Washington. HH, Rm . 
4-426. 
4 · 5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH) : "Technique and Cardiopulmonary By
pass Graft ," by Dr. Robert Pfefferkorn. UMH , 
Rm. 8-210. 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER16 
8 · 10 a.m. - Opthalmology Grand Rounds 
(UMH) . Grand Rounds. UMH , Departmental 
Offices. 
10:30 a.m. - Opthalmology Lecture Schedule 
(UMH): "Retinoplastoma," by Dr. Michael 
Sandler. UMH , Rm. 5-1134. 

11:30 a.m. · 1 p.m. - Medical Grand Rounds 
(UMH): "Motivating the Alcoholic Patient into 
RX ," by Dr. Charles Whitfield , and "Spontaneous 
Bacterial Peritonitis ." by Dr . David B. Posner. 
HH , Sophomore Lecture Hall . 

LOST, long nylon or acrylic scarf on Tuesday, 
Oct . 29, between SSW and Koester's parking lot , 
pale blue-gray print, Call Pat X7004. 
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Challenge Set by 08/GYN Head 
~· 

Dr. Caryle Crenshaw, Jr. 

Dr. Carlyle Crenshaw, Jr ., a specialist in mater
nal-fetal medicine and the former E. C . Hamblen 
Professor of Family Planning and Reproductive 
Medicine at Duke University, has been appointed 
professor and chairman of the School of Medicine's 
department of obstetrics and gynecology. 

Dr. Crenshaw received his M.D . degree from 
Duke and did his internship and residency training 
there . Then he spent two years at Yale University 
as a fellow in uterine and fetal physiology . 

His special interests include the physiology of the 
placenta and fetus in utero and particularly the con
trol of uterine blood flow. He is also interested in 
placental and fetal metabolism . His basic research , 
which he hopes to continue at the University of 
Maryland, uses the pregnant sheep as a model. Dr. 
Crenshaw's clinical research involves diabetes in 
pregnancy and prematurity. With his wife Dr '. 
Lillian Blackman, a neonatologist who joins the 
department of pediatrics in January, he directed 
Duke's perinatal medicine program. 

Dr. Crenshaw's long-term goal for the depart
ment of obstetrics and gynecology is to make it 
"one of the best in the country" in the next five to 
ten years . "I'm enthusiastic about this challenge," 
he said , "and encouraged about the support given 
to the development by the School of Medicine and 
hospital administrations." 

Immediate objectives include the recruitment of 
young faculty out of residency and fellowship pro
grams to replace those lost to retirement and 

Continued on Page 3 
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Schreiber Tribute 
Benefits Students 
The University of Maryland School of Law an
nounced the establishment of the Ronald L. 
Schreiber Scholarship Fund. Set up to honor the 
memory of the 1958 Law Schoof graduate, the 
fund will provide financial assistance to a law stu
dent of outstanding merit or need . 

The Schreiber Scholarship Fund provides for the 
dean of the School of Law to award a scholarship 
to a deserving student who, in the dean's judge
ment, is most worthy of being known as the Ronald 
Schreiber Scholar. Beginning in the fall of 1981, 
the award will be made annually. 

The Schrieber Fund was established as a lasting 
tribute to Mr . Schreiber by his family and friends . 
Mr. Schreiber, who passed away last summer, 
served Maryland for over 20 years in a variety of 
capacities, culminating in his appointment as one of 
former Gov . Marvin Mandel's key legislative aides. 

The fund will be managed as a permanently en
dowed fu nd within the University of Maryland 
Foundation . Any unexpended income from the 
fund will be added to the principal to assure the · 
fund's continued growth . 

The fund will be open-ended so that additional 
contributions may be made at any time. To date, a 
total of 85 donors have contributed over $7,500 
towards the scholarship. 

"This is an excellent beginning ," noted Robert G . 
Smith, the vice president for University Develop
ment. "We hope the Ronald Schreiber Scholarship 
will continue to grow in the years ahead ." 

School Clos ings , 
Don't Bet On It Divorce's l01pact on Children 
The cold weather is bound to be upon us soon and 
with it come snow, ice and treacherous driving con
ditions . If you are wondering about school closings 
and how to find out about them , here is the infor
mation. 

We never close. 
The general policy of the campus is to remain 

open under all weather conditions . When condi
tions are of such severity as to necessitate some 
change in this policy' individual deans will contact 
the chancellor for concurrence on any cancella
tions. If any school does close, the University Rela
tions office will contact the Baltimore and 
Washington radio stations. Announcements will be 
made on nearly every station so you should get the 
word. By the way , don't try to close the school by 
calling the station yourself. That prank does not 
work as each station has a different code word 
which must be given with notices of school closings. 

If you want to know if your school is open, call 
the school or the University Relations office 
(X7820) . But your best bet is to buy some heavy 
boots and snow tires and plan to be here. 

This snow policy applies only to the professional 
schools. The hospital is always open for service 
regardless of the weather. . 

The third annual conference of The Maryland Inter
disciplinary Council for Children and Adolescents 
will be held Jan . 24 at The Sheppard and Enoch 
Pratt Hospital in Towson . A panel of seven profes
sionals will discuss the impact of divorce on children 
and their families. 

Rep. Barbara Mikulski will introduce the three 
and a half hour program "Divorce and Custody in 
the 80's: In Whose Best Interest?" Judge Paul A. 
Dorf, of the Supreme Bench of Baltimore City, will 
detail recent legal trends in divorce, while Nicholas 
V. Conti, chief psychiatric social worker for the 
Supreme Bench of Baltimore , will explore the im
pact of divorce proceedings on the child . 

The conference will also include the perspectives 
of the educator , physician and psychologist. 
Richard Gamble , from the division of special 
education of the State Department of Education, 
witi address the impact of divorce on the learning 
environment of the child. Dr. William Wimmer, 
chief of child psychiatry at Baltimore City Hospital · 
and clinical assistant professor at University of 
Maryland department of psychiatry, , and Lawrence 
Pakula , assistant professor of pediatrics at Johns 
Hopkins School . of Medicine , will provide two 
medical viewpoints of divorce. Dr. Alfred A. Luc-

co, a psychologist at the University of Maryland 
School of Social Work and Community Planning, 
will review current research on "the best interests of 
the child." 

The Maryland Interdisciplinary Council, which 
includes fifteen professional organizations and 
government agencies among its members, was 
formed three and a half years ago in order to pro
mote more exchange between children's specialists 
of different disciplines. At present, physicians, at
torneys, social workers, educators, psychologists, 
and other professionals who deal with children are 
represented on the council, in addition to officials 
from three state agencies and the Governor's Office 
for Children and Youth. 

The conference is open to professionals and 
students in human services and is designated for 
continuing education credit for physicians and 
psychologists; credit for social workers is pending. 
There is a $10 registration fee for the conference; 
students , interns, residents, and trainees may at
tend free of charge . For further information about 
the meeting contact Dr. Theodore H. Kaiser, 
chairperson of the council, by telephone at 
484-7162, or by writing, P.O . Box 23, Stevenson, 
Md . 21153 . 
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Reverse Isolation and ICU Facility at BCRP 
A special facility for the prevention of infection 
among acute cancer patients is now up to full 
capacity at the Baltimore Cancer Research Pro
gram located in the University of Maryland 
Hospital. The eight bed combination intensive care 
and isolation unit uses the principle of laminar air 
flow, and air filtration technology first developed for 
the United States space program . 

The basic principle of the laminar or layered air 
flow room involves the construction of a HEPA 

- (high efficient particulate air) filter in one entire 
wall , floor to ceiling and wall to wall. This filter pro
vides the only air entry to the room creating a 
"wall" of sterile air which moves in a layered pattern 
across the room exiting at the most distant 
downstream point. The laminar pattern insures that 
any microorganism introduced into the setting will 
not only be carried out in the air stream , but will be 
carried out at approximately the same level at 

· which it was introduced, minimizing its chance for 
contact with the patient. 

The LAF rooms greatly increase the survival time 
for patients undergoing intensive chemotheraphy. 
More than 25 % of all patients with acute leukemia 
die not from the cancer itself, but from infections 
developed while they are receiving remission in
duction chemotherapy. A much greater percentage 
of these people develop less severe but still life
threatening diseases. At least half of these infec
tions are the ·result of organisms acquired in the 
hospital. Research has confirmed what logic sug
gests: the number of these infections can be 
substantially reduced - and patients' survival time 
increased - if patients can · be kept isolated from 
disease-causing agents . Yet such reverse isolation, 
as it's called, has been physically difficult to main
tain and can be psychologically devastating to the 
cancer victim already under tremendous stress. 

Recognizing that the psychological burdens on 
cancer patients are enormous and that reverse 

· isolation may tend · to hitensify them, several 
sterilization systems have been developed to allow 
patients the maximum amount of control over their 
personal functions and environment. Instead of the 
bottled water used in other LAF rooms, patients at 
BCRP have sterile hot and cold running water. AH 
eight rooms, a four room section for reverse isola
tion and a four room section for intensive care, 
have sterilized sinks and toilets, eliminating the 
need for bed pans for ambulatory patients. Since 
patients are not expected to remain in the ICU's for _ 
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Dotted lines on this floor plan of a laminar air flow room indicate the movement of sterile air emmanating 
from HEPA (high efficient particulate air) filters . The filters bathe the room in a stream of sterile air. Sferile 
water and sanitation systems and other special features creates a protective environment for acute cancer 
patients undergoing intensive chemotherapy. 

an extended period , these units have specially 
designed folding toilets rather than the standard size 
flush commodes found in the longer term reverse 
isolation rooms . The four reverse isolation units 
also have showers . This complete water system not 
only substantially reduces the workload for the staff 
but dramatically improves the psychological climate 
of longer term isolation for the patient. 

The eight rooms are arranged in a semicircular 
configuration around a central nursing station, 
sterile supply area and utility room with the reverse 
isolation units physically separated from the inten
sive care ones. All of the rooms, however, contain 

a single bed and essentially the same equipment 
and are intended to function in either capacity as 
needed. This is the only such dual purpose LAF 
facility in existence. 

In December 1969, BCRP became the second 
cancer center in the United States to install a 
laminar air flow room. The new facility at BCRP is 
the product of more than a decade of observation 
and experimentation with LAF technology under 
the leadership of Dr . Stephen Schimpf£, head of 
the Infection Research Section who designed many 
of the new facilities special features and Dr. Peter 
Wiernik, director of BCRP. 

Exchanging Gifts - A Matter of Policy Deck the Halls , Safely 
As Christmas draws near, more and more people 
around town will be overheard proclaiming a 
familiar seasonal greeting. No, it won't be "Merry 
Christmas" or "Happy Holidays." And it's not 
"Joyeux Noel" or even "Feliz Navidad. " 

Unfortunately , it's that time-honored Christmas 
saying, "Well , I can always take it back," usually 
muttered indiscreetly as holiday gift recipients find 
themselves face to face with an electric bacon 
straightener or a statue of a naked lady with a clock 
in her stomach . 

If you find yourself on the wrong end of one of 
these items or something even worse , you might do 
well to heed the advice of J . Joel Woodey, a pro
fessor at the University of Maryland School of Law. 
Professor Woodey warns that there is really no law 
which requires merchants to exchange gifts or offer 
refunds for undamaged goods. 

"Exchanging gifts is really just a gratuitous 
response on the part of the store," says the con
sumer law specialist. "It makes good business sense 
for the store to offer exchanges or refunds , but 
there is really no legal basis for such practices." 

Professor Woodey notes that, according to the 
strictest interpretation of contract law, "when Party 
A purchases goods from Party B and the goods 
conform to the original expectations of the buyer, 
Party A has no real legal recourse should he decide 

he wants to negate the purchase , Moreover, when 
the goods purchased are subsequently given to a 
third party, that person becomes a mere third party 
beneficiary who is unlikely to have any rights of ex
change unless the product is, in some way, defec
tive ." 

So where does that leave you and your bacon 
straightener? " If a store does refuse to take back a 
gift , you could always take the matter to small 
claims court ," says Professor Woodey. "Since ex
changing gifts , particularly at Christmas time, has 
become such a well-founded tradition , it is possible 
that it carries the force of common law. But the time 
and effort involved in going to court , not to men
tion the expense , makes this option very imprac
tical." 

Since most stores have the power to dictate their 
own terms with regard to exchanges and refunds , 
Professor Woodey recommends paying very close 
attention to the store's · exchange policy whenever 
purchasing a gift. "Most stores require an exchange 
in kind to be accepted . This prevents people from 
cashing in their gifts just to obtain their monetary 
value. " 

Professor Woodey also points out that most 
stores now require the sales slip to be returned with 
the gift and the gift to be returned by a certain date . 
"This year , many stores are setting Jan . 3 as their 
cutoff date," he warns . 

To insure a safe holiday season, the following do's 
and don'ts of decorating will be in effect. 
• All trees must be artificia and flameproof . -
• Cotton , paper and other flammable decorations 
are not permitted ; this includes all wall decorations. 
Non-combustible "snow" and "angel hair" as well 
as fire resistive glass or metal decorations are okay . 
• Due to the need for energy conservation , elec
tric lights are discouraged . However, if used , they 
must be labeled with the UL (Underwriter's 
Laboratory) or FM (Factory Mutual) approval. 
• Do not use scotch tape , glue or other fixatives 
that will pull off the paint on walls or ceilings . 

Decorations must be taken down Jan . 7. 

Health Sciences Library 
Holiday Schedule 

Dec. 19 8 ·a .m . - 10 p .m . Dec . 28 CLOSED 
Dec . 20 9 a.m . - 5 p .m . Dec . 29 9 a.m . - 5 p .m . 

Dec . 21 CLOSED Dec. 30 9 a.m . - 5 p .m . 
Dec. 22 9 a.m . - 6 p .m . Dec. 31 9 a.m . - 5 p .m . 
Dec . 23 9 a.m . - 6 p .m . 
Dec . 24 9 a.m . - 5 p .m . Jan . 1 CLOSED 
Dec. 25 CLOSED Jan . 2 9 a.m . - 5 p .m . 

Dec . 26 9 a.m . - 5 p .m . Jan . 3 9 a.m . - 5 p .m . 

Dec. 27 CLOSED Jan . 4 CLOSED 
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Used book buy-back. Cash for your used books, 
Dec . 8 - 23 from 9 a .m . - 4 p .m . at the Campus 
Bookstore . Please use the 509 W. Lombard St. en
trance . 

For the first time on this campus, a January 
course on mass spectrometry is being offered 
by the department of medicinal chemistry and 
pharmacognosy , School of Pharmacy . Mass spec
trometry is an instrumental technique to resolve 
analytical problems. It can apply to biochemistry , 
pharmacology, toxicology, and other biomedical 
areas . The course will provide a "hands on" ex
perience with a mass spectro~eter. Contact Dr . 
Patrick Callery for further information at X7440 . 

"Monday's Ministers," a four-part study of Chris
tian daily living, will meet Jan . 7, 14, 21 and 28 
(Wednesdays) from 8 to 9 :30 p .m. at the Newman 
Center , 712 W. Lombard St. 

The purpose of the workshops , sponsored by the 
Episcopal campus ministry, is to identify areas of 
lay ministry in daily living and work, to explore the 
priesthood of the people of God, to be aware of 
ways your faith sustains you and to understand the 
Biblical view of work. 

The leader of the workshops will be the Rev. Lin
wood W . Garrenton. For more information call the 
Rev . Garrenton , 945-0002, Ms. Linda Rever, 
823-0752 or Mr. Raymond Barnes 644~6288. 

The I.D. Photo Section of the Campus Police 
will be closed from Dec. 24, to Jan. 6 . It will reopen 
for regular business on Wednesday Jan. 7 . 

Christmas trees for sale to benefit charity spon
sored by the Psychiatry Research patients . 
Beautiful six-foot tall spruce is only $16. Call James · 
Clements at 455-7205 to order. 

Walter T . Wilkie-, pipe---majorof-the.fohn- F. Nicoll 
Bagpipe Band in Baltimore, will perform in the 
Health Sciences Library vestibule at 4 p .m . on Dec . 
19. There will be a reception following the perfor
mance . 

<BRIEFS 

DR. RICHARD F . MAYER , professor of 
neurology , participated in a conference on 
"Thymectomy in Myasthenia Gravis" at the Kroc 
Foundation for Medical Research in Santa Barbara , 
Ca ., Nov. 10-14. He also presented a paper, 
"Thymocytes and Serum Antibodies to Nucleic 
Acids in Myasthenia Gravis ," at the International 
Conference on Myasthenia Gravis in New York, 
Dec . 2-4. The paper was written in collaboration 
with DR. S . W . HUANG and JULIE YANG of the 
department of pediatrics . 

DR. RICHARD D. RICHARDS, professor and 
chairman of the department of ophthalmology, was 
elected chairman of the Council of the Southern 
Medical Association at its 74th Annual Scientific 
Assembly in San Antonio . Organized in 1906 to 
develop and foster scientific medicine, the SMA is 
comprised of 26,000 physicians of all specialties 
from 17 southern states. Dr. Richards has held 
numerous offices within the organization since join
ing it in 1963. 

Doctor Lectures in Sweden, Germany 
Dr. Mordecai P . Blaustein, professor and chairman 
of the department of physiology , (SM) participated 
in the Second N_obel Conferenc,e in Stockholm 
Dec. 7-9 . Dr . Blaustein's symposium lecture was 
" Exitation -Secretion Coupling: The Role of 
Calcium ." 

The symposium, sponsored by the Karolinska In
stitute and the Swedish Nobel Committee, preced
ed the Nobel Prize ceremonies on Dec.10. It com
memorated the 75th anniversary of the discovery 
that synaptic transmission may be mediateti by 
chemical agents such as adrenaline . It also honored 
the tenth anniversary of the awarding of the Nobel 
Prize to Professors Ulf von Euler , Julius Axelerod 

and Bernard Katz for their work on chemical 
neurotransmission, as well as Professor von Euler's 
75th birthday . 

While in Europe, Dr. Blaustein will visit Dr. 
Gabriel Pinter , professor of physiology , (SM) who 
is a guest scientist at the medical school in Hanover , 
West Germany. In Hanover , Dr . Blaustein will pre
sent a lecture on "The Salt Connection ; Sodium 
Ions , Calcium Transport and Hypertension ." He 
will also visit the Max Planck Institute for Biophysics 
in Frankfurt , where he will lecture on "Recent Ex
periments on the Mechanisms of Sodium-Calcium 
Exchange ." 

"I always said it would be a cold day in December when the School of Social Work and Community Plan• 
ning got itself a new building," quipped Dr. Ruth H. Young, dean , at ground-breaking ceremonies for the 
school's new $5.5 million structure . The half-frozen crowd who gathered for the festivities included (above , 
seated left to right) Un iversity President John S. Toll;Constance Lieder, secretary of the State Department of 
Planning; Dr. Albin 0 . Kuhn , special assistant to President Toll; U.S. Rep. Barbara A. Mikulski; A. Paul 
Moss, treasurer and Dr. Louis L. Kaplan , retired chairman of the Board of Regents. 

Free Flicks in January 
An invitation is extended to the entire UMAB com-_ 
munity for a unique opportunity this January . Each 
Wednesday at 11 a .m . a movie based on one of 
Charles Dickens' novels will be shown in the 
Freshman Lecture Hall in Howard Hall Tower. Ad
mission is free , so bring your popcorn and settle 
back for a glimpse of 19th century England . 

The schedule for the Wednesday matinees in-
cludes: 

"Nicholas Nickelby" - Jan . 7 
"David Copperfield" - Jan . 14 
"Great Expectations" - Jan. 21 
"Dombey and Sons" - Jan . 28 

Who,s Who Picks Leaders 
The 1981 edition of "Who's Who Among Students 
In American Colleges and Universities" lists seven 
students from the School of Pharmacy, who have 
been selected as being among the country's most 
outstanding campus leaders . 

The students who were selected on the basis of 
their academic achievements, service to the com
munity · and leadership in extracurricular activities 
are: 

Mary-Therese Andres, Nancy A . Baros, 
Kathleen A. Dunn , Manuel F . Hernandez, Jane K. 
Logan, Gary H . Magnus and Charles Philip Volk. 

Crenshaw Plans 
From Page 1 
resignation. Dr. Crenshaw also plans to renovate 
the facilities in the department which are "inade
quate and antiquated." 

Strengthening the obstetrical and gynecological 
services, including all subspecialties, is also high on 
Dr. Crenshaw's list of priorities. He plans to 
establish a maternal-fetal medicine fellowship pro
gram by the summer of i982, with oncology and 
endocrinology fellowship programs to follow . In
strumental in establishing a maternal transport 
system in North Carolina , Dr . Crenshaw hopes to 
do the same in Maryland. 

In an effort to develop a closer affiliation with 
Mercy Hospital and a better amalgamation of ser
vices between that facil ity and the University of 
Maryland , two new faculty members will be 
recruited by Dr. Crenshaw to be based at Mercy . 
He also plans to better integrate the practicing 
obstetrician/ gynecologist in the Baltimore area into 
clinical teaching at the School of Medicine . 

Dr. Crenshaw is a diplomate of the American 
Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology and American 
Board of Maternal and Fetal Medicine. He is a 
member of numerous medical societies and com
mittees and the author of over 50 scientific publica
tions . 
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CALENDAR OF 
~ 

All calendar entries must be received no later than the close of 
busi~ess on the Thursda y two weeks prior •to publication . 

MONDAY,DECEMBER15 
3:30 p.m. - Endocrine Conference (UMH). 
Case Presentation from University of Maryland 
Hospital. UMH, Rm. 3-304. 
4 p.m. - Pharmacology Seminar Schedule 
(SM) : "Use of Fluorescent Markers to Study 
Membrance Fluidity," by Dr. Richard Pagano , 
Carnegie Institute of Washington . HH, Rm . 
4-426. 
4 - 5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH): "Technique and Cardiopulmonary By
pass Graft," by Dr. Robert Pfefferkorn . UMH, 
Rm . 8-210 . 
TUESDAY,DECEMBER16 
8 - 10 a.m. - Opthalmology Grand Rounds 
(UMH). Grand Rounds. UMH , Departmental 
Offices . 
10:30 a.m. - Opthalmology Lecture Schedule 
(UMH): "Retinoplastoma ," by Dr. Michael 
Sandler . UMH, Rm. 5-1134. 

11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. - Medical Grand Rounds 
(UMH): "Motivating the Alcoholic Patient into 
RX," by Dr . Charles Whitfield , and "Spontaneous 
Bacterial Peritonitis," by Dr. David B. Posner. 
HH , Sophomore Lecture Hall . 

Noon - Movies presented by the United 
Episcopal Ministry at the Baltimore Student Union 
on campus. 
Noon - Medical G;and Rounds (SM). HH , 
Freshman Lecture Hall . 
WEDNESDAY,DECEMBER17 
7:30 a.m. - Neuroradiology Conference 
(U.MH) . UMH, 2nd floor , Rad . Conf. Rm . 
9 a.m. - Clinico-neuropathological Conference 
(SM). UMH, Rm. B:.1125 . 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. - Continuing Dental Education 
Course (DS): "An Opportunity to be Updated on 
New Materials and Techniques in Operative 
Dentistry," by Dr. Alvan Miller Holston , Jr. 
HHH , Rm . 3-A-24. 

CU\$1Fl£CD 

Campus classifie d is a free service to all members of the 
university co111m un1ty on a space (wa,lablc basis . All ads must 
be submitted to Happenings Edito r. Unive rsity Relations. 
Lombard Building . There is a tum -time publication limit . If 
responding to an ad from ojf campus. precede extension by 
528. 

FOR SALE 
SKI BOOTS, Blue Hanson Avanti's, size 8-8½ , 
used· one season , $50. Call Gary X7156 
HOUSE , large , spacious townhouse being 
renovated, Ridgely's Delight area , LR , DR, Kit. 
w/ island counter , 3rd floor deck , garage , 3-4 
BR , 2½ baths·, expected to be avail. Jan. 1. Call 
Kathy Walsh X6418 . 
CHRISTMAS TREES, beautiful 6-foot tall spruce, 
$16 each . Proceeds go to charity. Call James 
Clements , 455-7205 . · 
HOUSE, 3 BR, new double pane windows ; gas 
hot water , furnace , and range ; sideyard with 
greenhouse & storage building; dishwasher, 
washer , dryer. 4 .5 miles from UMBC or 2 .5 
miles from UMAB . $27 ,000 . or offer . Call 
945-5438 eves. 

10 a.m. - Clinical Neurology Conference . 
UMH , Rm . 12-1240. 
10:30 a.m. - MIEMSS Morbidity and Mortality 
Conference c;ombined with Morning Rounds . 
UMH , Pediatric Conference Rm , 5th floor. 
11 a.m. - Neurosurgery Grand Rounds (SM) . 
UMH, Rm. 12-1240. 
Noon - Pediatric Grand Rounds (UMH) . UMH , 
Rm . 1-704. 
Noon - 1 p.m. - Weekly Therapy Group for 
Family Members where there is alcoholism or 
chemical dependency led by Ms. Delpha Wright 
and Dr . Charles Whitfield . Redwood Hall , Rm . 
208 .-
Noon - 1:15 p.m. Housestaff Conferences 
(UMH): "Approach to Anemia ," by Dr. John 
Wolfe Blotzer. UMH , Rm . 3-1151. 
4 p.m. - Biological Chemistry Seminar (SM): 
"Leukergy Rediscovered : Neutrophils in 
Inflammation ," by Dr. Gerald Weissmann, NY 
University Med. Center. MSTF Auditorium (mail 
level). 
7 !).m. - Holy· Eucharist , UMH , Newman 
Center. 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 18 
10:30 a.m. - Biological Chemistry Seminar 
(SM): "Calcium in Cell Activation ," by Dr. Gerald 
Weissmann, NY University Med. Center. HH , 
Rm. 229: 
Noon - 1:15 p.m. - Housestaff Conferences 
(UMH) : "CPC," by Dr. Michael Klein. UMH , 
Rm . 3-1151. 
1:30 p.m. - Alcoholism Group Therapy , UMH , 
Rm . G-1258. 
4 p.m. - Anesthesiology Grand Rounds 
(UMH). UMH, Rm. 8210. 

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 19 
11:30 a.m. - Medical Chief of Service Rounds 
(UMH). UMH, Rm. 3-1151. 
11 :30 a.m. - 1 p.m. -- Weekly Friday 
Conference (SM): "Case Conference ," by Dr. 
Stanley Roy Platman , Dept. of Health & Mental 
Hygiene . UMH, Rm . 1-704. 
1 - 2 p.m. - Epidemiology and Preventive 
Medicine Seminars (SM): "Screening in 
Geriatrics," by Dr. Noel D. List. HHT , Rm . 
13-042. 
2 p.m. - Pulmonary Conference (SM): Case 
oriented . UMH, Rm . 3-C . 
2 - 3:30 p.m. - Neurology Grand Rounds. 
Psych Institute, Rm . 1-704. 
3:30 p.m. - Pulmonary Diseases and Thoracic 
Surgery Conference (SM): Case oriented. IPHB, 
Rm . 1-704. 

FOR RENT 
APT , 1 BR in private home , Waverly area, $185 . 
mo. incl. heat. Call 467-2823 or 366-4669 eves. 
APT. , sublet, nicely furnished studio/ efficiency 
w / separate kitchen & bath, Mt. Vernon area 
from Jan . 1 - March 30. $170 mo. incl. heat & 
hot water. Call 54 7-9175 eves. or 252-1392 
weekends. 
HOUSE , furnished, 2 BR, LR , Dr, Kit. , $300 
mo. avail. Dec . - end of June. Call Dr . Steinert 
X6811. 
APT. , 2 BR, 1½ yrs . old , Cl A/ C , balcony , all 
appliances , pets O.K. , wooded, tennis cts., pool, 
$341, Essex Comm. College area. Call X3979 or 
574-3282. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
TYPING , APA format , correcting selectric. Call 
467-9110. 
ROOM & BOARD, male quadriplegic needing 
some attendant services will exchange room & 
board with possibility of small salary, ideal for 
student , close to campus. Conta.ct Judy Ashley or 
Craven Bell at 889-3080, X298 or 234. 
HELP, I need a temporary home for 3 months , 
my masters are going overseas, I need someone 
to love while they are gone. 11 yr. old 
housebroken Schnauzer, loves children . supplies 
his own food, toys and small stipend , needs to be 
walked, played with and loved. Call Dr. M. 
Snyder X7560 or 764-3075 eves . 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20 
8:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Surgery Basic Science 
Seminar (UMH): "Cartilagenous Tumors," by Dr. 
John E. Kenzora. UMH , Rm . G-1258. 
9 a.m. - Surgical Grand Rounds (UMH): 
"Carcinoma of the Esophagus," by Dr. John R. 
Hankins , UMH, Rm . 1-704. 
9:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Surgery Grand 
Rounds (UMH): "Genetics and Orthopaedic 
Surgery ," by Dr. Alexander Kuehl. UMH , Rm. 
G-1258. 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER21 
10 a.m. - Protestant Worship Service UMH , 
13-West , Visitor's Lounge. 
11 a.m. - Catholic Mass, UMH , Newman 
Center. 
11 a.m. - Roman Catholic Mass , UMH , 
13-West , Visitor's Lounge . 
5 p.m. - Worship Service, UMH , Newman 
Center. 
MONDAY,DECEMBER22 
3:30 p.m. - Endocrine Conference (UMH): 
"Testicular Feminization with Secondary 
Amenorrhea in a 17-year-old," by Dr. Isadore 
Ances. UMH, Rm. 3-304. 
4 -5 p.m. - Anesthesia Teaching Schedule 
(UMH): "Inotropic Agents ," by Dr. Frank 
McCormack. UMH , Rm. 8-210. 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 23 
8 - 10 p.m. - Ophthalmology Grand Rounds 
(UMH). Grand Rounds . UMH , Departmental 
Offices. 
10:30 a.m. - Ophthalmology Lecture Schedule 
(UMH): "Drugs Used in Glaucoma Treatment ," by 
Dr. Mohyee Eldefrani. UMH , Rm. 5-1134. 

SATURDAY, JANUARY 3 
8:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Basic Science Course 
(UMH): "Round & Giant Cell Tumors," by Ors . 
John Kenzora and Charles Edwards . UMH , Rm . 
G-1258. 
9:30 a.m. - Orthopaedic Grand Rounds. Topic 
will be announced . UMH, G-1258. 

MONDAY, JANUARY 5 
3:30 p.m. - Endocrine Conference (UMH): 
"McCure-Albright Syndrome in a 2-year-old, " by 
Dr. Judith McLaughlin. UMH , Rm. 3-304. 

TUESDAY, JANUARY 6 
Noon - Movies presented by the United 
Episcopal Ministry at the Baltimore Student Union 

·on campus. 
Noon - Medical Grand Rounds (SM). HH , 
Freshman Lecture Hall. 

LOST 
NOTEBOOK , blue, 3 ring, medicine notes , "Cell 
Bio" written on outside. Urgent to find. Call Paul 
X6960 or 239-3427 . 

LOST, long nylon or acrylic scarf on Tuesday, 
Oct. 29, between SSW and Koester's parking lot , 
pale blue-gray print, Call Pat X7004 . 
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